4. WABI

AS AN AESTHETIC CONCEPT

4.I. INTRODUCTION
chapters 2 a¡d 3 in this study focused on wabi as a philosophical concept. In this
chapter, waåi describing extemal feahnes of objects zuch as utensils used in
chadô, ofthe tea-house, or ofthe roji path are studied in order to provide a general
overview: How are they defined in classical sources? The focus of the following

discussions is mainly on concrete objects, deliberating on the sense of wabi in
them and how it is expressed in the chosen ciøtions from classical sources. In
section 4.2,the idea of the sense of waåi in tea utensils, the tea-house, and in the

roji

parJl. is examined in general. The aim of the section is to give a clear picture of
what is the sense of wabi in utensils, to show with concrete examples what kind of
utensils are considered to be socalled 'wabi utensils', and to deliberaie on the sense
and source of wabi in tea utensils. The sense of wabí ís also studied through tea
dia¡ies of the Great Tea Masters. This discussion will be expanded in chapter 6.
Next, in section 4.3,Tea Master Jô-ô's idea of the sense of wabí in chadô is introduced through tea utensils he owned or admired and studied further by exarnining
tea gatherings he hosted. In section 4.4, Rilcyû's concept of the sense of wabi is
examined, concentrating on the information from the tea records of those tea

gatherings Rikyu hosted himself. Finally, in Section 4.5, Rilgrû,s concept of wabi
is illustrated by introducing anecdotes about Rikyû as the Great Master of Tea.

4.2. THß SENSE OF W¿W t¡t TEA UTENSILS, TEA-HOUSB, AND

nolr

PATH THROUGII TEA.RELATED CLASSICAL LITERATURE:
AN OVERVIE\il

4.2.l.Tea Utensils
4.2.1.1. General

ÍTabi in tea utensils is basically understood as the opposite of the beauty in
chinese or famous utensils (meibutsu).It means that a person does not own any of
them; that one is a poor person (wabi hito) who cannot afford masterpieces or a
beautiful tea-house. llabi style of rea means a poor devotee of chadô who
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practises Tea using whatever utensils and materials are available.4o The opening
p.Ìssage of the Srí7rnåoÈa clarifies this meaning of wabi:
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In old times, chanøyu was divided into three stages: the upper, the middle, and the
lower. Being in the upper stage means that one is a superior person or wealthy person,
and owns some famed utensils. The middle means either that one is wealthy but does

not own any famed utensils, or that one owns famed utensils but is poor [in other
waysl. The lower means that one is a poor person and does not own any utensils. This
is called rvaåi.

Similarly the meaning of wabi is explained in the following examples from
S ôj inb
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ljllabi means no feelings of dissatisfaction even though one ow¡rs no utensils.
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Ilabi tea men do not own very good utensils (dógz). lHowever] in olden times, even
though one would have only a fresh-water container or a tea bowl of present-day
ceramics, one handled this item as a precious piece without thinking that one did not
have any other utensils. This kind ofTea practitioner was highly respected and he was
called a man of Tea (szlcishò44{.
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Wabi means not owning even a single thing...

Basically wabi means that one does not own even a single Chinese utensil and is
unable to buy a famous Chinese utensil, indicating that one is a poor person. On
440

Chôandôki, p. 375.

44t

Sôjinboku, p. 145. For furttrer information of the origins of the book, see Hisada 1956.
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Sôjinboku, p.296.

443

Sôjinboku, p. l8ó.

444

Sukisha: in this context the word szÈuåa is used not only to indicate a man of Tea (chanoyusåa), but particularly a man ofthe wabi style of chano¡ar who has eye for good utensils. This
story has a connection with the story before (Sôjinboku, pp. 179-180) concerning preparing
thick tea (koicha) in which one should use famcd utensils and other masterpieces.

445

Genrytchawa, p. 427. This citation is only a short part of an anecdote of Rþt, which is
quoted in Section 4.5. For fu¡ther information about Genryûchawa, see Cl(Z 3, Bibliographical notes on pp.490-497.
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the other hand, wabí is also defined as an ability to handle ordinary, present day
utensils as if they were precious pieces with the same respect and care f¡s one
would handle famous Chinese utensils. Wabi frirther suggests that one has no
desire to own famous Chinese utensils, but rather is fully satisfied with one's life
as it is (see Section 2.3.1).It is also understood from the citation above that every
ordinary utensil does not possess the sense of wabi.It recommends a critical study
ofordinary utensils to sepafate good pieces from infe¡ior objects. Therefore, for a
u,abi Tea person, 'a skilled eyd (mekiki) for the advantages and disadvantages of
the utensils is needed and this is gained tbrough continuous practice (Section
3.1.3.2).

In spite of being poor, a wabi Tea p€rson should pay attention to cleanliness.
Concerning tea utensils, even if a poor waåf person has no money to buy expensive and rafe tea utensils one should, at least, use new green banrboo in utensils,
such as chopsticks or a lid-rest, and a new white cloth chakin (a cloth for wiping a
tea bowl and kettle during gosumi [second setting of charcoal]). These utensils
cost next to nothing during the times of Jô6 and RikyCr, and therefore were required even for awabi Tea practitioner. The following passages support the claim
that cleanliness is emphasised in waåi:

lËÀ¿., #' )tâ+ll,ôäÂ^ L ¿ Ë^ã&446
According to old masters, a wabi lTeal penon should pay attention to the chopsticks
and to the sweet-eating sticks...

This is explained more precisely in Sagi,ti Fusai Densho:
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...the green bamboo chopsticks are also fresh and beautiñ¡l; they are appreciated in
waåi [style of Tea], too.

As stated above, for a wabi Tea practitioner it is enough to own at least a white
ctoth for wiping the tea bowl (chakin). Chanoyu lchíeishû addresses this as follows:
...
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Even an exÛemely poor person (waäi rzono) should use a new cåalc¡¡t.

The examples given above give an impression of purity which is emphasised in
chadô, and in addition, they show that one is truly devoted to the Way of Tea by

446
447

Hosokawa Chanoyu no Sho, p.2E.

Sugiki Fusai Densho, p. 180.

448 Chanoyu lchieishû,

p. 360. See also Genryflchawa p. 427 . There is a story about a wabi Tea
person who gives Rikyt money to buy tea ut€nsils for him. Instead of buying utensils Rikyû
put all the money to buy a white cloth.
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doing one's best even in straitened circumstances. Because the wabí style of Tea
looks rough and materially poor, one should ty even ha¡der to make things look
fresh and beautiful (this aspect

will

be studied in more detail later in this section;

see also Section 3.1.3.3).

Parallel to the cleanliness of the chakin cloth or the freshness of the bamboo
sticks used in Tea, it is also advised that the clothes of a poor waåi person should
be at least clean, even

ifone cannot af,ford new clothes:
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A poor person (wabimono), who is the humblest of the humble, whether thc clothes are
cotton or paper, there is nothing that would be inappropriæe to wear. whatever one
wears the most important is to wear new clothes. For a¡r extremely poor person even if
the clothes are old, they should be clean and have no dirt on them.

Modest materials fue fecommended for waåi persons, such as paper or cotton, but
despite this suggestion, there exists no set nrles conceming what one should wea¡.

Above all, one should at least wea¡ clean clothes, if one is not able to wea¡ new
clothing. In the waåí style of Te4 the modest style of life is admired with some
ascetic nuances, such as the recommendation to wear paper or cotton clothes even
though the winters Í¡re very cold in the Kansai area where Tea was flourishing

during the time of the Great Tea Masters. Hosokøwa chanoyt no sho defines in
more detail an ascetic idea of wabí:
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lnwabilchad,ôl woollen blankets are not used. Besides tha! the food should be suitable for the season and tasty. Fuñhermore, it is important to keep things clean and
beautiñ¡1.

In the wabi style of Tea woollen blankets a¡e not used on the tatami to keep
guests warm during the winter time. This is, supposedly, in keeping with the stoic
idea of austere wabi blankets a¡e considered a luxury. Some regulations con-

-

cerning the food served a¡e also found in the classics, suggesting that a wabi
person should not serve delicacies, but rather serve simple dishes suitable for the
season.45r The citation above also advises preparation of flavourful dishes suitable
44e Chanoyu lchieishû, p.340.

450
451

HosokawaChanoyu no Sho, p.28.
Chawashigetsusht, p. 205. This story tells about a poor and modest rraåi tea-person whose
house Riþû visits on the way to Kyôto. Rikyíi is impressed with the humble house and
waits with great pleasure for what the host can put together to serve a light meal for an
unexpected guest late in the winter evening. But Riky{l is disappointed when he is served
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for the season. ln general, keeping ever¡hing clean and displaying them as beautifully as possible is considered to be a vitalabilþ for a wabi person. The word
/cirei, which means "clean" or "beautifi,rl" is used in the passage cited above. It
could be assumed that the choice of the word refers to the idea that a poor wabí
person should keep everything extremely clean, while at the same time should try
to make things look beautiful to avoid a shabby and miserable feeling tn chadô.
The appreciation of contrasting ideas such as the combination of wabi and the

beautiful is shown in the following citation from Nanpörolar
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Rilq¡û has always said that the tea utensils sbould be chosen so that they suit the user.
Because Rikt¡û is a large man, therefore, meek and small utensils suit him. For a big
priest the big utensils look unrehned and do not possess a suÈ¡ heart. For an elderly
person elegant and beautiful utensils are suitable; if the vabí feeling is too strong, the
delighr will be lost.

This passage points out the importance of contrast for the balance of the entire
atmosphere. If a big man uses big utensils, it only looks unrefined and lacks taste.
A big man should favour small objects, as Rikyû did; an old man would select
elegant and beautiful utensils for the contrasts of the patina of age. If the feeling of
wabi, in this context, rough, masculine, and meagre is stressed too much, all the

freshness, delightfulness, and beauty will disappea¡. This passage contains an
important message: the sense of wabí does not lie just in things poor, rough, frugal, or unrefined, but in the irurer feelings such as modesty or Fanquillity, and in
the interaction between the utensils and the occasion as a whole. In a similar way,
the word kirei was used in the previous citation from Hosokswa Chanoyu no Sho:

for contrast to the poor and shabby wabi Tea person, or wabichadô, one should
promote the sense of beauty in the utensils chosen.

A wabi
simple.a53

Tea person's house, the materials used and utensils are modest and

To others, they might even look ¡6'gh and rustic. Howeve¡ poverty

and roughness are only one side of the matter; morc important than material goods
is the state of mind that a person possesses in daily life. Spiritualty this means that

first and foremost waåi means possessing the wabi heart as described n Chôanawabi Tea practitioner does everything by

¿6¡¡.asd In Tea practice this means that

4s2
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rare delicacies instead of a simple and modest meal and leaves the house without eating. For
more details, see Section 4.5.

Nanpôroku, p.284.
Genrytchawa" p. 474. This passage describes the humbleness of a wabi tea-person's tea-
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if possible, ahe¿d of 1¡tn..ass These
examples show that it is not only the outer appearance but also the inner spirit that
is needed to be a frlue wabi person and to practise the true wabi styLe of Tea.
himself and that he is always on time, and

4.2.1.2. V/abi in tea utewils

Conceming the tea utensils, such as tea bowls, flower vases, or fresh-water containers, paåi seems to refer, according to the classics, to things of Japanese origin.
Wabi refers especially to the rough utensils having a strong sense of modesty and
rusticity, types of utensils that were quite different f¡om the old Chinese or other
foreign utensils used in Tea during the time of the Great Tea Masters. The sense
of wabi in tea utensils is examined in this study through examples from classical
sources, mostly ftom Genryûchawa, which explains the difference between yaåi
utensils and Chinese or other famous utensils by describing how tea utensils
were before and what kind of utensils the Great Tea Masters favoured. The first
example concerns incense containers used in chadô and the sense of wabi they
convey:
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Question: What did the incense cases look like?
Answer: In the days of old, incense cases were Chinese such as tsaishu, tsuikô, tsuiu,
suishitsa,457 lacquer work with gold or various kinds of mottrer-of-pearl work. Or,
they were Japanese cases, such as old metal ones, nashi¡i, tal¡amakie, and works of
tokidashi.a'S Because the above-mentioned utensils wer€ not used in the waôi style of
Te4 Rikyt also used Japanese ceramic incense cases such as Bizen, Shigaraki, Raku,
and Shino.

454

Chôandôki, p. 375. See details in Section 2.2.1

455

Chanoyu lchieishû, pp. 363, 394.

456 Genryûchaw4 p.415.

457

458

Tsuishu, tslikô, tsuiu, tsußhißu: all these are elaborately-coated lacquer ware with pattems
in relief. Tsaishu is red lacquer with patterns in relief. Tsuikô a¡e lacquer wa¡e which first
have elaborately-coated red lacquer and on the ofthat, several layers ofblack lacquer. When
the patterns are cawed, the lower layers of red become visible again and the result is redand-black-coloured. Isuiz refers to the lacquer ware with a bird patæm in relief and fs¿¡'sålru is just any other kind of lacquer ware with pattems in re lief.
Nashiji, takamakie,and tokidashi: these are different kinds ofJapanese makie lacquer work.

Makie means lacquer work with gold and / or silver decorations. The technique varies in
these different kinds of ma,tie work.
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Minutely decorated, carved lacquer chinese objects (Plate l0b), as well as the
Japanese makie style of lacquer pieces (Plate l lb), vr'ith rich colours and a shine of
the dust of gold and silver, are masterpieces of art. Already, during these times,
they were too expensive for a poor wabi Tea person. To evoke the feeling and the
spirit of waåi, Rikyû sørted to use Japanese ceramics such as Bìzen, shigaraki,
Raku, and Shino, which all are rough and have an unfinished or unaffected feeling.
Their free form and unfinished style were considered to be expressive of the sense

of natualness which was greatly

admired during the time

of the Great

Tea

Masters. These utensils were, without a doubt, very different in spirit from those
used in the shoin style of rea. Bizen, shigaraki, and Shino arc named according to
the location of kilns. The name Ralat is a short form of Juraka, Hideyoshi's luxurious mansion in Kyôto.ase
The f¡esh-water containers, mizusashi, are used in Tea to refill the kettle with
fresh water if the water gets too hot and for rinsing the used tea bowls, but also for

showing 'the preparedness of hean' (section 2.3.1) by refilling the kettle after
using it in order to set everything in readiness to welcome a guest who arrives
suddenly. ln Genryûchawa, fresh-water containers a¡e described as follows:
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Question: What were the fresh-water containers like?
Answer: In the days of old, the fresh-water containers were various metal ware from
Chína, Nanban dakiole,46t or the formal style of teoke.a62 Shukô started to vse Bizen

459

Genshoku chadô Daijiten, see s.v. Ameya, chöjirô, Raku, sôkei, and sômi..rRa*z ceramics
are said to have been created by Ameya who was Chôjirô's father. Chôjirô became the hrst
generation of Raka; the present generation is the fourteenth. Ameya was supposedly ofnonJapanese origin, from China or Korea. Another story about the origins of Raku ceramics is
that it was named according to the golden seal with the carving of the Chinese characte¡ raku
(S, meaning 'Joy", "delight", "pteasure", "easy", "peacefrrl" among the others), which was
given by Hideyoshi to Tanaka Sôkei who ì,vas a potter from the Muromachi period. Sometimes it is impossible to distinguish which was a work by Chôjirô, Sôkei, or Sômi (Sôkei,s

eldest son).

4óo Genryûchawa, p.416.
461 Literally, Nanban means Southern
462

barbarians. In Tea-related text th€ word is used to refer to
the South-east Asian countries or soulhern parts of China. Dakioke is a sort of fresh-water
container made of copper, though it can also be ceramicTeoke is a sort of fresh-water container which was originally used to refill the fiesh water
container in the mizuya (literally: "water room", meaning the preparation room, it is also
uscd for storage of utensils), to change water or clean the *ahtbai (a stone water basin to
rinse one's hands and mouth before entering the tea-room; symbolically one purifies one,s
heart, too), or to sprinkle water on the rees in the roTi path. Tea masters started to use this as
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and Shigaroki.

ln

order to evoke even mor€ the feeling

of wabi, Jô.ô

invented

tsurub&63 a fresh-water container and Rikyt the magemono.aoa In tl¡e extreme p¿åi
[chadô\, katakuchf&s is accepted.

This is a typical example in which the development towa¡d the wabi style of
utensils is described as a historical process from the formal shoin style of Tea to
the extreme wabi style of Te4 indicating the developmentof chadô from Shukô to
Jô-ô and all the way to Rikyû. In tle sl¡oin daisu style of Te4 the formal style of
Tea, the Chinese or foreign utensils were used and were usually mostly of old
bronze or lacquer ware. Shukô invented Bizen warc, Jô-ô, the ba¡e wooden tsuruåe (utility article for everyday use), and finally Rilqrû, the wooden magemono.
According to this example, not only certain Japanese ceramics such as Bízen,
Shigaraki, and Shino, but also bare wooden a¡ticles are described as possessing
the sense of wabi in thei¡ simplicity and naturalness. Besides the bare wooden
articles which were adapted to be used in chadô, an additional new influence was
the use of everyday utensils, such as tsurube, a wooden well bucket, that were
adapted for the wabi style of Tea. Some of the foreign pieces fiom Korea or
South-east Asia were everyday utensils not associated with tea in their home
countries as were the Japanese items which were adapted to be used in chadô n
spite of their original use.
In tea scoops (chashalu) bamboo @late 8b) displaced ivory in the waåi style:
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Question: What were the tea scoops like?
Answer: ln the days of old, tea scoops were ivory. But they were not suitable for use
with the ruaôi utensils, and therefore, Shukô copied the shape ofthe ivory scoop and
made it from bamboo. Now these tea scoops are known by the names of lsaTi (cogon
tgrassD and /no ([sweet] potato).

a fresh-water container inside the tea-r<rom. The formal slyle of teolæ means that the container is lacquered, not bare wood.

463

Tsurube: this fresh water container was used by Jô-ô. Tsurube was originally used for draw-

ing water from a well. Jô-ô favoured a ba¡e wooden one, but lacquered and gold-copper
alloy oncs are also used.
464 Magemono is a wooden water container made from red cedar with a lid. This is used in
making Tea with Chinese utensils (lcøamono\, performing the daitenmoht style of serving
tea with a tenmolu tea bowl and a special stan( or if doing the bondate style of serving tea
(style of preparing tea $'hen karamono chaire, or another item is received from a superior, is
placed on the tray to show respect). Bare wood symbolises freshness and purity, therefore it
is atso used, for example, when a new tea-room has irs first gathering.

465

Katakuchi: a shallow pot with a spout that was originally used as an oil, sake, or soy sauce
contai¡er.

466 Genryûchaw4 p.4t6.
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In this citation, the word waåi utensils, wabidôgu, shows indisputabty that
wabi is used in Tea-related classics to describe a special kind of rustic beauty
in tea utensils.aó7 In the p*t, tea scoops (chashatw) were old chinese med.icine
scoops made from ivory and adapted for Tea They were ra¡e and expensive, and
they had a luxurious feeling because ivory has always been a ra¡e material. shukô
did not find them consistent with the sense of wabichadô for this reason. Therefore, he copied the shape of the scoop and remade it from bamboo. Nowadays
chashalan a¡e made from other woods as well, such as cherry, and they can be
lacquered and decorated, or made from silver, metal alloy (sahari), or they can
even be ceramic. usually tea scoops a¡e ba¡e bamboo and they may be given
poetic names, such as 'cogon Grass' or 'sweet potato' in the example above.
Anderson also mentions the progress of chashaha toward the most informal style
of Tea, which is called here the wabi Te4 but her focal point is in the placement
of the node. The first tea scoops did not have a node similar to ivory tea scoops,
and these are considered to be the most formal ones. In the semiformal style of the
tea scoop, the node is at the end of the scoop and in the informal , or wabi style,

the node is in the middle.68 The great change in tea scoops from formal to
informal wabi style was first of all in the change of the mate¡ial from ivory to

bamboo (and other materials, too), and the use of the node and its place just gave a
final distinctive touch to the waåi style.
Flowers are placed in the toknnoma during the second half of the gathering
when thin tea is served - Genryûchawa describes the change in the styles of the

flower vases

as

follows:
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Suzuki claims in his study on 7zn and Japanese Culture(see Introduction of this sh¡dy) that
the special kind ofbeauty in Tea is called saåi in tbe Tea-related clæsics.
Suzuki is riáfr, i"
the sense that the spirit or style may be described as saåi (solitary) taste in Tea;
howeve the
outer features of tea utensils are described with the word waói.

468 Anderson

1991, p. 189. Anderson writes that "Jôô took the evolutionary process one srep
frirther, innovating a scoop with a node at the base of the handle... Rikyù ultimately decideã
to put the node in the middle of the chashaht.." This information is confirmed in
Genshoku
chadô Daijiten, s.v. chashaka. concerning the theme, the following passage from the
book
calted Kaiki (CW 5, p. I 5l) is found: X ttl
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chashakus without the node. These can be made either from ivory or
bamúoo. Before Jô-ô,
chashaku had no node; Rilqd was the first one to put the node in the middle
of the chashaku. Yet chashalats without a node were also used after Rikyû.,

Genryûchawa, pp.416-417.
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Question: What were the flower vases like?
Answer: In the days of old, the flower vases were Chinese, various kinds of metal
vases, such as kabura-ari and kaburanashi, or nijúlrobura, sorori, gtôzwsu (the shape
of a sutra container), and various kinds of celadon vases such as hinata or ¡o¡ono¡o.470
But since they were too precious for wabi, Jô-ô took into usç a basket, Iga, and Shigaraki types of flower vases. Rikyû ueated ShalcuhachfTt and various kinds of bamboo
flower vases with one or two cut-out sections.

In the old times, referring here to the time of Shukô or earlier, the flower vases
were of metal, celadon, or blue-and-white Chinese porcelain, and they were used
in the formal style of Tea. The Chinese porcelain flower vases were beautifully
decorated and were rich in colorrrs. The metal ones were also skillfully made with
minute details. From the same era, various kinds of blue and white porcelain as
well as celadon flower vases from the Song and Ming dynasties belong to the
formal style of vases. All of these are placed, in the formal style of Tea, on a black
lacquered board in rhe þkomoma.For wabichadô,Jõ-õ inûoduced a basket flower
vase which is placed into the tokonoma straight on the tatami or the wooden floor
without a board, emphasising the informal feeling and the sense of modest waåi in
Tea.

it does not say whether the baskets were Chinese or
they
were more inforrnal in feeling than the old Chinese
Japanese, nevertheless,
metal or porcelain flower vases. One new Japanese style of ceramic, .Iga, is also
mentioned here as being Jô-ô's influence on wabichadô (until now Japanese
ceramics like Bizen, Raht, Shígaraki, and Shino, are mentioned as possessing the
spirit of waåi in tea utensils). All the Japanese ceramic wa¡e is placed on the ba¡e
wooden boa¡d when displayed inthe tokonona. Rikyû favoured a bamboo flower
container, which is even more informal in feeling than the Japanese ceramic or
In the cited

470

47t

passage

Chinese flower vases: løbura-ari, kaburanashi, nijúkabura, sorori, gttöztttsn (the shape of a
sutra container), and various kind ofceladon vases such as kinula ar lalenoko. Kabura-ari,
kaburanashi, and nijúløbura are named for the globular shape of a turnip. The vase has
quite a slender body and the mouth of the vase opens wide. It may have the globular (tumip)
shape in the middle, at the bottom, or even both. These flower vases can be ancient copper or
celadon. Soro¡ihas a long slender neck and the body ofthe vase has a slight roundness. lt
has usually no ornaments and it is made of ancient copper or metal alloy. Gyôzutsa was
originally a cylinder-shaped sutra container that is used as a flower container n chadô,ltis
made ofcopper, gold-copper, iron, or even ceramics.

Shalaùachi: This flower vase, made by Rilqnl, is classifîed m the Omeibutsr: 'the great
famed utensils'. The name of the container probably refers to the bamboo flute, shakuhachi,
or to the length of the vase. The container is a piece of bamboo cut so that the knot of
bamboo is left just a little below mid-length. Shatuhachihas a little curved line. The bamboo
container with one or two cuttings means that the bamboo is cut just below a knot that makes
the bottom for the vase. Above this, in a good place, the stem of bamboo is cut in way reminiscent of a window, and on the top a ring of bamboo remains. A vase with one cut-off section is called ichijúgiri and with two cut-off sections , nij'úgiri' For pictures, see sen no Rikyû

- The 400th Memorial,

pp.95-97

.
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basket containers. ln Yamanoue Sôiitd7t under the tiÍle "wab¡ flower vases" three
types of flower vases are introduced: Karamono basket (owned by Jô-ô), Jô-ô's
Bízen tsutsu (a tube-shaped flower vase), and Rikyû's Bizen takPno,to (the shape of
(karamono)
a bamboo shoot). In this example, Jô-ô's basket is said to be a Chinese

in the
basket, which suggests the possibility that the basket flower vase mentioned
citation of Genryûchawa,mightbe a Chinese piece, too'
One of the most famous flower vases invented is Rikyû's Shalathachi, also
durmentioned in the citation from Genryûchawa.Rikyû made this vase in 1590
Shahthachi
nane
The
ing the Odahara siege,a73 and presented it to Hideyoshi.
comes from the poem by Ikkyû Sojun (139+1481) who was a famous Zen master:

lË&ffi É É *
Jt/\.f + ìÉ Ëâ
Ë

It comes from both cut-off ends,
through a shaku andeightsøn, through Past and Present'

4Ë*ËF- ü
= +E*þfrÊ474

Whistling atone oftrue hea¡toftranscendentreality'
known three thousand leagues and beyond'

This poem is about the traditional Japanese end-blown flute, shakuhachi, and is
acinscribed by Takuan sôhô (1573-1645) on the inner box of the vase.47s An

in
companying letter repeats the poem and explains tbat shakuhacåi was named
wanted
that
Rikyu
accordance with the words of the Zen Master lkkyu and states
to transcribe the poem and let the beauty of it be known th¡ee thousand leagues
and beyond. Perhaps he wished to express metaphorically his wish that the bamboo flower vase would become one of the most commonly known and frequently
used flower vases in chadô. The outer box bea¡s the inscription of Kobori Enshû

of Rikyû's disciples. In the citation fron Genry'ûchawa, Rikyû's basket flower vases were not mentioned (see Section 4.4.2)

(1579-1647), who was one

but even today Rikyû's Kalsuralcago, a fisherman's basket, and Nata no Saya,
a hatchet-case basket for flowers, exist and are generally recognised as being
Rikyû's inventions in the waöi style of the

412

Tea-a16

Yamanoue Sôjiki, P' 89.

'173 Sansom 1973,p.412.

474

The 400th Memorial, pp. 95,297 for the original poem by Ikkyt and
1992b' p.
also Kobori Enshû,s poem on Shakilhachi on the box. For details, see Kurasawa
refers
Såa¡tuhachi
name
the
p'
Supposedly
53.
1988,
Hamamolo
on
båed
is
225. Translation
to the
both to the Japanese style of flute and to the lengh of the container which, according
3'03; if
exhibition cataloguc, is approximately 26-2 cm (one shaka is ca. 30.3 cm a sün is ca
eight szns are su-bt acted horn onr shalø, we get 6.0ó cm; if this is again subtracted from
See Sen no

Riþû

one shaku, the

-

total is24.24 cm).

475 Usually tea utensils are kept in wooden boxes to protect them and precious utensils may

utensil
have two or three boxes inside one another like Russian dolls. The poetic name of the
the
poems
describing
even
Sometimes
the
box.
piece
inscribed
on
is
the
of
type
and the
utensils are included.

176

For Rikyû,s basket flower vases, see Sen no Rikyû

-

The 400th Memorial, pp. 98-99'
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The waste-water containers, kensui, are needed in Tea for pouring the cleaning water of the tea bowls when rinsed inside the tea-room. Genryûchøwa describes the sense of wabí in these objects as follows:

P€.
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Question: What were the waste-water containers like?
Answer: In the times of old, waste-watcr containers such as gôshi, honehaki, Nanban
kamenofutdaTS were used. Besides these, to keep the spirit of waår, J&ô took into use

."r¡t¡.4?9

The waste-water containers, kensui, were also foreign pieces made of metal
(ancient bronze) or ceramics before the time of the Great Tea Masters. To evoke
the sense of wabi, Jô-ô used the bare wooden piece called mentsú, which is a bentround bamboo. Accordingto Genryûchawa,48o the ba¡e wooden mentsúwas used
only once. This was supposedly to maintain the sense of purity and freshness
because the gteen colour oftea dyes the white wood green and causes a sense of
impurity. Mentsú was originally not a tea utensil, but a pilgrim's eating bowl that
Jô-ô found suitable to be used n chadô. This shows that during the Momoyama
period new tea utensils, such as everyday utility pieces, were adapted from their
original use into chadô. The old Chinese metal and ceramic utensils were also not
made only for Tea but as daily utility utensils, zuch as honehaki or kamenofuta,
which were nevertheless highly ranked because of thei¡ material and origin. These
two are also rare examples because basically in Tea, unpleasant connotations such
as bones referring to death are avoided.

In the following, different kinds of mizutsugi, a pot with a spout for refilling
the fresh-water container (mizusashi) or the kettle (lcama) with water, are defined
as

follows:

477

Genryrìchaw4 p.418.

478 Gósåi
þronounced also

gôsu), honehaki, and Nanban kamenofata are all non-Japanese
waste-water containers used in chadô. Gôshi is originally a hot water container with a lid,
but n chadô it is used as a waste-water container without a lid. The most famous one is
called sahari hôshi (salnri means metal alloy). Honehaki was originally used in China as
daity tableware for the bones from food. Nanban lønenofuta was originally a lid of an urn
or jar. In chadô ít is usually used as an æh-container, but as this example shows, also as
a waste-water container. Kanenofuta is a shallow and wide container, usually made of
ceramics.

479

Mentsrì is also called mage kensui. This is Jô-ös invention. Magemono was originally a
pilgrim's eating bowl but Jô-ô got the idea of using it n the miatya as a fresh-water
container. Later Rikyû started using it inside the Tea-room. Magemono is usually made of
red cedar. Plain wooden ones as well as lacquered ones a¡e used.
480 Genryûchawa, p.418.
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rühatwere Katalarchi and koluchi ïike?
Question:
Answer: In tlre times of old, when wat€r was added to the kettle or the fresh-water
container, containers for refilling walet (mizußagf were Chinese (L,aramono) or
South-east Asian (nanban mono). For a waåi [style of Tea] Jô-ô took into use /ratakachi;482 the utensil called kotarchi is ltke kaatatchi but is smaller... In making thin tea
or in exteme waåi [style of Tea] h,atalarch¡ is also accepted for use as a fresh-water
container.

Simila¡ to earlier examples, mizutsugís were also originally old Chinese and
South-east Asian items made of metal or ceramics. However, for the waáf style of
Tea Jô-ô wed løtahtchi, which was originally Japanese tablewa¡e for soy sauce or
sake. Even though løtalarchi is not very large, in an extreme wabi (lcolatwabi),
meaning a truly poor person owning hardly an¡hing and who practises an extremely austere style of chadô, a small katahtchi type of container can also be
used as a ftesh-water container. Nowadays, mizutsugis for refilling the fresh-water
container or the kettle with fresh water are beautiñrlly decorated white porcelain
pieces or very modest-looking metal kettles resembling a Westem style of coffee
pot. An interesting notion in this passage is the division between the ordinary
wabî style of Tea and the exteme wabi, which shows that there were also different levels and shades in the wabi style of Tea. This shows that one should be
ca¡efi¡l not to generalise about the wabi style of Tea as meaning only one type of
rough and austere sense ofbeauty.
The charcoal scuttle, sumítori, is used when carrying the charcoal inside the
tea-room for making the fire to boil the water. Genryûchøwa describes different
kinds of suzitoris as follows:

ff!. ftFz.vt¡)¡ l. l:,lft-þ.
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Question: What did the charcoal scuüles look like?

481

Genrytchawa, p. 422423.

482 Katakuchi

and løtatchi: a shallow pitcher with a spout. Originaly it was used as an oil, saþ
or soy sauce container. ln løßeki, pickled vegetables can also be served frorn løalarchi. ln
the cited passage of Gervyûchøwa, hûakuchi is said to be used to refill fresh water in the
little kettle or the frcsh-water container, ifthe guests are either noble or elderly persons.

483 Genrytchaw4 p.422.
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Answer: In olden times, the charcoal scuttles were Chinese medicine baskets. From
Rikyt's time on, with faro vegetable baskets were used, and with ro, fukub{8a was
used. In the waåi style of Te4 a charcoal scuttle called sashizumitori was allowed to be
used both with both/rro and ro.

originally, chinese baskets for picking medicinal herbs were used as sumítoriRikyû preferred Japanese vegetable baskets which were much easier to obtain and
were also cheaper than the Chinese baskets. Usually larger baskets are used in the
ro season (meaning winter season), when the fueplace is cut into the tatami mat
like the irori fireplace in the old Japanese farmhouses. .Ro, which is wide and
open, wanns the tea-room more effectively than furo which keeps the warmth
inside and therefore is cooler to use during the hot su¡nmer season. In the summer
time furo, a brazier (fire stand) made of metal alloy, iron or ceramics, is used to
give the impression of coolness by being cold metal or light and small ceramic
braziers. The size of the charcoal and cha¡coal scuttles va¡ies because in the
winter-time, bigger pieces of charcoal a¡e needed in order to warm up the tearoom more effectively while in su¡nmer-time smaller pieces of charcoal are
sufficient. However, awabi Tea person, or inwabichadô,the sashizumi¡ori basket
could be used in both seasons. Sashisumitori is a simple basket for replenishing
the charcoal in the fireplace without moving the kettle as is usually done when the
setting of the fire is performed according to the set manners (called sumitemae)
during the tea gathering. Literally fukube means a calabash, which were ca¡ved
empty and the skin was dried. Originally, calabash containers were used as watel
or salce containers. Rkyt" however, adapted them to chadô to be used, for example, as sumitori and flower vases. These convey a very natural and modest
feeling suitable for wabichadô.
The last question-answer example from Genryicå¿wa discusses the chains
used in hanging a kettle from the ceiling.
P"l
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Faro, ro, andfukube. Furo and ro are na¡nes of fire places wed in chadô. Faro is usually a
meøllic (Chinese copper alloy or iron) or ceramic brazier used inside the tea-room. It is
always placed on a board; çither wooden or ceramic depending on thelrro used- Sometimes
the furo is placed on a shelf, like the daßu o¡ on a special table if ryúrei (Western style of
tea-room where tea is prepared on a special table and the guests are sitting on chain) is used,
Ro is a square-shaped fire place which has a lacquered ring around 'the mouth' cut into the
tatami. Fuløbe is a cha¡coal scuttle that has the shape of a calabash. From Rilq¡il's time on,
these were used as charcoal scuttles but also as flower containers. Fresh calabashes are used
on special occasions like larchikiri (opening the new tea jar for the coming year) or in the
first tea gathering when the ro is opened.
Cenryûchawa, p.423.
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Question: What were the chains (kasarí) and the bamboo adjusters (jizaitake)486 likel
Answer: The chains were from South-east Ãsia (Nanban mono) or from China (taramono), but the bamboo adjuster (for hanging the kettle on the fireplace) was made for
the wabi [style of Tea].

The custom of hanging a kettle from chains in a tea-room comes most probably
from the old Japanese farmhouses where a cooking pot is hung above the irori
hearth. During the winter, the whole family gathered aror¡nd the írori hearth to eat
and to keep themselves warm and for light when doing handicrafts. Having the
¡iori hearth (in some classical sor¡rces the word irori is used but nowadays it is
commonly known by the name roa87¡ and hanging kettle in the tea-room possesses
the spirit of wabi in itself and this aspect is emphasised by using a bamboo
adjuster instead of the Chinese or other foreign metal chains that were used for
hanging a kettle from the ceiling in the formal style of Tea. In this citation, the
irorihearth is not mentioned, but in the tea diaries the hanging kettle is mentioned
mostly with an irori hearth, rather than with the brazier, even though the latter is
possible. It does not say who created the bamboo adjuster, jizai, burt in the tea
diaries, including Chadô Koten Zenshú, no mention that Jô-ô used bamboo jízaì is
found. However, Rikyû's use of a bamboo adjuster,jizai, to hang the kettle is recorded in the classical sources.asE
Conceming the tea bowls, those possessing the spirit of wabi are separated

from the formal Chinese tea bowls. ln Yamanoue Sôjiki the following passage
explains:
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/do tea bowl:

This is one of th€ greatest Korean tea bowls on earth. This Korean bowl is my
discovery [Yamanoue Sôji] and it is classified under the famed uænsils (meibutsu).
Now it is owned by Hideyoshi. Conceming the tea bowls, nowadays fn wabi style of
chadôl'nstead of using Chinese bowls, Korean bowls, ,Seto tea bowls, and other kinds
ofpresent day ceramics are used. Ifa bowl has a good shape it car¡ be included in the
su&r utensils.

4tó

487

488
48e

Kusari and jizairake; The metal (sometimes beautifrrlly decorated) chains for hanging a
kettle from the ceiling of the tea-room over the fire place is called lazls,ari. Jizaitake is made
for the same purposes; it is an extension hook for hanging a keüle ûom the ceiling. It is
made from bamboo and is freely adjustable. For jizaitale, see picûrre in Kadokawa Chadô
Daijiten, s.v. jizai, and for Èzsari see picture in Genshoku Chadô Daijiten , s.v. htsari.
For example, Sôkyû Takaik¡ in Matsuyakaiki (CY\Z|,pp. 260, 305). In the first example the
word i¡ori is used and in the second example the word ro.
See, for example, Sôkyt Takaiki , p. 144. There is a record ofthe gathering Rikyt hosted on
the twelfth day ofthe eleventh month in l5ó8, and he usedjÈai for hanging the keüle.

Yamanoue Sôjiki, p.64.
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The first tea bowls were also old chinese, mostly tenmolw style of tea bowls,
but later, from the time of Jô-ô, Korean bowls, such as ldo,and Japanese bowls,
such as .Se¡o and Shino, also came to be used in Tea. As shown in the passage
cited above, all the present-day style of ceramics are acceptable if the shape of the
bowl is good. Korean ceramics used in chadô werc mostly everyday wa¡e such as

rice or soup bowls. The Japanese ceramics of the time were specifically made

as

tea bowls. They were not everyday utensils such as the Korean bowls, though the

other utensils, such as tsurube (Plate 20a) and teolæ fresh-water containers,
magemono waste-$'ater containers, and, køtaluchf used for refilling the kettle with
water or as a fresh-water containe¡ in the extreme wabi style of chadô, were all
originally everyday utensils adapted to be used in Tea. However, Japanese tea
bowls are an exception: they were made and used as tea bowls.
To conclude, utensils used by awabi Tea person or in the wabi xyle of chadô
are completely diflerent from the old Chinese utensils or other foreign utensils,
which were usually magnificent in colour and were skillñrlly decorated. Utensils
suitable for wabichadô or used by a poor rvaåi person, i.e., utensils possessing the
spirit of wabi were, according to these examples from classical texts, Japanese
ceramics such as Bizen, Iga, Rala4 Shigaraki, Shino, and ,9e¡o. They were often
bare wooden utensils without lacquer, or were made of bamboo. Some of the
utensils were everyday pieces adapted to chadô by the creative mind of the
Great Tea Masters. These utensils, possessing modest, simple and natural general
appearance, convey a sense of austerity or rusticþ. Yet, on the other hand, they

also express a kind of masculinig and strength that the delicate Chinese utensils
do not possess.

4.2.1.3. Wabi utensils vs. suki utensils

In some passages, instead of the word wabi the word sr&i, and more precisely the
word 'su/<i utensils', sukidôgu, is used in connection with the description of tea
utensils. For present purposes it is essential also to exarnine those passages describing su,ti utensils in order to understand better the sense of wabí in tea
utensils. I believe that in some cases the word sukîdôgu is used as a synonym for
the word wabidôgu, waåi utensil, and that in some cases these words could even
be interchangeable. As already shown in the previous section, sometimes the word
suki is used in the meaning of 'possessing a suki hea¡t'. In this sense, simila¡ to the
word wabi, sz,ti is used in tea classics explaining the philosophical aspects of the
waåi mind(heart) vs. the sense (spirit) of v,abi in objects).am
490
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See Section 4.2.1.1 andthere the passage cited from Nanpôroku starting with ìä
F tv
I. .'. 'Rikyt always said that, the tea utensils should be chosen so that they suit
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the user...'
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I would like to add¡ess the meaning of the compormd word wabßuki,

which needs to be cla¡ified. In chadô related classical texts wabisuki usually refers
to the waåi Tea person or wabí style of Tea such as in the following examples
fromYamanoue Sôiikí:
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...one who has devoted one's life to chodô,has
called a waåi style ofTea penon, wabßukßha.
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creativþ and has gained

some merit, is
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An old Master says: After one has become a Master of Tea (meiiin\, if one owns even
one utensil, first and foremost practising tbe wabi style of Tea (wabüukí) is the most
imponant.

In the latter passage 'even one utensil' the term 'utensil' tefers to the karamono
(Chinese utensils) and meibutsu (famed utensils). After becoming a master of Tea
if one owns even one of these famed utensils, one should practise the wabi style of
Tea. This passage also conveys the idea that when one hris reached the state of
owning good utensils one has come up to the level of these utensils. One has
attained the level of the good tea utensils, and therefore one can to obtain them. It
can be assumed that the recommendation that the Tea masters owning even one
famed utensils should practise the wabi style of Tea, refers to the fact that these

491

Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 53.

492 yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 97; Kuwata 1958, p. 165. Kuwata interprets the cited passage differently as: 'if one owns just one utensil, one can only practise the uaåi style of Tea.' Kuwata
underlines that one should have at least one utensil even to do wabi style of Tea The
problem is how Kuwata translates the word dógu (utensil). ln this study it is understood to
refer to the famed Chinese utensil ås the word koramono (famed Chinese utensil) is used in
this citation. Kuwata also uses the same citation to show that dôgu refers to the wabisuki for
a wabi style of Tea when one owns no utensils. He interprets waåi meaning Povely in outer
features, but richness in inner spirir He explains w¿åi further with the term kanmi in another
= E .E tA76 l' =
example from Yamanoue Sôjiki, p.56:
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Møßushima, Mikkaßuki, and shðka, these three a¡e famed utensils
(neibußu). They are prestigious and it is said that even t€a masters have been surprised at

calfed

the feeling of Ean¡Uilliry the tea [inside them] possesses.
Here Kuwata proposes that the word kan¡ni (a synonym îor lcanjafu or ÈarreÐ, which
means "quiet", "tranquil", or "peaceful", is used in the sense that this utensil has a spirit of
wabi in its appearance. If waåi should be understood æ being something modest and tanquil
conveyed by the feeling of the objects, Kuwata's interpretation is correct but in spite of the
similarities between the meaning of the words wabi and kanmr, is the word lcanmi teally vsed
as a synonym for the word wobi, as the word szt¡ is seemingly used in some passages of the
Tea-related classics? Or, could it be understood rather as describing (in this context) the taste

of the tea leaves inside the large tea jars, such as Mat¡zsåima, Milùatsuki, utd Shôlø.
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of Tea who owned famed utensils should be even more ca¡eful not to
show them off and display them proudly r¡s rare utensils, i.e., to practise Tea bemasters

cause of the utensils. Because of owning famous utensils, Tea masters should keep
their chadô modest and simple, in other words, to practise the wabi style of Tea.

Yamanoue sójr&r explains that the master of rea is a person who has passed
beyond the state of being a Tea person (chanoyusha), which means someone who
has a skilled eye for utensils and leads one's life as a Tea teacher. And the wabi
style of Tea person (wabisukisha) is explained as someone who has devoted one's

life to chadô, has creativity, and has gained some merit. After mastering

these
states and owning famed utensils (meibutsu), one could be called a Master of rea

(meijin):

Ett)=7xã+ -b'+. frä /

ffiÊ.7

y1È7 Étvt,#.F-ã t Ë ,

-þr
.ÊrFffi. M /XE- , tF¡t-, +ffi-. h= 6*. ) ffi, ,v7 IÊü.ã
|
Á)., ÉþJffift , Efü'e?FË=e-t+. üt=ffi+il L. -þ=fiffi:¡zr
4 t- Áþ,...*w# t w.ãä¡,-È+ / ñ^ t ã. rg|rt#.È|ffiffiEÊ¿ rer

^

one who has a skilled eye forthe advantages and disadvantages ofutensils, is good in
chanoyu, and leads the life ofa Tea teacher is called a Tea practitioner, chanoyusha.
one who does not own even on€ famed utensil, but has devoted one's life to chadô,has
creativity, and has gained some merit, is called a nraói style of Tea practitioner, wabisukisha. one who owns chinese utensils, hæ a skilled eye for utensils as well as being
good in chanoyu, and also possesses three ofthe above-mentioned qualities, as well as
profound aims and purposes in this Way is called a Master of Tea(meijin)... A person
who has gained the stahs of a Tea practitioner and, a wabi Tea practitioner is called the
Master of Tea (neijin) in past and in present. Shukô, Insesu, and Jô-ô are called the
Masters of Tea.

This citation from Yamanoue Sôjiki brings up the question: why do the Masters of
Tea have to own famous Chinese utensils? It seems to be against the essential
meaning of Rikyû's chadô. For exanple, Rikyû simplified the course of chanoyu
and its outer appearance from the tea-room to the utensils used and taught that in
the wabi style of Tea it is even better if one does not have enough utensils. (See
the conclusions in Section 4.4.2.1; see also sectiolts 3.2.2 and 4.5.) Now, it must
be remembered that ever¡hing in Yamanoue Sôjiki is not Riþrir's teachings: it
contains teachings of Shukô and Insetsu, rvhich were rewritten by Jô-ô and again
by Yamanoue Sôji. It might be possible that this rule, which is obviously against

Rikyû's other teachings, u¡as later written by one of his disciples. This is r¡nderstood in the use of the word meijin, the Master of Tea which is used rwice in the
citation above: Fhst it is used to mean that in Tea until Jô-ô, a Master of Tea must
own some famed utensils. The second trme meíjin is used, it ¡efers to the chanoyusha who are good in Tea and to the wabisukisha who do not own any famous
utensils. This is how Rikyû apparently understood wabisuki, because his name is
4e3

Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 52-53.
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not included in the Masters of Te4 such as Shukô, Insetsu and Jô-ô. In this later
context the word is not used to describe the qualþ of the term, but describing
certain Tea persons.

In the book called ?h¡s Island of Japan, Rodrigues has already noted the existence of two different kinds of su&i: genuine suÉi and wabßuki. According to
him, genuine su&i is usually practised by rulers or rich and landed nobles owning
costly tea caddies in addition to some other foreign or Japanese items.aea Wabisuki
means using inexpensive native items instead of the rare and expensive items.

Srf z ffiftrffiþ1t\-l 77ffi=¡lr,,
X ¡rftF tv1¡ ËX ê ^{fi r,ffifr= ,

&,l5lffi.+e $ufü, Al,ù'.
ÊryrJ,**Zæ,trõjÉÉ É +m Ë 7

)V/<Y495
conceming the present-day Te4 there is a tendency to avoid the use of chinese
utensils. This is a very sad thing. For a waói person preparing tea or charcoal, it is
already difficult. How€ver, the wabi style of Tea where no Chinese utensils are used
can also be interesting.

For Rikyû, wabisuki meant not owning even one famous utensil but for Jô-ô

it

meant that one can own famed utensils. This is also supported by the passage cited
above from Bunrui Sôjinmola4 which states that 'in the present-day sukí, the
famous Chinese utensils afe not needed and the wabisuki style of Tea where

Chinese utensils afe not used is also interesting', conveying the idea that there
exist two kinds of su/c: one where Chinese utensils are used and the other where
they are not used.
According to Hirota, sukf implies the aesthetic taste or standa¡d that forms the
basis of wabichadô, and the style of chanoyt developed by shukô, Jô-ô and
Rikyû. It came to mean a special "taste for chonoyu", a kind of enthusiasm for
Tea. Already before Rikyu suk¡ has been used as a synonym for chanoyu in
compound words, such as sukisha (a person of sukí), one who is deeply involved

with Tea, but does not practise it professionally; or sukíya (su/ci styte of house)
which refers to the architectural style associated with tea-rooms. Hirota states that
s¡¡Èi does not mean just any kind of tea-drinking, but it has a deeper meaning: it
incorporates religious aspiration a¡rd indicates devotion to refined sentiments
towards art and a tasteful styte of life. In the concept of suki the artistic and
religious aspirations ale one. Hirota cites Kamo no Chômei (c¿. il55-1216) in
Hosshinshû, where .ruÈ¡ is described as "the spirit of a¡tistic dedication" when
494 Cooper1973,p.278.Kurasawa l992Up.ll8. lnmore detailseeKurasawal992a.,pp.

108120. Kurasawa also mentions two different kinds of sz&i: honsaki meaning that one owns at
least one famous utensil and wabßuki meaningthat one need not own ¿ucy famous utensils,
not even one.

4es Bunrui

Sôjinboku, pp. 25-26. This citation is also mentioned by Kurasawa 1992a
also
Sen I 998, p. I 59 where a slightly different translation is given.
See

p. ll3.
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"one is moved to deep compassion", and "one's heart and mind a¡e lucid" in
a way
that "one seeks above all to remain unstained by worldly defilements".4e6
Hirota defines the word suki æ fi¡rther implying the ideal of a modest way of
life, such as a hermit's life outside the mrmdane world, and aspiring towa¡d the
Buddhahood. In addition, he cites the words of João Rodrigues (1561-1633) in rhe
book ll¡i.r Island of Japan explaining the spirit of suki in chadô:
[Tea Masters of Miyako and sakai] continued to improve this way of cha-no-ya more
and more, and partly changed the ancient method of Higashiyama Dono
[yoshimasa]
by reducing some less. essential things a¡rd then adding some others which they ttroughi

were opportune and in keeping with the purpose of the exercise. In this way, ttrey
established another way which is called szÊ¡ and is in current use; its teachers are
known as sukisha, the ho^use wbere they entertain wilh cha as sukþa, and the items
used therein as sakidôgu.4g7

Hirotaaes gives another example fuom Rilq¡tî lchimai Kishômon,whereit says that

IEX.æ ¿

Ëå

: ¿ lË*[t å -.ftiEt¿ffi^E À ôðX0)ñ : t

D

&&,4n

Howeve¡ sz,ti means that when one just cleanses on€'s heart, all the other things shall
become inherently existing.

Everything that is considered important conceming the knowledge of utensils and
of manners lies in the purity of heart, which Hirota calls "the realisation of noself ", conveying the idea that "the selfless love of compassion is itself knowledge".s0o In this sense, salri comes to mean a mastery of manners and hained
appreciation of tea utensils as well as creative sensibilþ to life in general and
sensitivity to traditional forms.

As shown above, there exist simila¡ities and connections among wabi, suki
and chadô.s0t \4rabi and, sukí both can imply specific philosophical and aesthetic
values in chadô, as well as describing a cefain style of Tea. In addition, sah is
used as a synonym for Tea" suggesting a humble style similar to the wabi style of
T"4'0t or in compound words describing a tea-house (subya) or tea utensils
(sukidôgu).In the following, I would like to study the notion of suki in mo¡e detail
to indicate that suÈ¡ may be considered as a synonym for the wabichadô,and more
496 Hirota

1995, pp.

see ibid., pp.

106-lll,

l0Gl16.

245 (see also notes l14, l15, 219, and 220). For more in detail,

497 Cooper 1973,p.272.

498 Hirota 1995, pp. 107-l t6.
4ee Ribd lchimai Kishômon, p.494.
5oo Hirota 1995, p. I lZ.
50

¡

502

Similarities between the idea of waåi and sz&i in chadô, arerecogrised by other scholars too,
such as Kumakur4 ¡<åraki, Kazue, and Hirot¿
Kurasawa 1991, p. 212. Kurasawa also considers the word sukichanoyuto be as a synonym
to the later word wabichanoyr.
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precisely as the concept of wabi, that refers to the special state of mind, the spirit,
or the heart, such as described earlier as the wabi rnind (Chapter 2).503 Moreover, I
would like to raise the question: Qan wabi utensils, in some context be used as a
synonym for suki utensils?

The Zencharo¡rusia explains that Tea persons started to use the Chinese
character ff, which is pronounced suki, to indicate someone favouring or prefernng (konomi) certain tea utensils. In TeA however, the Chinese cha¡acters ä #
Íot Wõ],sot pronounced also,s¿lri, are used instead to describe a certain spirit or
beauty in Tea. In other words, sa,tf refers to utensils favoured by the Tea masters;
the sul<i utensils (sukidôgu) a¡e chosen by the skilled eye of the creativity (mekila)
of the tea masters, which can include Chinese utensils, famous utensils (meibutsu)
and utensils of Japanese origin.
Besides this ordinary meaning of the term sukí,

it has a philosophical mean-

ing which is explained inZencharo,tu as follows:

ñv #.ã0>**ùã ¿ vrå. ßl:_l-<þ)ØffiRì, { 6 f6r¡ a'{ L . ü
l.Ë LX ØEØ#tFìÈ 6'{ L. ¿ L<ËÌ¿{Etf . fêlcff r¡¡¿9.
^
¿T. Ek-ãØE/.' *ãã
till:ä tTv*Í, ÉfuÊ,è t¡a(*ì
¿

6¡-¡.

soo

Generally speaking, the character *i in sa&¡ means fraction [odd number], or remainder,
and as a whole it refeF to the incompatibilþ [or inegularity] of things, which truly is

503 In the

Riþû lchimai Kishômon ea¡lier in this section, s¡/ri is used in a
paåi mind(heart), wbich is equated to thç immaculate pure world of the
Buddha where no worldly desires exist. When one's heart is cleansed from worldly defilements, i.e., one attains freedom of the heart, the state of tranquil heart, aU acts become
natural. This is said to be the state where the spirit of the Buddhahood comes to exist
naturally. Compare to the Nanpôroku, p. 264. This part of Nanpôroku is also cited in this
pæsage c¡ted from

sense similar to the

study, Section 2.3.6.

504 Zencharoku: Suki no Koto, p.300.
505 The word sztj is written in some sources with the Chinese characters * tã æ seen for
example in the above cited passage of the RrþaÍ lchimai Kishômon According to the

J! means literally "number", 'reason', "ù1th", "method". And f¡
means literally "let one's h€art go out to", "feel for something or somebody", "let come
near,,, "leave things as they are", and "being dependent on" among others. The combination
refers ro the appreciation of the elegant taste of arts, chadô, and favouring things
äfr
(konomu). The combination
õ, on the other hand, means "misfortune" or "ill luck";
means
"fate" and /ri "discrepancy", "difference", "disparity",
this
combination
literally s¿ in
,'rare',,
Ë are phonetically equivalent and both can be
"odd", or "contariety". ü #and
seen as used referring to special taste lor chadô, without discrimination of the differences in
while, for
literal meaning of the words. Hirota seems to prefer the combinatioî X
exampte, Kumakura (198?, p. 153) considen the combination ü S as bcing more logical.
Agreeing with Hirota, I also consider the combination ä # better suits the meaning of the
notion ofsn¡ti in Tea. lt emphasises the sense ofone's personal and unique taste in selecting
utensils, even without a nam€ or apart from their original use to be used in chadô. lt also
emphasises the significance of combining utensils with taste.
dictionary (Kangorin),

ä

ü

fi

ã

506

Zencharoku: Suki no Koto, p. 301.
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an essentiar factor in chanoyu. one who
does not feer rike conforming in this
wortd, is
not caught by desires,
favour things wet prepared o.*"'år¿.r"d,
foes-¡o¡
and can
enjoy [rifeJ despite the insufücíency of
mateiiar gooär;ir,.
a üfe like
this, is called a sø*i person (sakishà).

[rr* *i"'La,

This passage shows that descriptions of a
suki person are quite similar to the
concept of a wabi person mentioned earrier
in zencharoru: theone who has a lack
of freedom; one whose life is not going in the
way one wishes; one who racks
money and lives in insufliciency; one who
has not attained ûeedom of heart by
being free from the desires and temptations
of the mundane world; one whose rife
in general is ill-prepared or ill-ordered, but
despite all ofthese hardships is satisfied with one's life as it is (Section 2.3.1).
Fu¡ther, conceming the tea utensils in chadô,sz&i
means being

irregular in
form or being'incompatible'with other utensils,
here meaning being opposite or at
Ieast quite different from perfectly finished
and minutery decorated chinese utensils' Japanese ceramics (Bizen,Iga, Raku, shigarakí,
ana snrro¡and bare wood or
bamboo utensils possessing irregular fonn,
a free fomr, or having a feeling of
roughness and a rustic natt'e ¿¡re very
different from the feering of beautifulty
decorated utensils, such as chinese and
Japanese lacquer ware. These Japanese
pieces, irregular ceramics or bare bamboo
pieces, a¡e included in szlr¡ taste
(beauty), similar to the idea of the
beauty of wabi as it is undeßtood in

studies. This ciøtion from zencharo&a exprains
the concept

most

of

sukifurther:

Xã¿tà., .'.þro>ÉÍnz*zl t¿ L(fERðõË/¡tr,tf , EF_L*ølêt¿
+ L <. Ëâä4a. ÊfiËfi6*. 507
The idea of suki--. when it means irregurarity
or incompatibirþ of objects, becomes
equivalent to the idea of wabi describãd earíier,
i.e., traving attaineJítranqull rreart
and enjoyment of life in poverty; it is rike an
admonition ro. .ont
desires or avaricious feelings.

oiting mundane

According to these examples, it is clea¡ that the
idea of s¿,ti in chadôis more than
just favouring or preferring some utensils.
In the same way as the idea of wabi,
sufti also has a profound philosophical meaning
and refers to the inner spirit of
things: even if one is materially poor, one possesses
the priceless jewel hidden in
one's heart-508 The szl<i utensirs may look unpretentious
by being rough and irregular in form. At first their roughness and n¡¡ar
naturaln.r, ."y Jeem incompat_
ible with perfectly finished a¡rd beautifirlly decorated
chinese (and other foreign)

and Japanese utensils, but these szlc¡ utensils possess
the inner spirit of calm. They
convey a modest and quiet sense of beauty. As
already

mentioned ea¡lier in this
study, Rodrigues suggesæ that sukidôgu is used
as a synonym for tea utensils in

so7
508

Zencharoku: Suki no Koto, p.302.
See Secrion 2.3.5, Shôdôk4 Chapter 3 Gúshakushiin
Zen no Goroku, p. 45.
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in some cases, could sukidôgu also be understood as a synonym for
waåi utensils, suggesting special kinds of utensils selected with the skillful eye of
a Tea master, such as Jô-ô50e and Rikyù? The combinatton wabísuH, refening to
the wabi style of chadô, contains aesthetic values as well (the beauty of poverty
and the sense of modesty and roughness in things), and suggests the validity of
general. But

this argument.
In the following, some examples of the use of the word sukidôgu found in the
classics will be pointed out in order to show whether sukidôgu could be synonymous with wabidôgu, and whether these utensils could be called 'waåi utensils',
and if so what kind of wabi beauty they represent. The following citation is found

in Yamanoue Sôjiki:
tr 16Ê

/ ñ=a)1î / F+tlry, EüË4e.
ÊtLêt.Hã¡ tS . ft=1â
5r0

fÊ

*ã=4¡l¡1. trË.&.

Amagasaki stand.
This stand, on the right, is black lacquered. Inside the stand there is a mark (seal) of a
centipede with dark red lacquer. This is today's (present time) utensil; would it not suit
a wabi style of Tea (raårz,ti), too?

The Fushinan and Sonkeikolat manuscripts

of

Yamanoue

Sôjiki state that the

Amagasaki stand is the great famed utensil (ômeidôgu) of the time.srr The ending
ikaga or ikan (frn {EI) can be translated in two ways; ikaga means a suggestive
question and ilcan means denial that something is not suitable for something.
Tsutsui interprets the word as denial: The stand is not suitable for the waåi style of
chadô. Yet in another place in the same source, where the word ikaga or iknn is
used in the same way he interprets it as a suggestive question.5l2
Tsutsui bases his argument on the passages of Matsuyalcai&i,sr3
says that a tenmohuíta tea bowl (originally a special kind

509
510
5I

I

stz

in which it

of Chinese tea bowls) is

Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 54. That text says that most of the utensils used in Tea loday were
selected by J6-ô whose skillfl¡l eye distinguishes good utensils from bad.
Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 62. The word sukidógu was used a total
&í.¡ilcj, describing the spirit of the utensil.

of eleven times in Yamanoue

Fushinan and Sonløilcaht manuscripts, p. 5.

Tsutsui 1987, pp. ll0-114. See also Fushinan Yamanoue Sôjiki, p.5. Forexample in the
following citation, not included in CKZ version, Tsutsui interprets ikaga or ilcan as a

suggestive,perhapsalittledoubtful,questionbutnotasdenial:ffiËEÊy.l*.

lkfltltr''

å't,rø)å. &a" Et¡ÊÀffiå=u.E.ff*ffi" ütF-, FT=#.*
iDterprets this in modern Japanese æ.../:' Ë
&ãt
= tril{¡|" t,tr Eê.å. Tsutsui
"
l¿ lÈ ¿ i < ô ) . Meaning that 'wouldnt they suit the wabi style of
þüXãØf-

L+iøâ.
,/

Tea also...'

513

See Hisamasa

Kaiki, p. 3. The tea gathering is dated as Teban eighth year (1539) the eighth

ofthe new year (first month). In the notes for this tea gathering,

the Amagasaki stand is
included in the group of kæunodai stands in the same way as n Sói inboku, p. 248.
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placed on the kazunodai stand. In Tennôjiyatcailc,sls the Amagasaí stand is
described as being a beautiful, new stand. Tsutsui sees here a contrast between a
løzunodai stand and an Amagasaki stand; according to these examples, he sees
that Amagasaki stands were not included in the group of famous Chinese stands,

called lrazunodai æ explained n sôjinboku.sló According to Tsutsui, kazunodai
most probably refers to those ten Chinese stands that belonged to the Kenninji
temple in Kyôto. Through the ages, three of them were lost and the remaining
seven were found by Nôami and became famous utensils. Tsutsui considers this to
be the reason for the different use of the words Amagasaki and kazunodaf stands
in the classics, but concludes that both of these were old farnous utensils and were
therefore highly valued. However, this discussion does not propose to answer
whether the Amagasalri stands can be considered to be s¡¡fti utensils or not.

At the time Yamanoue sôjiki was written,'present day'or'new'utensils were
usually utensils of Japanese origin: ceramics such as Bizen and Shigaraki, o¡ bamboo pieces. They refer to so-called waåi utensils as opposed to the chinese and
other foreign utensils (as described above with examples from Genryûchawa\.
According to sôjinbolat 5lT Tennôjiya sôhaku (father of sôtatsu who lived in the
early Edo period) had an Amagasaki stand made in china and it was shipped to
the Amagasaki ha¡bour þresent Hyôgo prefecture) and named for that ha¡bour.
The Amagasaki stand seems to be one of those tea utensils ordered from China to
be used in chadô and also to suit the taste ofthe Japanese Tea practitioners. Based
on these facts, it is possible that Yamanoue Sôjiki suggests rhe Amagasa,tr stand
should be included in the classification of suki utensils, also to be used in wabichadô. If we look at the picture of this srand,srs it has a blackish lacquer without
any striking decorations, unlike much of the old Chinese lacquer wa¡e of that

time, conveying well the idea of wabi in its simplicity and cal¡nness (section
6.2.3).

5t4

sr5

516

5t1

518

Sullivan 1984, pp. 175-176. Tenmoku: Chinese T'ien-mutea bowl. Named for the mountain
Tien-mu near Hangchow from where these bowls were shipped to Japan. The glaze is usually dark brown, verging on black and thick and oily glaze runs to big drops at the foot. The
glaze is often streaked with blue or steel grey, producing marks known as hare's ftrr', or
bluish 'oil spots'. Other variations in the colour of the glaze are possible. Tenmoku tea bowls
were made as early as thelOth century.

Nikki (Takaiki) in Tennôjiyakaiki (CKZ 7), p. 63: tea gathering is
dated in Ktíii fourth year (1558) twenty-sixth day of the tenth month. See also Tennôjiyakaiki, pp. l3l-132: tea gathering dated in Eírokuterûh year (1567) ninth day of the tenth
month. The CKZ version of Tennôjþaka¡Èi used in this study does not contain the passage
Tsutsui cites in his book. Because the other manuscripts of the Tennôjiyakaiki are not
available for this study, Tsutsui's citation of the pæsage ca¡¡not be confirmed. The CY:Z
manuscript says only that the ,{ magasaki stand was used, giving no other descriptions.
See Sôtatsu Chanoyu

Sôjinboku, p.248.
Sôjinboku, p. 248 (see note 3).
Yamanoue Sôjiki: Exhibition catalogue, p. 52.
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The following example is also found in Yamanoue,sóiih conceming
water containers that can be included in the
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\À¡aste-

utensils:

#. RA, = ) È .

R&.ffiÈf

/

È,lY tîJ l,'F#ñËR&sre

Moanyalss2o Bizen katnenofu¡ø Sôeki's takotsubo,S2l Sôkyû's
these five fwaste-water contarners] are all

Bizen göshi, and Mikiøyas bônosaki'z2

-

szl<i utensils.

The above-mentioned five types of waste-water containers, kensui, a¡e called s¿lc¡dôgu,favowed and selected for use as tea utensils by the tea masters mentioned' It

is unlikely that the wo¡d sukidôgu is used to mean tea utensil in this context
rather that
because it is obvious that they are all tea utensils. Therefore, I believe
sukidlgurefers in this passage to a certain quality of the items as being acceptably
included in the group of wabi utensils, wabidôgtr.It is shown in Section 4'2'l'2,
through examples fromGenryûchawa,lhat Bizen is one type of Japanese ceramics
that possesses the uaåi spirit. Three of those mentioned are Bizen ceramics. There
is no information on the material used for Rikyfi's kensui called takntsaåo, but it is
presumably of unglazed ceramics and conveys well Rikyû's ascetic and austere
decorations. Tlr¡e bônosakiand
type of waste-water containers are usually of old bronze or some other metal,
Genryûfrom
(see
examples
also
therefore, considered as a formal type of lænsni

idea

of wabi in utensils having no glaze or other

chawacited above where all the metal utensils were usuatly of Chinese origin and
were given as being opposite to the waåi style of utensils). Even though utensils
of old bronze were in most cases used in the formal style of Tea (såoirz), this
citation proves that some of them can possess the spirit of wabi in their simplicity,
modesty and calmness, and therefore, they could be considered to be waåi utensils.523

519

Yamanoue sðjiki, p. 67.

520 Mozuya Sôan was a merchant from Sakai city and Rilclni's son-in-low'
521 Sôeki is another name for Rilq¡û and takoßubo is his favoured waste-water

container. It

looks like an octopus traP.

s22

523

presumably refering to the person called Mikiøya who owned a special bônosaki wastepalanquin'
water contain€r. The waste-water container is named after the golden pole of the
a tn¡ncated cone
because the shape of the container is similar to it. Bônosaki has the sbapc of
with the sides sligtrtty rounded at the bottom. This is one of the seven þasic) shapes of
waste-water containers used in chadô. One of the most famous ones is Sahari bönosaki
which is made of a metal alloy. Originally a metal combination (alloy) called sahari was
too- For a
used in China, Kore4 and South-east Asia. Fresumably this åónosølri is metal,
picture, see ChanoYu no Uæuwa, P.33expressing the
See above in this section also the citation from ZenchuoÈa describing saÊr
tranquil heart and modestY in Tea-
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In the next citation, the old bronze flower vase called Hanging Boat is included in the category of wabi utensils, too.
Ê!Jr

#rfrW.*&. y .
&tÈ 0 , 524

gËtË +Ê,¡ &. €. Ít6tfr¡,Rã*tx. ääË

Tsurifune:S2í Tsurifune (Hanging Boat) flower vases are many. In the present time they
are not used so much. Yet this tsutiflne is admired (appreciated) by Rikyt and is included with the s¿li utensils.

Tsurifune, a hanging boat-shaped flower vase, w¿rs originally made of metal. In
modem times, however, several kinds exist, including some made of bamboo or
ceramics. Metal pieces are usually used in the formal style of chadô, but Rikyû
liked this special piece, and rherefore it is included in the group of sukidôgu. Herc
sukidôgu refers to the utensils favoured by Rikyû and it also means that this
utensil is suitable for wabichadô, and fi.rther, as being also suitable to be included
in tlre category of wabi utensils. This spirit of wabi they possess arises from the
peaceful and quiet feeling that these simple metal items without any decorations
evoke (see Section 6.2.3\.

ln Fushinan and Sônkeika¿rs26 ¡t¡r citation is combined with the explanation
of the famous hanging-boat shape flower vase called katek¡. The vase was named
for the shipmaker called Kateki (Êärt), who is said to have made the first boat in
ancient china during the regime of the legendary emperor Kôtei (f;
ffi). This
vase is classified as a meibutsu (famed utensil) and it is one of the oldest hanging
flower vases.527 Another explanation concerning the flower vase called patek¡
(Hanging Boat) is found in the cKZ manuscript of yamanoue sôjiki in its own
separate paragraph. It says that Kateki was owned by a Tea practitioner called
Takekuraya Jôteki (who lived during tbe sengolu period and is said to be a
disciple of shukô), who was a famous master of flowers. There a¡e special ways
of putting flowers into the vase which were passed on orally, and there is also a
secret teaching concerning the vase. The special way of putting flowers into it and
the secret teaching may be the reasons why this flower vase is not used so much at
the present time. The katekifune flower vase was originally a piece of kitchenware

from South-east Asia and it belongs to the group of tea utensils adapted to chadô
s24
52s

Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 80.

Tsurifune is a hanging flower vase which has the shape ofa boat. In the note 6 ofthe original
text, this tsurifune is said to be metal and it is hung from the ceiling with chains. Other
hanging flower vases can also be made from metal alloy, ceramics, or bamboo. They can
have the shape of a boat, moon, crocodile's mouth, or the shape of santoht which was
favoured by Gengenzai, eleventh Grand Tea Master of Urasenke who lived 18l0-1877.
s26 Fushinan and Sonkeikaku unpublisbed
manuscripts, p. 14.

s27

For the explanation of the name Kateki,see yamanoue Sôjiki, p. g0, note 6.
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outside their original use (see Appendix, List of Jô-ô's Tea Utensils: flower vases).
It may be presumed that tlre hanging flower vase admired by Rilcyir was this /rare-

kifune. Today this flower vase is included in the Sen family collection of famous
utensils.528

In the following, the spirit of wabi in ceramic tea-caddies for thick te4
chaire, can be examined:

HÆ.Ê'6

*z.TfflFËúft z. $ËEIßgi+.U. H Fr-ËJ- v n. -g#-ãËE
.ú. trË. Mrþ v=ù ÉÊË&52e
Enza lcatasuki (tea-caddy for thick tea): Originally it was owned by Shimotsuma
Hyôgo. It has a case (of brocade) called Tsuma donsu. The container was chosen by a
skilled eye and creative mnd (neakí) [of Shimotsuma Hyôgo], it is considered to be a
s¿Èi utensil. It is to be placed in the tokonoma. The shape ofthe tea-caddy (ts¿åo) is
splendid and fascinating.

+v tÊffi6 Êää:Ë8.ü,.

l]EHâfi,ÈîiER53o

Mozuya katatsilkit lnteresting piece of sukidôgu. Owned by the Lord Maeda from
Kaga-kuni, Kanazawa.

The above examples show that Chinese items, as these thick-tea containers most
probably were, could also be included in the group of sukí utensils. This means
that they were favoured by a Tea practitioner and chosen to be used in Tea for
other reasons, not just because they were famous Chinese items. If the word sah
is used in some texts as a synonym for wabi, this leads us to question whether
these Chinese items could also be considered to possess the waåi spirit.

Tsutsui'ss3l interpretation of Mozuya kntatsuki differs from the one given
above: "Mozuya lcatatsuki as awabidôgu, this is a very interesting piece of sz&i.
dôgu." He interprets sukidôgu, as refening to the wabídôgu and uses this word in
his interpretation even though it is not mentioned in the original text. According to
Tsutsui, there exists a difference between the interpretation of wabidôgu and
sukidôgu: in general wabidôgu belongs to the larger group of sukídôgu which also
contains other kinds of utensils, not only waåi utensils. The word suhdógu also
refers strongly to the idea that someone favours the utensil, which is also one
characteristi cs of wabidôgu. but in this context, it seems to refer to a tea utensil.

s28
s2e
530

5rr

Sen no

Riþû -

The 400th Memorial, p. 44.

Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 8I. See Fushinan (or Sonkeikaku) unpublished manusoipt, p. 14. In the
Fushinan manuscript it says at this time (moment) lhis chaire is owned by Rikyt'

Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 81. The name Mozuya katatsuki refers to the family named Mozuya.
This piece of katatsuki chaire (a tea-caddy with shoulders for thick tea) belonged originally
to someone of the Mozuya family, such as Sôan (d. 1594) who was Rikyù's son-in-law, his
father, Ryôji, or even his grand-father Yazô. or Dôan (a Tea practitioner from Sakai who
lived in the Sengoku period). Kaga-/czni is in the present Ishikawa prefechrre.
Tsutsui 1987,p.227.
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everyday utensils in chadô, such
as a weil bucket (tsurube),as
a fresh_water container' According to the classics,
some of the famous cúnese ui.rrritr,
such as
chinese baskets, were also said to
convey the sense of wabíwhich is
the
combina_
tion of the outer feature and an inn"r
spirit the object .rrot
as tranqu'rþ
and modesty' This entire second g.oup
or,hiogs are simpre "r,ru"i
in form and in decora_
tion.

4.2.2. Tea-house

In the Tea-rerated crassical literature
used for this study, the word wabi
isfound in
various combinations when describing
the tea-room. rn Nanpôroku, combinations
such as wabi zashíki (awabi tea-room),

wabi trazashiÈi ça rittre waái tea_room),
sôan (no) wabi (wabi of the thatched
hut), or sôan wabi zashiki (wabí of
the
thatched-hut

tea-room) can be found. Furthermore,
n sôjínbokuthe combination
of wabi no sôoht (wabi of the thatched room)
is used, and in Genryûchawa the
word wabi is used to describe the feeling
or appearance of the thatched hut with
the structure: bôoku sukiya no wabitaru
t"i*i çtn"sense of wabi ofthe thatched_
hut tea-room).53a
These examples show that the wabi
styreof tea-house has a thatched roof
and
the room itself is small. A smalr room
usr:a[y means a tea-room smaüer than
four_
and-a-halÊmats (a ten foot square)
that is considered to be the standard
size of the
tea-room determined in the .g¡¿fra of
virvanâditya. This sutra contains a story
of

vilcramâditya. who welcomes Boddhisatrva
Mañjusrî and eighty_four thousand
disciples of Buddha in a room of this
size. okakura exprains,ñ"r rrri, story
is ,,an
allegory based on the theory of the non-existence
of sp"ce to the truly enright_
ened",535 which is true. The story
teaches that space and time are unrimited
for
those who have attained the urtimate
state of absolute freedom of the mind,
the
Buddha-mind (see Section 2.3.5).
Japanese tea-rooms are not ostentatious
in appearance; they may seem to
have no decorations, yet the most
minute detail has been curefulry considered.
Even though they are poor men's humbre
huts, they are costry to build (plate r).
okakura writes about the tea-room in The Book

of

Teaas foilows:

The tea-room is unimpressive in appearance.
rt is smailer than the smailest of Japanese
houses, whire the materiars use¿ inlts
.onrt u.,ìon are intended to give the suggestion
of refined poverry. yet we must remember rhat
au this is o.,"rr¡, ãifrJãuna artistic
forethoughq and that the detairs have been
,nárt"o out with care perhaps even grearer
than that expended on the building oroe
richest palaces and tempr€s. A good teâ_room

s34

NanpÕroku, pp. 6, 353; with particre no,p.4rz;without
a particre no,p.422,and sôjinboku,
p. 2 19, and Genryûchawa" p. 406.

s35 okakura

19g9, p. g0.

r)¿

Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. só.

533

Yamanoue Sôjiki,

p.
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is more costly than an ordinary mansion, for the selection of its materials, as well as its
workmanship, requires immense care and precision. Indeed the carpenters employed
by the tea-masters form a district and higbly honoured class among artisans, their work
being no less delicate than that ofthe makers of lacquer cabinets.536

Okakura describes tea-tooms as being "the Abode of Vacancy" (devoid of omamentation) or "the Abode of the Unsymmetrical" (because it worships the imperfect) and stated that they are built v/ith a poetic impulse. He says that in tearooms, something is always left unfinished for the imagination to complete.s3T
I agree with Okakura on the natur€ of the tea-room: they truly are abodes of
vacancy since they should be places outside this secula¡ world, places for one's
true nature, to allow the Buddha nanre to emerge (Section 2.3.6)' This is also true
in the exterior featu¡es of the tea-room, which are plain and simple in constn¡ction
but not yet, perhaps 'an abode of the asymmetrical' since the constn¡ction is balanced and its harmony is based on the size of a tatami. Or, perhaps Okakura refers

with this term to the use of contrasting elements in tea-room construction, which
brings out the vitality and sense of energy to balance the spirit of trariquillity that
is present in the tea-room.
Chawashigetsushû describes the sense of roughness and modesty

inwabi tea-

houses as following:

*tõE rJ HÊ * / F Ø * ô Z å. f¡ 6 tJr*t 5 -> L. lÊ È â :- \ ô Þ
È¿ L(. trl:,,rË:r66øF. Ël.i-ôrù78Ë L^rt"
-..

...A tea-house (sukiya)s3g is similar to a mountain conage with a staw thatched roof
and a brushwood door. One should emphasise the rry¿åi mind(heart), lthe wabi spirit in
Tea] and choose a Zen saying for a hanging scoll instead ofa picture and put some
long-lasting flowers into a tube-shaped flower væe.

The word sukiya, translated here as a tea-house, is described as being subdued and
unostent¿tious in architecture, yet consisting of many details and elements from
the Tale of Genji.In Tea-related literature, sukiya is used rN a synonym in general
for the word tea-room or tea-house. Sukiya includes a variety of tea-rooms from
the most humble wabi style to the formal slzoin style.sao The tea-house is similar
536 Okakura 1989,pp.77-78.

s37
s38

Okakura 1989, pp.75-76.
Chawashigetsusht, p. 209.

539 Sa&ia:

See Mason 1993, p. 216 and Genshoku Chadô Daijiten,s.v. sukiya. According to the
Genshoku Chadô Daijiten, the word sukiya was combined with the idea of tea-room for the

first time in Bunrui Sôjinboku, which was written in 1564, where the combination sakizashiki can be found (Bunrui Sôjinboku, p. 50.). It is said that RikyÍi started calling tearooms by the name su,trya. In some cases the word stkiya is used as a synonym for thc word
'a little tea-room'(kozashikí): yetthere is also an example in the tea classics calledChafu
(written in the late 6do period), where it says that, in the Rikyû style of chadó the word
sukiya is not used for the small tea-room, kozashiki.
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to a mountain hut having a thatched roof and ea¡then walls, which make them
look like very modest dwellings. Tea-houses a¡e also hidden deep in the roTi path,
similar to the mountain huts. He¡e wabi refers to a special state of mind of a
Tea person (Chapter 2): the wabi mind. Modest surroundings indicate natural and
simple beauty and one's humble attitude to life as an unsophisticated behaviou¡.
The following paragraph from sekishû sanbyalaicajô describes the idea of
naturalness and the use of contrasting elements appreciated in Tea, as well as their
necessity in the idea of wabi in a¡chitecture.

,L+f *¿Aå 0,Ì¿62.tr L. ê E L l¿6 t..e) Lå+
ffilB¡.tRäþôø(ì/\1.(. ryñEÈËÆr¡tl . t*tLrt. Z Ø#ÊÈ
5 vt¡ef . H*o)t.ãt EãÈr{ÊtcãFf ]frËÈ. åi ã.ËùEf
ã0)t å'6à¿ Ð tlù. FIEÈþLr/¿âWf*ÞHr¡tc.õ. trÉË*¿
D *ìù( þtr.4)äÉ Þ i L/¡tÈÈÈ å (¡/¡ õ ¿ u'å,t!,. HË ØÉ7t ffiþtÈÌ'å l" À åËÃ *t ô^, âffiffifr è'> 1 t-. Ël¿¡¡ È
ãÞ ) ^f ^(, þ(.Iø)+Ë1.?t' ( à å u.I,l¿â | rrrå/À D . ^Ê€
È f.t
r¿âÈÊf ØËE &. åu.Ll¿þzrffi+{,0>t¡D, :¿/:6ÈäåT}
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chapter 96:. rn chanoyu, having serenity [naturally] is good, but making things serene

[artificially] is bad.
The foundation of chanoyu lies in the sense of rvaåi in appearance, and for this reason
the tea-room Gukrya) should be a thatched hut (sóar). However, so that this essence [of
chanoyu, i.e., wabi spiritl is not lost, one should pay attention even to the trees and
stones in the roji path: to put together modest plants and trees, and to choose stepping
stones from the field that a¡e not the best ones. The ingredients for thc meal should also
be modest. If new and old, æ well as good and bad are combined, the true meaning of
wabi will not be lost, and this is called [natural] serenity (sabitaru).In this modest scîaz
tea-room, if fine clothes are worn542 and many kinds of excellent utensils are put
together, if the l¿rse&'-meal is full of delicacies, and if there are careñrlly selected good
trees and stones planted in the raTi path, this all is against the fiue meaning of waåi and
causes the feeling of artificial serenity (sabashitaru). Sabitøru means doing things

540 Engel 1964, p.369.

s4l
s42

Shoin style refers to the warrior's residence with large rooms. The idea
of tokonoma seems to have its origins here, too, since one part of the main hall (called j,ôdan)
was elevated one step with a shallow recess for the hanging scrolls, shelving recess, and a
study place. On the other hand, a Zen priesfs study room is also called shoin. ln fhe Zen
Buddhist hall, tokonoma, had the role of being a place of art and meditat¡on and presumably
from this connection, lokonoma obtained its additional meaning as being an honored guesfs
place (this will be studied later in this section). ln Te4 toløno¡na is the most honored place
in the tea-room, mainly for hanging a scroll, flowers, or displaying rare utensils.
Sekishû Sanbyakukajô, p.232.

Nankin: See Genshoku Chadô Daijiten, s.v. nankin. Here nankin is explained to be Chinese
early Qing dynasty celadon porcelain. It is enameled porcelain on whose white base are
drawings of landscapes, human beings, birds, and flowers in mostly a da¡k red colour, but
also other colours are used. Nankin porcelain is highly valued in chadô. Another explanation, which is used in this study, is that nankin is used in the sense "to wear" being a compound from the emphasiser ¿¿¿ used in classical literature and a verb kiru,to wea¡. lnterpreted like this, the meaning of the sentence changes to mean to \ryear Japanese brocade
(nishikí) or other fine cloths.
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naturally and sabashitøu means doing things artificially. Insufüciency is part of
serenity (sabitaru), and according to this state of mind, it is vital to do things so that
the result covers seven or eight out ofthe total.

The idea ofnaturalness, natural serenity (see also sections 3.1.3.3 and 3.2.3), and
the balance between two contrasting ideas is emphasised in the architectural
appearance ofthe tea-house and the

roji path. The idea ofnatural serenity contains

the balance between old and new, good and bad. Using only precious ingredients
or rrìre and famous utensils in the ttræched-hut tea-house disturbs the sense of
serenity; one becomes awa¡e of the place and the utensils and this causes formality
and excess attentiveness to the occasion. On the other hand, the lack of objects,
the insufficiency, is appropriate as well as leaving space for the imperfect. Leaving things unfinished wittr taste is more fascinating. One does not have to attempt
to make things absolutely perfect. In this context, perfection contains the idea of
the a¡tificial and imperfect, as well as the idea of leaving things unfinished, the
idea of the natural.sa3 One should not choose the best ingredients available, but
those available in nature.
During the time of Shukô, tea-rooms were large, usually six-mats or even
more, and were in the shoin style, a formal style of tea-rooms, where the daßu
shelf with several Chinese hanging scrolls with pictures, and an arrangement of
th¡ee tables in front of these for flowers and incense were displayed.saa Even
though tea-rooms are quite simple, at least to Westem eyes, they still have beautiful details and decorations, such as different styles of the ceilings used in the same

room, the front pillar of the tokonoma, or the såó7Èwindows with skillfully arranged splits of bamboo components, which promote the formal or even noble
feeling. The transformation from the large tea-room towa¡d a small tea-room
proceeded gradually from the time of Shukô rmtil Rikyû who created a tea-room

in the size of one-and-half-tatami mats. ,Seh'så'û Sanbyalatlcajô describes this
transformation as follows:
ù ffi@. r*lt¡.';\E*. #lEEr.EË+ä
r¿r^Jt*Ø
å
Eú¡,8!E-!Ê,t¡ tt (zrfil{rtasas

ääEz.früRËâ,,./\eà
Htþ, frltt¡.-E*

During the time of Ashikaga Yoshimasa, tea-rooms were eight-mat rooms. Shukô used
a six-mat room and Jôó a four-and-a-half-mat room. Rilcyû used a one-and-a-half-mat
room where the size of the guests' place was no more than a one-tatami mat.

s43
s44
545

s46

The same idea is found in Kenkô's Tsurezuregus4 pp. 143-144 (Chapter no. 82), as well as
pp. 23 l-235 (Chapter no. 137).
Kazue 1985, p. 16. For details, see Kazue 1985, pp. l6-t8.
Sekishrl Sanbyakukajô,

p.3t4.

Sekishu Sanbyakukajô, p. 341. See also Genryfichawa, p.404. In this source the devetopment of the tea-rooms is explained in a way similar to a way that Yoshimasa preferred:
eigþt+atami rooms with a formal da¡sa shelf and a picture of Gyokukan (:E ã fd) in the
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There is a secret oral transmission conceming the one-and-a-half-mat room... Nevertheless, a one-and-half-mat room expresses the extreme yaåi..,

Nowadays, a small tea-room means a tea-room smaller than four-and-half-mats:
tea-rooms in size of tbree or two-mats, or even one-mat-and-daime size tea-rooms.
A four-and-half-mat room is the orthodox size, and six4atami mats or even more
are called large tea-rooms. However, in the classics the word kozashiki, a small
tea-room, is sometimes also used as a common word for tea-rooms in generalsaT in
the same way as the word sukiya is used. Yet information concerning the small
tea-room seems to be quite inconsistent in the sources. To cite an example, according to the following passage, Shukô enjoyed the four-and-half-mat room:

lzrfiflf ¡cæf.l L t¿ ó Eå*t¿Ê+ tffi rx&tt&t , tä , #
õËø*Ëfäf¿6Yh\ ¿nFvr/c L, It F tv* . t ert -{t i øtr
El.Vo Ètr.Ë&'Þà. å.t i Ø4'Æ7..1.tåå+AâF å l&s48
tu7)r

of old, [Shuko's] the tea-room had a frieze rail (nageshí) and wallpaper.
It was a four-and-half mat room and the da¡sz shelf was used. But Rikyû teaches that
the essence of Tea lies in the sense of wabi, and according to this resolution, he
replaced the wallpaper with the rust+arnish walls (sabitrabe)s4g ûd put in a bamboo
ceiling. ln this kind of small tea-room the dø¡su shelf was not used.
...1n the times

This four-and-a-half-mat room refers to Shukô's genuine, formal style of tea-room
and it can be considered to be a small tea-room compaxed to the other tea-rooms
used during Shukô's time. The citation shows that a four-and-half-mat room is the

orthodox size and it could be used for the formal style of serving tea wtth daísu
shelf. Within the same size of tea-rooms there a¡e differences in style and in appearance: they can be built in the formal style using wall paper and a frieze rail, or

they can have earthen walls and a bamboo ceiling and be very informal in appearance and structure, such as Rikyû's four-and-a-half-mat tea-room.Sso The forlokanoma. Jô-ô used four-and-a-half-mat rooms, and Riþd liked three+aami or íilo-tatami
rooms and a daime style, or even one-mat-and-a-daine style of tea-room. Every room had its
own occasion to be used in a mosl proper way.

s47
548
549

550

Genshoku Chadô Daijiten,s.v. kozashiki.
Chawashigetsushû, pp. 2Og-210.
Sabitrabe: means an earth wall that is painted with a special mixture of iron content or søap
iron that is kept in soy sauce for purification. The rusty red of the iron will cause speckles on
the wall and this is considered to indicate classical elegance in the a¡chitecture. The result is
dark reddish brown ând exbemely humble.

Nanpôroku, p. 409. ln the reference books to Nanpörokua similar passage can be found and
similarities in these passages prove that the four-and-a-half-mat tea-room described in
Chawashigetsushú canbe considercd to be Shukô's tea-room. The following passage is more
detailed than the passage from Chawashigetsushtû- The idea of formality and informalþ of
these two tea-rooms wæ brought out already in this passage, but instead of Rikyt, Jô-ô is
mentioned here as the one who made changes to Shukô's formal tça-room.

r*)tF ØÆ.#.Ê. EË+t¿(. ¡J'tE t. tvfto , üx# - RØ+ØâË'
'>tl, - F6¡ñ/¡0, â+åùâfi,, ÊtE - f{nlr<ù. XäAàâ.'&.lt
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mality of the four-and-a-halÊmat tea-room is emphasised in the following passage, in which it says that if one otwns even one Chinese utensil, a four-and-a-halfmat room should be used. This points out the formal feeling of an orthodox size
tea-room compared to those of smaller tea-rooms.

=E$zrffis / +\,<7Ë-A*fË#äF-=x. -Ë=< $É,üÑrc

ln[lSf
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A three-mar room was used commonly, until Jô-ô's times, by the uaôi Tea persons who
owned no [famed utensils or Chinese] utensils. A penon who owns even one Chinese
utensil, should use a four-and-a-half-mat room'

A three-mat room is, without a doubt, a small tea-room and in the above citation it
is used by a wabi Tea practitioner who owns no valuable utensils. If one owns
even one Chinese or famous utensil, the four-and-a-half-mat room should be used'
It seems, according to these examples, that the size of the room and the utensils
used have a connection. On the other hand, during Shukô's time a four-and-a-half-
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built
a slæ thatch roof, and

'ÀnrLOt genuine (formal) rea-room has four-and-a-half-mats,
with the best manner and materials. The ceiling is so-called høgani teniô (the wooden slats
paper with drawings
are set flat side by side like a minor). The walls are covered with white
this tea-toom daisu,
In
mat(iktkßntoko).
a
one-tatami
rhe
size
of
is
of little birds. Tokonom¿
(ro), in the
nagaita, or nalcaita can be used for preparing tea. And further, there is a heanh
can be
ofkettle
type
hankumo
where
the
per
side),
size of shaku rokusun (about 48.5 cm
old
these
basically
followed
preparing
teaJ&ô
for
used
can
be
shelf
tclnûdaisu
a
hung, and

rulei, he made a tea-room four-and-a-half-mats but he made some omissions such as, changing the wall paper to earthen walls, and also changing the wooden lattice at the window to
UimUoo laniðe. eeople say that compared to Shukô's formal style of tea-room, J&õ's tearoom is informal in stYle.'
Explanations oi Doit , þúdaisu, nagaila, utd nakaiu: See Genshoku Chadô Daijiten'
s.v. daisu, nagaita, or naløita. Daisa ís usually a black lacquered shelf, about a quarter of
(brazier)'
the size ofatatami used in the fonnal style ofTea in the large tea-room' Tlwfuro
for
(hßhaka)
and
chopsticks
with
a
ladle
(hishafutate)
the
ladle-stand
container,
fresh-water
(/urøofù inside,
charcoal (h¡bashÐ inside, a waste-water container (t<ensuí) with the lid-rest
put on top of the daisz
are placeù on the lower board of the shelf' A tea-caddy (natswne\ is
used in Zen temples.
was
originally
and
it
Chinese
are
the
døisz-shelf
of
snen 1¡e origins
(Rikyû's
There are different variations of it, such as lEtûdaisu. Kyúdaisu can be lacquered
upPer
the
pillars
between
two
is
in
daisu
of
this
favoured) or wooden. The distinctive feature
of
The
origins
of
a
cloud'
the
shape
to
ends
the
at
which
broadens
and lower boards,
exam
lcytidaisu are in the Song dynasty Chin4 where those who passed the civil-service
into
passed through a special gutõ. Th. image of the shape of the gate was alanæd and made
in" ryaa"iti. Nagaita is rhe shape of the upper board of daßu and its size varies a little
bet*een su*-". time and winter time. The arrangement of utensils is the same as with d¿isz
the
above. This can be lacquered or plain wood. Nakaita is a wooden tatami þoard\ between
cm) and if
host tatami and guests iara.i. Tire width of nakaita is shaku yonsun (about 42,40
the hearth is usid, it is cut to the wooden board. Hankwno kettle: 'a half spider-shape of
kettle'. For picture, see Genshoku Chadô Daijiten, s.v ' kama'
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Yamanoue Sôjiki, pP. to0-101.
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mat room was a small room compared to the large tea-rooms popular during that
time, and being of the orthodox size of a tea-room, it could also be used for the
formal style of Tea.
Further, in the following example, the two-and-a-half-mat room is described
as being awabi style of tea-room (a tea-room used in wabíchadô).
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ln Jô-ô's times, there existed only one ¡ro-and-a-half-mat room. yamamoto sukegorô,
who was a disciple of Jùô owned it. Jô-ô also líked this tea-room because of Sukegorô
and once when sukegorô served tea [in this room] to Jùô, it wæ really a waói style of
suki tea gathering... The t\ryo-mat room wali used only by a noble, or by a poor wabi
Tea person owning no utensils.

According to tlese citations, it is clea¡ that tea-rooms smalle¡ than a four-and-ahalÊmats were used only by wabi Tea persons owning no chinese or famous
utensils. Even though tn chadô, waåf contains the meaning of a poor person owning no utensils, or it refers tothe wabi style of Te4 practising Tea in a modest tearoom with a humble attitude, in these passages above the idea of poverty is not
emphasised. An interesting detail is that a two-mat room is also ¡ecommended to
be used ifthe person is a noble, even though ea¡lier noble persons were practising
Tea in large tea-rooms. This suggests the idea that for noble persons there are no
set rules, and therefore, they can practise whatever style of Tea they prefer. The
idea of poverty a¡ises in this context again and it is vital to consider what is mearit
by the word poor: does it mean only the realþ of being truly a poor person, or

it describe the outer features of a humble tea-room? or is it an affirmative
concept possessing philosophical values rather than being a fact ofreality?
does

Engel interprets the sense of wabí, in tea-rooms and in ehadô in general, as
being an expression of an afürmation of poverty; for him waåi expresses "noble

poverty". He believes that the ideaof wabi was more "a fashionable entertainment
and amusing pastime than a deep awareness of the tragic beauty of poverty".
Therefore, for him, the true meaning of wabi was a continual fight against poverty.553 Engel's ideas about wøåi are interesting. But, I think that he adapts the
meaning of wabi in poety as the same as its meanings n chadô.Is the meaning of
wabí in Tea really constantly fighting against poverty, or is it rather accepting
insufhciency of material goods through anaining an absolute freedom of the hea¡t

ss2

553

Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. l0l. The first pa¡t of the citation refers to the drawing of the tea-room
described in the ciøtion on p. l0l, and the second part to the picture on p. 102. For more
detailed drawings on the tea-rooms, see Chakimeibutsushlì, p. 496. The best drawings can be
found in the book called Cha no 8i published by Tôþô National Museum. Unfortunately,
this book was not available for this study.
Engel 1964, pp.282-283.
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as explained in chapter 2 of this study? In other words, one does not fight against
insufficiency but accepts the state of things and circumstances as they are because

one is no longer affected by the affairs of the mundane world. For this reason,
there are also no elements of "üagic beauty" in the idea of wabi because one is
satisfied with life as it is; one does not feel a failure in one's life or dissatisfaction
with what one possesses. Also the statement that wabi style of Tea was "a fashionable entefainment and amusing pastime" stands against the infonnation on
wabí as a philosophical concept (chapters 2 and 3) since it has been shown in
ea¡lier chapters of this study that to understand the tn¡e meaning of wabi in chadô,
one must first of all possess the wabi mind, i.e., to find once again the essential
nature of the self, the Buddha nature.
It seems that Engel probably suggests with this argument the tea parties with
lavish servings and entertainment which took place dnring the l4th centwy (cha-

yoriai,

see Introduction).

But rn chadô, according to the Great Tea Masters, the
meaning of wabi is differenq it indicates the state of mind where one is satisfied
with the insufficiency of things; one accepts that things do not always go as one
wishes, and one accepts things as they a¡e. This state of mind is called the absolute freedom of the mind. wabi is not "noble povert5r", nor is it an admiration of
poverty. I4labi is an impression of beauty beyond the idea of poverty where the
duality of poverty and non-poverty does not exist. The idea of poverty in wabi
style of Tea or in tea-rooms is not the value nor the aim as such. It is more about
living a quiet and modest life in solitude; it is an unfeigned beauty in its desire for
naturalness and modesty in all acts and on every occasion.If wabi contains these
philosophical values, it is unlikely that the wabi style of Tea could be called a
fashionable entertainment and arnusing pastime, at least it did not appear to be like
that during the time of the Great Tea Masters Shukô, Jô-ô and Rikyû.
Next, some distinctive featu¡es of wabi in tea-rooms will be discussed in
more detail. Tea-rooms are unimpressive in appearance even though they are carefully designed and every minute detail is considered with great care. The follow-

ing passage from Genryûchawa considers the ceiling of the tea-room as folrows:
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Question: [n the tea-houses, where the underside of the roof is visible over the rofireplace and utensil tatami, doesn't it look somber?
Answen Of course, in the tea-room the ceiling should be placed over the tofronoma,
over the upper ftonoured) tata nt of the room, and over tl¡c utensil tatani, m order to
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Genryûchawa,p.436.
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avoid the feeling of impurity, which is prohibited. The underside of the roof, consistent
with the feeling of waái can be left visible in the lower part of the room and also in the
preparation room (/rare)555.
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Here the word wabíte refers to the outer appearance of the underside of the roof
without the ceiling; the sense of roughness and naturalness in its unfinished state
are expressions of the sense of wabi. Japanese tea-rooms are divided into two
parts: the upper or the honoured part and the lower or the host area. The ceiling
should be placed over the honoured seats, but the underside ofthe roofcan be left
visible from the lower pans of the room and from the miruya ('kitchen' or preparation room). Humility and modesty a¡e also respected virtues in Japanese culture,
and according to tea etiquette as well, one should lower oneself in front of others.
This is one way of showing respect and being polite. One is offering the best one
can for the guests, but is satisfied with less for oneself. This state of mind truly
contains the idea of absolute freedom of the mind as wrts explained in Chapter 2'
The wooden tolconoma, meaning Íokonoma with wooden flooring instead of a
tatami mat, is considered to have the sense of wabi because it refers to the idea of
minimalising the number of utensils used and to the effective use of space in the

small tea-room. Sekishû Sanbyalatknjó describes a wooden tolconoma as follows:
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555 Kaile: Here leaue means a preparation
556 Sekishù Sanbyakukajô, p. l5o.
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Chapter 9: The wooden tokonoma
The wooden tokonoma in the tea-house possesses the sense of wabi and,tea utensils can
be placed there.

Minimalising the number of the utensils used me¿ìns that a nay beneath the flower
vase is not needed in the wooden tokonoma, making the feeling more informal.
ln
chadô all the utensils, and things in general, are divided into th¡ee classes: forrnal,
semi-formal, and infomral (so-called shin-þô-sô-system). For example, if the
floor of the tokonomais latami matting, beneath the formal and semi-formal flower vases, formal and semi-formal boa¡ds are required. yet the informal vases are
placed directly on the tatami mat. But when a wooden tokanoma is used,
all the
vases, despite their degree of formality, are placed inthe tolønor¡¿
without a tray.
In other words, all the utensils are treated equally and enjoy the same prestige.
Moreover, the wooden tolconoma expresses the effective use of space. This
suggests an old custom, where the guests who arrive the last are shown a place
in
the tokonoma that will serve as an ascetic sitting place. This happens if the tearoom is a small tea-room, smaller than a four-and-a-half-mat room,557 and if more

for the gathering than can be seated comfortably in the tea-room.
A thin matting may be used, but no matting is used during the summe¡ and if the
guests are young (see 4.2.1.1; in wabi style of rea no woollen blankets
are
used...). A wooden tokonoma is certainly not a pleasant place to sit; it is da¡h in
winter it is cold, in summer it is hot, and it is ha¡d to sit straight on one,s heel's
guests arrive

(seiza) several hours on the wooden floor. This reflects the ascetic form
the wabi Tea person.

oflife of

In the following citation it is claimed that a distoned middle pillar in the tearoom possesses no sense ofrvaåi but is rather placed there for practical reasons.
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À < & 'ln the two-mat little tea-room wooden tokomona is appropriate. A su¡table
number of guests is no more than three persons, but there are cases o'hara fi1r" guests
have
anived. Since it is not suitable to send back guests who arrive last
[those guests more than
three for whom there is actua¡¡y no place to sitl, a thin matting can bã placeì
on the wooden
tokonomaand this will serve as a humble sitting place. Ourinjttre ,urnr.r, depending
on the
line-up of the guests, the youngest guests should sit on the wooden iokonoma
*ithout
matting.'
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Question:

If a distorted pillar is chosen for the daime taanfsg

strengthen the sense

ss8

tea-room, does it

ofwaåi ofa thatched-hut tea-room?

Answer: A disorted pillar in the tea-room is not chosen to promote the sense of wabi,
The tatami for utensils is called daime taÍami. If the utensils, from which the noble
persons are going to have their æa are placed directly on the tatani, the purity will
vanish. The pillar is also set tl¡€re to kecp guests from stepping on the utensil tala¡zi
fdaime tatamí1. This is called the middle pillar. Using a distorted pillar with bark on, or
even

just a distorted pillar, is not necessary.

According to this passage, a middle pillar is set into the tea-room for practical
reasons (Plate l3); to promote the feeling of purity of the utensils in use and also
to pr€vent guests from stepping on the utensil tatami. The sense of purity is
promoted because the middle pillar separates the host place from the guests,
giving an impression that it is not just an ordinary place to prepa¡e tea. It is a
special and purified place just for this occasion. On the other hand, in the small
tea-room the middle pillar is also used for protecting the utensils when guests are
moving inside the tea-room. Placing a middle pillar in the small tea-room for
practical reasons is understandable, but if it does not make any difference whether
a distofed pillar or just a straight and polished pillar is used, then why go to all
the trouble to choose an interesting looking distorted pillar and not just an ordinal
straight and polished pillar?
According to the cited text, both sraight and distofed pillars are used in tearooms. However, a tea-room wlrhdaime tatami usually suggests a small tea-room,
such as in the passage above. Therefore, it could be assumed ttrat if the distorted
pillar is used, it is because it strengthens the feeling of wabí of the small thatchedhut tea-room. This is in accord with a quite rural and informal feeling of these tearooms, compared to the formal style of large tea-rooms. The distorted pillars,
especially with the bark still on, possess the sense of wabi in their rougbness and
undisturbed naturalness that might sometimes even seem grotesque. Distorted
pillars convey the sense of strength, vitality, and masculinity which all belong to
the distinctive features of wabí as beautv. Staight and polished pillars may look
solid but they do not have the vitatity (movement), masculinity, nor roughness and
558 Genryûchaw4 p.40ó.
559 Daime tatani: See Genshoku

Chadô Daijiten, s.v. daime tatanti, and Sadler 1962, pp. I l-12.
The utensil tatami is called daime lata¡ni and it is about one quarter smaller than the usual
size of the tatami.This size is the satne âs the size of the dairz shelf used in the formal style
of Tea. Therefore, the word daime is said to come from the size of the daisu. Another
explanation for the origin of the word is that it was used at Sakai by druæists for threequarters of a pound of drugs: the greater part. Daime is usually attached to two- or threetûtami rooms and so the daime cut of the tatami was developed when the hearth came to be
used instead of the daisu shelt With daime tatami, the middle pillar is erected by the hearth

of the daime.
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the sense of freedom that distorted pillars possess. The straight and polished
pillars convey a formal feeling because their shape is controlled and polished.
For these reasons, against the infomration given in this passage, I believe that it
does maüer what kind of pillar is chosen for a little tea-room. A distorted pi¡ar,
whether a middle pillar or the tokanoma pillar, suits a wabi style small tea-room,
whereas straight and polished pillars a¡e better suited to large and formal style
tearooms.

The lattice outside the window is discussed in the following examples from
Chanoyu lchieishû and Chawashigeîsushti. These two citations indicate what to
do when the lattice outside the window grows old: should every piece be renewed,
or only some of them?
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The bamboo lattice outside the window (renji mado), the wooden frames of the paper
sliding screens (sårílr), and the bamboo of the hanging shelf, all these should be changed to green bamboo. tn the waåi style ofre4 it ¡s not necessary to renew them
all. For
example, concerning the bamboo lattice of the window, renewing two or three pieces
of bamboo out of ten is enough. yet the bamboo of the hanging shelf must aÞåys be
renewed.

The passage above says that in the wabí style of rea it is enough if only parts
(two, three pieces out of ten) of the bamboo lattice outside the window a¡e renewed, yet the bamboo of the hanging shelf should always be changed. Howeve¡
the following prissage contains an opposite opinion.

Xhâ
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È/¡9. sól
one Tea person had renewed the bamboo lattice of the window only here and there.
Rilgd saw this and pointed ¡6 gþ6,¿¡562 sa¡ring: ',Look at that! He has combined old
and new just to make it look interesting. These kinds ofacts are not appropriate n wabi
style of Tea. For example, either all of the bamboo of the latticed windôw should be
renewed, or none at all. If a noble person visits you, it is good to renew all the bamboo
flattice of the window]."

560
5ór
562

Chanoyu lchieishû, p.353
Chawashigetsusht, pp. 2lE-219.

shôan: sen no Shôan who lived on 1546-16t4, is the second generation ofSen family Grand
Tea Masters. Shôan was Rilcyrl's adapted heir. For furùer information see Genshoku
Chadô
Daijiten, s.v. Sen Shöan.
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In this example, Rikyû teaches his grandson Shôan tfiat renewing the bamboo
lattice outside the window only here and there is not appropriate in the wabí style
of Tea. This is to arouse people's interest. If the lattice is changed, every piece
should be changed, or let them remain as they a¡e. Since the latter source is older
and based on Sôtan's (Rikyû's grandson) notes, one may think that the information

it gives is more correct. But, on the other hand, Chanoyu lchieish,û is, along with
Nanpôroht and Yamanoue Sôjiki, one of the most respected books of Tea, and
speaks for the validity of the first citation but it also represents Ii Naosuke's view
on Tea. Both passages have their points about the sense of w¿åí: renewing only a
part strengthens the feeling of humble wabi,brtt also promotes a striking contrast.
Renewing all at one time does not spare the cost, which is not in accordance with
the idea of wabi in Tea" but the result conveys more tranquillity than renewing
only some of the bamboo lattice. In this case, the idea of contrasting elements is
ca¡ried out in a wider sense having, new lattice at the window in an old earthen
wall. Renewing the bamboo lattice depends on the occasion and should be conside¡ed carefully each time.
The renewing of the old not only concems the bamboo lattice of the window,
but also the tatami matting of the tea-room. The following passage in Chanoyu
Ichieishti suggests renewing only some of the tatami mats, not all of them.

...1Ë=zr,
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wabi style of chadó,lhe tokonoma tatami and utensil tafami shall be renewed.
And fi.¡rther, in the €xtreme waåi style, only the utensil fatami shall be renewed.
...1n the

The idea of renewing only parts but not all is fascinating and it is acceptable if
only parts of the tatami matting are suddenly spoilt. But if tatami mats have become old and wom out, it may be better, even in the wabi style, to rene\¡/ them all
at the same time rather than renewing only one or íno tatamí mats. Changing only
parts of the tatami matting makes the contrast between the new and old quite
striking, even though the idea of having a conmst is appreciatedin chadô, such as
in Shukô's n Kokoro no Fumi,sø in which the idea of combining old with new is
explained through the combination of Chinese and Japanese utensils in Tea.
During this time, Chinese utensils were those of old, and Japanese utensils were
new and modern. This is an important factor in Te4 but one should avoid the
feeling of artifi ciality.
The Great Tea Master, Rikyr¡" also emphasised the importance of contrasting
ideas by saying that Tea is like combining mustard with chestnuts, that an old man
should use ne\ ¡ and beautiful items and a young man may use rough and modest
5ó3 Chanoyu lchieisht,

564

p. 353.

Shukô Fun¡ichi Harima Hôshi Ate tsshi, p. 3.
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ones (sections 4.2.1.1 and 4.5). Rikyû also emphasised the idea of mind in contrasting ideas by saying that one should stand against one's teacher and forget the

rules, set oneself free ûom the boundaries of rules and regulations in order to attain the absolute freedom, through which it becomes possible to create something
interesting (Section 3.2.4).

So, in Tea the contrast of opposite elements is favoured, and therefore, it
would be natural to think that renewing only parts of an aged bamboo lattice or
tatam¡ matting that really need to be changed, would be in accordance with the
sense of wabL There is no need to renew all if the matting is basically in good
condition, except, for example, if the host drops coals on his mats while preparing
the fire, or a guest pushes over the tea-caddy while admiring its beauty and the
powdered tea spreads all over the tatami.
Changing the tatami mats depends on the occasion and should be considered
carefully each time, but concerning the bamboo lattice outside the window, it
would be better to renew them all or let them be as they a¡e. This is because there
is already enough contast between the aged earthen walls and the white window
screen paper, or between the thatched roofand the fresh green bamboo lattice of
the window. lt is not likely that one could harrn or damage only parts of the lattice
of the window such as explained with the tatami matting, and therefore, renewing
it all is considered as expressing the sense of wabi in this matter. The contrast
between nev/ green bamboo and old bamboo is also quite striking, but the host
should use his own discretion in each sin¡ation. Any sense of artificiality should
be avoided.

Contrasting ideas play an essential role in Tea, conceming not only tea utensils or tea-rooms, but also the changes of light inside the tea-room. Even dwing
the daytime, the light in the tea-room is subdued. The ea¡then walls and small
windows with bamboo lattice outside strengthen the feeling of dimness or subtle
darkness. Chanoyu lchieishú describes the changes of light as follows:

ãffi. ðlÆ2.Ê. '&.Æ.rlÈþ,, lfrþ.rr. UJÆ¡, r. åa ç ft:.tvtù'
rt. ,ffi+øFÃD Ì¿,tl1". g E ffira< ù 9. XËâJ=J: D (ä^. I*
t>6^ët+þ, '&.Æ.t\Þl¡ L(. f t¿fuþlX-> L. ÉË= À I (u.FF
7È1å'LËÈ. ffi¿ & Ll¿6ËË ¡.ôV3¿s6s
As a rule, the first half of the gathering (s hoza) is dark Uiz) and the latter half (goza)s66
is light (yarg). This means that during the hrst half all windows are covered with a
bamboo [rattan] blind (sudare). The light ofthe tea-room should be adjusted according
to the weather; if it is sunny or cloudy, and also according to the time of the gathering.
During the latter half of the gathering the feeling of light is emphasised: The bamboo
[ranan] blinds (sudare) are taken away and depending on the time, the paper sliding
screens (shojí) can be opened a little. The sense ofbrightness is appropriate-

565
56ó

Chanoyu lchieishu, p.352.
See Section 1.6 on details

ofthe course ofthe gatheúng.
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According to the passage above, the light of the fint løIf (shoza) should be
subdued, but the latter half (goza) should be bright. During the first half, the /raisek¡ meal is served and a hanging scroll with Zen proverbs is placed in the tokonoma. The subtle darkness of the room emphasises calm and a profound feeling in
the room, and therefore, it reminds the guests about the philosophical meaning of

wabi in chadô.s67 The latter half (gon) is bright and livelier. Some conversation
concerning the meal and utensils used in the gathering, as well as on Tea in general, is encouraged. This symbolises the aesthetic values and also the social aspects
of Tea. This is Tea as an entertainment in a positive sense. People who gather
together sha¡e a common interest in works of art, such as the calligraphy on the
hanging scroll, ceramics (e.g., tea bowls and tea-caddies for thick tea), as well as
bamboo work (e.g., tea scoops or flower vases), lacquer work (tea-caddies for thin
tea or tays) and metal work (e.g., lid-rests or kettles), and setting of flowers in the
tokanoma-

In midnight gatherings the best ligbt is the full moon, but if it is not enough,
lamps are needed. These special lamps for tea-rooms are described in Genryûchawa as follows:

f .f . H€å.,\L\7)> r l¿&t,
ë. Æ* r.( . HËÊ. ¿ ù t ã.*t.,Ërg. ì,\¿¿ L^ffi*tÈË
Þhtt-<çíß ¿ ù. ... lÈ,Ø#tl.fil.<Vrlù'tt,&tffi r'( ¿ 4 {R. -..â
Hû 6 F*mAJfFl+ ì =1F. äËå ltffifåüä. ù.rë&X. . *e*
Fd.

ç*

.
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å Ë1¡.Æ...56E

Question: What were tea-room lamps, such as lan&ei, chikkei,

ød

hahctôdai569 like?

s67 Tanizaki

I 975, pp. 24-30. ln the book called In'ei Raisan (ln Praße of Shadows, ûanslated
by Seidensticker), Tanizaki writes about the beauty of shadows in Japanese style houses

whose roof is like an umbrella (in Westem houses it is like a hat) covering it well from wind
and rain, but hardly any sunshine is let inside. According to Tanizaki, the beauty of Japanese
houses is in the shadows, dark earthen walls and in the shine of the wooden floor in dim

corridors.

568 Genrytchawq p.425.

s69

Tankei, chikkei, and kalætófui: See Sadler 1962, pp. I l-12; Genshoku Chadô Daijiten, s.v.
tankei, chik*ei, and kaketôdai. Tanl'zi lamps used in the tea-room are simple; there is a stand
either wood or bamboo, to which a horizontal wooden pillar is aüached. On top of the pillar
is a round hole, and litle below the hole, a metal ring is atached. A Rah. ceramic saucer is
placed on this ring. The same kind of saucer, but a little, saucer is placed on the stand. The
wick thrcad goes from the oil saucçr, tbrougb the hole, all the way behind the pillar to the
stand. Vegetable oil is used. The most common one is called tankci and has several variations. Chil*ci is a simplified model of tanlei. lt is a cut piece of bamboo. KaketMai is a
hanging lamp, originally used in the preparation room (mizuya) or in the corridor. This is
made of wood or bamboo. The wooden one has a long slender back pillar to which a lattice
holder (kumote meaning 'a spider's hand', a crisscross neüing) made of wood is attached- A
hanging lamp of bamboo is just a piece of bamboo cut in zuch a way that tbe knot pa¡t
makes the bottom.
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Answer: Tankei, chik*ci, and lcaketödai are used in evening gatherings, In the times of
old, tanl<ei lamps were chinese... For the wabi *yle of Tea, the lamps were made of
bamboo and these are callcd chik:kei... Rikyt favoured the typc of tankei that is used
today. Kaketödai is used in the exteme uaåi style of re4 or in the little tea-rooms
such as a one-tatami mat with daime or in the lwo-tatami loom, where there is no place
to put the tanl<ei sryle of lamp.

As with all other utensils, lamps were also originally chinese. Then, to promote
the feeling of wabi rn chadö, Japanese Tea masters started to make simple lamps
from bamboo that were elegant in an unpretentious way. ln the extreme wabi,
referring here to the wabi Tea of the small thatched hut practised by a really poor
person, a hanging mizuya lamp could be used. This was for purely practical reasons: in a small tea-room there is no space for the standing lamp, and on the other
hand, a poor wabí Tea person might not have money to get two different kinds of
lamps: one for the tea-room and one for the mizuya.The minrya lamp is definitely
needed and therefore this can be used in a tea-room.
As mentioned ea¡lier in this section, even though a wabi Tea penon is poor,
one should always pay attention that clothes should at least be clean, if not new,
and that one should always use new green bamboo and fresh wood. Cleanliness
and purity are emphasisedtnwabichadó. simila¡ly, the cleaning of the tea-room is
very important in the Tea studies. okakura writes in The Book of Tea that the tearoom is so clean that even a touch ofdust cannot be for¡nd in the darkest corner,
and if any exist the host is not a master of Tea.570 According to the chanoyu lchieishú, the cleaning of the tea-room is the first thing that a Tea practitioner has to
leam properly.

ñhlläõäØH'ñlr L<. .Ê6^.à'à -f . ...tlffi-=. ffifÊØ*ffi
ùÜbILL¿ tÀ D. 4. *ØÐØffiÊ.t>È¡¡r. ËFÃEà ÊT,ù.þæ,9
<. tlåËtr^å+.57r
cleaning is an everyday act for a Tea practitioner and should not be neglected... First
of all, the methods of cleaning are taught, and then, if one is willing to devote oneself
to the rù/ay of rea, one should, with great care and wholeheartedly clean and puriÛ
every læt corner of the room.

The citation continues with detailed insüuctions of how and in what order the
cleaning should be done. This is reminiscent of Dôgen's instuctions for zen
monks regulating acts of everyday life in Dôgen's shobôgeraô zuimonki. Teahouses resemble the Zen temples in their simple a¡chitecture and humble appearance. A Tea practitioners life has similarities to a Zen monk's life in the following
of the precepts of everyday activities and in an understanding of poverty. For
Dôgen, following the precepts and daily practices is like concenüated zazen.572
570 okakura

s1t

1989, p. 83.

Chanoyu tcheishû, pp.34l-342.
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Similarly, Tea should be practised with a concentrated mind, calmly and nahrally.
In other words, the origins of the idea of wabi in utensils and in tea-houses lies in
Zen,too, as mentioned in Okakura'sThe Bookof Tea:
The simplicity of the tea-room and its freedom from vulgarity make it ùuly a sanctuary

from the vexations of the outer world. There and there alone c¿n one concentate
oneself on undisturbed adoration of the beautiful.s73

In the above, the tea-room is described as a place of sanctuary outside the mundane world where one can concentrate on the adoration of the beautiful, meaning
that true beauty can be understood only in this absolute or higher state of mind
that occurs outside the mundane world (Chapter 2). A tea-room is not, however, a
holy place in any religious sense, that is to say a sacred place, such as a temple or
a church, because it is not the tea-room physically, but within one's mind and in
one's attitude, that the tea-room becomes place outside of the secular world.
To conclude, the sense of wabi in tea-rooms emerges from the small thatchedhut tea-house with earthen walls and bamboo lattice outside the windows. Inside

the rooms, the feeling of wabi can be strengthened by using a distorted middle
pillar, a wooden tokonoma, or by leaving the underside of the roof visible above
the host tatami and in the mizuya. Further, in renewing the bamboo or tatami of
the tea-room, one should use oners own discretion whether to renew all or only a
portion. However, renewing all of it is recommended in this study, even though, in
some cases it might be even better to renew only parts of the tatami matting
instead of renewing them all. The subdued ligbt of the shoza (first half of the
gathering) and the tranquil feeling in it refers to the philosophical values oî wabichadô. Opposing this, the brightness of the goza (the latter half) refers to the aesthetic and social aspects of Tea, in other words, Tea as an Art.

4,2.3. RojíPzth

In this study, roTi is not considered to bejust any kind ofgardenJike path leading
to the tea-room, nor to symbolise strictly religious practices toward religious
goals. I believe that roji symbolises a 'path outside of this world' that indicates
attainment of the ultimate state of mind, where all acts become nan¡ral in the way
s72

Masunaga 1971, pp. 6-8,78-79. Dôgen wriæs: "In studying the Way, the fint thing you
must do is to understand poverty. If you cæt aside fame and profit, curry favour with no one,
and discard all things, you will certainly become a good monk." About concentated zazen
Dôgen writes as follows: "For aZen monk the primary prerequisite for improvement is the
practice of concenrated zazen. Without arguing about who is clever and who inept, who is
wise and who foolish, just do zazen. You will then naturally improve."

s73 okakura

1989, p.91.
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they are in the pure world of the Buddha. lnroji, one comes together with nature,
and through it with the entire universe and universal mind.

is not considered to be a path to religion, because chadô is not considered to be a religion, and therefore, religious realisation is not the aim ofpassing
through Îhe roji. Rather, the journey is to the absolute state of mind, the absolute
freedom of the mind, simila¡ to the Buddha mind. This is a state of mind one
searches for inside oneseli not an extemal 'outside power' which would lead one
to salvation. Here one must set apart the idea of Buddhist enlightenment, even
though the final, absolute state of mind seems to be identical to enlightenment.
Hence, in chadô, Zen and other Buddhist ideas are used to describe the central
ideas of Tea: they are used metaphorically, not in a literal sense. In Buddhism
concepts already existed to describe the principal themes, and these themes were
adapted into chadô.In Tea, they were expected to be used as guidelines for one's
practices, not as the final truth. The ultimate state of absolute freedom of the heart
is not parallel with the Buddhist satori as such, because these practices \¡/ere not
established to understand the essence of Buddhism, but to understand the essence
of chadô.
rRoTï

In previous studies, roji has been examined either in a concrete way (Furuta
and Yoshimura)s74 or by focusing on philosophical values (Hisamatsu). To give
some examples, Furuta writes about the roji in an essayist's style, using only a few
citations from the classics. From the Zenchorolat's chapter called Roji he finds two
definitions of roji: roji as an altemative name for the tea-room and roji as a place
for spiritual practices (dôjô). Furuta does not further describe roji in any specific
terms, but tries to explain it through feelings and subjective ideas.sTs
On the other hand, Yoshimura mentions the spiritual meaning of roTi signi!ing, as he says, a path to religion and courtesy in behaviour, yet it does not
always have to be a trial of spiritual nibulation.sTó Yoshimura does not emphasise
the philosophical meaning of the roji,but admits that it cannot be overlooked.sTT
574

See also

Sadler 1962, pp. 19-25; Engel 1964, pp.292,297. Sadler introduces the question

of

roji at a concrete and general level describing what roTi consists of, and how it is constructed
with several illustrative drawings without discussing what is the sense of wabi n roji in
detail. Engel introduces roTi in mostly a concrete meaning as being "the first act in this
drama". From there on, he introduces roji as seen wilh guesfs eyes when they pass through
roii into the tea-room. Regarding the philosophical meaning of the roji,Engel stat€s its being
an atmosphere through which Tea seeks the spiritual elevation of man. Further, roji is a preparatory step both psychologically and physically, for the pure experience ofart and beauty.

s7s Furuta 1967, pp. 3 t 4l .
s76 Yoshimura 19E4, pp. 133-150.
s77 He explores this question through

Nanpê,roku's section called ltoji that is included in the
reference books. This text is not used in this snrdy of roji as a primary sou¡ce because it is

from reference books that did not belong to the original version of the Nanpôroht, and
moreover because similar and reliable information is available in Zencharoka.
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He points out the customs, how to behave and the historical development of roji,
and sees roji as an ordinary garden path. Therefore, he gives examples for describing roji, e.g., Saihôji, a famous moss temple in Kyoto, and Kalsura Riþû

Imperial Vill4 whose gardens are

¿ìmong the most beautiñ¡l in Japan.
However, can these gardens really be considered to be the most representative examples describing the sense of wabi n roji? The gardens of Saihôji and
Katsura Rilryû are quite large and the roji is usually small and naûow. On the
other hand, Saihôjí and Katsura Rilyû represent the shoin style of architecture, not
the wabi style of architecture, even though wabí is a central theme of Yoshimura's
book. The difference between these nvo is that shoin style mea¡ts a formal style
where the garden is made so that it looks best when seen from a certain point
(usually) inside the house, but wabi style tea gardens are at their best when one
enters the garden path physically and enjoys the beauty of it by looking, smelling,

and hearing.
Hisamatsu's approach to the roTi path is different from other studies in that it
is philosophical. He approaches the question through the word roji and its mean-

ing as an absolute state indicating Buddhist nimâna,the perfect satori, or the pure
world of the Buddha, where there exist no earthly passions nor depravþ of the
heart. Hisamatsu, unlike Furuta emphasises that roji is not made just to be observed from 'outside' as the gardens in shoin a¡chitechre (gardens were admired
from the houses or veranda, one did not enter them), but to feel them 'inside' with
all the six senses when one passss through it. This recalls the idea of the eight

in Buddhism: the six consciousnesses consisting sight, hearing,
smell, taste, touch, and the conscious mind plus the two consciousnesses of

consciousnesses

"manas-consciousness" and the "store-consciousness".578 Hisamatsu also discuss-

roji and the sense of waåi it expresses stating that: wabi in roji is not using the
insufficiency of things as they are, but rather in making insufficiency sufficient
es

(2.3.1).
Hisamatsu's discussion on the white roTi (byafu

rojí)

goes even deeper

in its

philosophy; he compares the idea of the white roji, the word used in the Nanpôrolat and the Zencharolat as well, to the word 'white ox' (byafugo) used in the
Lotus Sutra where the word roji has its roots. According to Hisamatsu" white ro7;
indicates the pure world of the Buddha and the white ox of the Buddha who lives
in that world. In other words, they are one and the same thing indicating the state
of mind, the hea¡t's satori, where one feels freedom from all anxieties, which becomes possible in the søte where 'not a single thing exits'.s7e Hisamatsu apparent578

s7e

Miyasaka, Schiffer and Gillman 1971, p. ll. Manas-consciousness means, in shorÇ the mind
behind the scenes; it is a mental world whose existence w€ cannot perceive. The storeconsciousness refers to the universal will that has the root of existence of all things in the
universe. For fi,¡rther information, see Miyasaka, Schiffer and Gillman 1971, pp. I l-17.
Hisamatsu 1973, pp. 129-134,250-252.
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signiSing the absolute

state of the mind, similar 161þg rnsanings used in this study.

I would now like to study in more detail the idea of roji as a path leading to
the tea-room. The word roji (* ül) indicating a garden related to the tea-house,
consists of ¡vo Chinese cha¡acters: ro meaning tsuyu, "dew", and ii meaning
"ground" or "a place". Another meaning for ro is 'Êanku or "op€n" (state of mind).
Roji is not actually a garden in the Westem sense but a path with stepping
stoness8o leading to the tea-house and it consists of a middle g te,awaiting a¡bour
(lrnshilrake machiaí), where guests relar before the host comes to welcome them

halfofthe gathering, guests have a brief interlude there. It
also has a stone water basin (tsulaùø|, see Plate 3) where the guests rinse their
mouth and hands before entering the tea-room.S8l
The word rojihas not always been written with the above mentioned Chinese
characters. Of the sources available at the momen! NanpôroÈz is the oldest where
the characters g lü were used. However, in other sources, like Yamanoue Sôjiki
and Sôjinboht, roji is written with the Chinese characters ffi ffi,st2 in Chôandôki
and Sekishtû Sanbyahirajô with the Chinese characters H K,t83 and in Kôshingegakissa roji is written with the Chinese characters H f.585 Ín Sugiki Fusai
and again after the first

Densho, the Chinese cha¡acters 61¿ssoa¡e used for roji. Even though difterent
580

Stepping stones have been used in roTi since Ashikaga Yoshimasa (1435-1490) to lead the
guest to the tea-house and to protect a guest's feet from dirt. In more detail, see Chôandôki,
p. 362. See also Engel 196a, p. 292. According to Engel, stepping stones are placed for the
leisurely walk. Their rather small size demands direct attention to the ground rather than to
the roji as a whole. Some larger stones invite â person to slow his walk and have an overall
look around the garden. Engel writes that roji guides a guest's mind to be liberated from
the entanglements of everyday life, such as in "a captivating theater play". Engel's choice of
words emphasises his idea ofroTi being an act in the play ofTea rather than the profound
philosophical meanings that it has for the true realization of the essence of chadô and the
spirit of waår, too.

58r

Nowadays roji is divided into the outer rø¡ and inner rojr, such as in Zenchørolcu (Zencharoku: Roji no Koto, p. 304). However, originally this division into rwo did not exist. See
Sekishû Sanbyakukajô, p. 236. Chapter 6 is titled as "In the times of ol4 there was no outer
rojf'. ln this chapter it is explained that Rilryû made this division, apparently without any
specific reason, when he served tea to the Tokugawa Hidetada (1579-1632). See also Sugiki
Fusai Densho, p. 156. Here it says that i:r Rikyû's style of Tea'the single roy' is used. It is
assumed here that a 'single ro"¡f means roji that is not divided into inner and otrter roji.

582

For example, in Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 93, and in Sôjinboku, p. 154.

583

For example, in Chôandôki, p.362, and in Sekishû Sanbyakukajô, p. 147.

584

Kôshingegaki in Cl<Z 10. This book was known originally by the name Hôgensai Gegaki
(Hôgensai Kôshinsôsa, 16¡3-¡671). It contains two chapters which fansmit Sôtan's writings
on Rikyt's teachings. The original book is in Omotesenke. The book is dated 1662.

585

For example, in Kôshingegaki, p. 94.

586

For example, in Sugiki Fusai Densho, p. 163. The hrst Chinese character is without the
"trce"

(ñ)

radical but this character was not available to me.
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styles of

writng roji exist, they all mean the

same: a path-like garden leading into

the tea-house.

It can be argued that because the chinese characte¡s Effitoj¡) were chosen
instead of the many other choices, they must contain some special meaning. In the
reference book of l/anpôrola4 the word roji is said to come from the Lotus Sutra
where these chinese characters are used meaning "dewy ground's87 which is true
according to its dictionary meaning.588 Hisamatsu does not agree with the simple
answer that the Chinese cha¡acter for ro refers to dew (tsuyu), but emphasises a
deeper philosophical meaning of the roji path. Hisamatsu defines the word roji in

a sense that makes it comparable to the idea of the Buddhist nirvâna, complete
extinction Qtarinir-vâna), or even the pure world of the Buddha (jôdo).In other
words, it refers to the state when a person has exceeded the ultimate state of the
mind. The meaning of roji in chadô is purely Zen-related and it comes to mean the
essential, 1rue state of mind of the human being. According to Hisamatsu, in this
essential state of mind, no earthly desires or delusions exist.58e Hisamatsu's explanations make sense. As has been shown ea¡lier in this study (chapter 2), the
essential nature of the self means the same as the Buddha-mind, which is similar
to the wabi mind in Tea. Rojí and tea-roomseo come to mean a place where the
mind becomes frank and open, a place where the Buddha-mind, i.e., the essential
nature of the self, which is in this study called the wabi mind, exists.

I found five qualities describing roji in zencharohfet: Roji as an altemative
name for the tea-house, roTi indicating barren soil, roji symbolising the idea of the
Four Noble Truths, roji as a site of enlightenment, and finally, roji inthe meaning
of 'another world'. The discussion of the philosophical aspects of the roTf path is
based on these five characteristics of roji mentioned in the Zencharolan, which
show that the meaning of roji is more philosophical than just refening to a place
where early dew glitters on the green, although this also suggests the idea of
impermanence and purity.

587

se2

Nanpôroku, p. 414. See also Sadler (1962,p. l9)who cites the passage fromthe Lons Sutra:
"Escaping from the fire-stricken habitations of the Three Phenomenal Worlds, they take their
seats on dewy ground". This is mentioned also by Furuta 1967, pp. 34-35.

588 The meaning
"farming fields" found in the Modem

Rcade¡'s Japanese-English Character

Dictionary 1988, s.v. roji is not so clear. Andrçw Nelson apparently takes the literal meaning 'dewy ground' as a metaphor for watered land, which, in Japan, may refer to farming
fields. This is a quite exfaordinary choice for the only meaning given for roji in the
dictionary, since more common connotations for the word would be a 'path-like garden
leading to a tea-house' or a 'narrow street'.

s89 Hisamatsu 1973, p. 130.
s90 Nanpôroku, p.264:

tTXfÈl #Åt.,

..- 'And fi¡nhermore

the essence of waåj...' See

section 2.3.2 in this study.

591 Zencharoku: Roji no Koto,

pp. 304-305. For a translation ofthe whole text, see Hirota 1995,
pp. 281-283, or lkeda 1988, pp. 55-57.
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First of all, Zencharolaie3 explains thatro means füank or open(arawaru)sea
andji means heart or mind (kokoro). Therefore, the word ro.¡Í actually refers to the
true nature of the self, it means refining and puriffing one's heart from eafthly
desires or passions. As a result of this, the tn¡e nature of the self, the true form, the
Buddha nature of all things, shall appear. Zencharolu defines this ñrther, that roii

is an alternative name for a tea-room:

ßiütj , #ÉØ-ñ&ses
Roji is another name for thç tea-room

Before this statement, Zencharo,tu explains roji as indicating the true nahre, the
Buddha nature, which is pure from all worldly desires and passions. It also says
fhat roji could be written as a'white roTi' where the word'white' signifies purity.t'6
Therefore, when roji is said to be another name for a tea-room, tea-room also
comes to mean a place manifesting one's true nature, the Buddha nature that
appears in the pure and immaculate world of the Buddha. From this world of the
Buddha emerges the Buddha mind (Buddha spirit) which can also be called the
true nature of the self, and moreover the wabi mind. Just as the world of the
Buddha and the true nature of the self a¡e ultimate states, in the meaning of attaining the state of mind existing beyond this world and referring to the idea of being
pure from all desires and blind passions, the tea-room and the roii also become
ultimate places. In othe¡ words, in this roji path.that leads to the sóan style of teahouse, one should cleanse'worldly dust'from one's mind.

of

The idea of roji being another name for the tea-room comes close to the idea
the roji indicating 'the other world' which is explained in Zencharoku *s

follows:

592 Nanporoku, p. 5; Chanoyu lchieisht, p. 350. These two sources contain passages describing
the roji being sprinkled with water three times during the gathering: once before the guests
arrive, once during the briefinterlude (nakadachí) between the hrst halfand the second half
of the gathering, and the last time when the guests are leaving. This act has no connection
with the meaning of roji as a word; it rather symbolises the balance between fue and water.
During the tea gathering, fire is made three times, and water is sprinkled three times on the
ro7i. Sprinkling the water on the roTi symbolises to the renewing of roji during the gathering.
593

Zencharoku: Roji no Koto, p. 304.

594

The Chinese character ro possesses also a Japanese reading arawaru. Since this word is
written with hiragana characters, it is supposed here that it refers to the Chinese character ro,
given in the text, having a Japanese reading of arawa(rQru meaning something that is
"frank", "open", or even "candid" but also something which is "public" or "plain". See also
Hirota 1995, p. 281 .
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Zencharoku: Roji no Koto, p. 304.
Zencharoku: Roji no Koto, p. 304: ...
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And fr¡rthermore, the tea-room^^is called 'anoiher wortd'which is atso a metaphor for
the essential nature of th€ self598 ¡ttre Buddha nature of the selfl. ln the
Diamond Sut¡a
it says: "The world is no-world, and therefore it is called the wór6.,, one sbould ,'tuly

avoid attachmeng but maintain the spirit of the essential heart.,,

As already indicated above, roji is another name for the tea-room, and therefore,
they both refer to the idea of 'the other world'. The oûrer world again suggests the
true nature of the self which can be called the Buddha nafi¡re, and as has been
shown earlier, the Buddha nature is a synonym for the idea of the wabi mind in
Tea. 'The other world' is explained with the words of t},e Díamond sutra, which
uses negation, and the affrmration following the negation, in pointing out a higher

state of mind.5e Therefore, the afñrmation can indicate the complete (absolute)
affirmation. rn zencharoÉa's passage, too, both the 'world' and the 'non-world'
(A and -A) are needed to attain the ultimate world, and in this ultimate world the
true nature of the self will be revealed, i.e., the Buddha nature, which is ,'neither A
nornon-4"(seesection2.3.l). Fufher, to attain the ultimate state, one should
attain f¡eedom of the heart from the attachment without loosing the essential self.
Earlier in this study (Section 2.3.1), this was called the 'absolute freedom of the
heart', meaning that the essential mind should be like water: when it is porned into
the round container it adopts the round form. If it is poured into the square
container it takes the square form without loosing its essential property of still

being water (see also Section 2.3.6¡.000
rn Nanpôroht, a poem by Riþû also illustrates the idea of
place in the other world:

Ël&z.,R,

Since
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roji is only

a path that lies

=

Then why scatter

>6ot

dust ofthe heart there?

Zencharoku: Roji no Koto, p. 305.

598 Jishin:

599

as being a

outside the mundane world.

) Ë.7

F¡î, ^7

roji

Zenchæoku: Roji no Koto, p. 306, note 6. The word is explained by s,,ggesting the

of the absolute mind(heart), or the state of satori- It does not refer to the idea of the

mind(hean) in its simple sense, but rather to thc idea of the Buddha nature.
See also Hirota 1988, p. 37. Hirota explains "the world is not the world" referring to all
objects as essentially empty or nonexist€nt. Therefore the world arises from the world of
impermanence and passions, yet it is penehated by its own negation. Hirota sees, too, that
'the world' has two meanings: refening to nimâna andto the realm ofthe idea of yaô¡.
Bukkyôjiten, s.v. ômushojúnishögoshin.
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The poem criticises those who scatter the dust ofthe heart (earthly passions
and desires) on the ro7í because it is a place outside this world, and therefore one
should approach it already with a clean heart (mind). This is simila¡ to the first
lines of Nanpôrolu's Oboegaki,602 where it says that 'chanoyt is first of all following the teachings of the Buddþ devoting oneself to ascetic raining in order to
attain the Way' (Section 2.3.6), This conveys the meaning that one should cleanse
one's mind from worldly affairs and maintain spiritual training in orde¡ to attain
the absolute state of the heart, which in Tea refers to the true mastery and in Buddhism to the site of enlightenment. Therefore, it is reasonable to ask why one
scatters the dust of the mind on the roji path when the mind should already be
cleansed before entering the roji path or tea-room. This spiritual naining in Tea
means living one's life by keeping the teachings of the Buddha in one's mind and
leading a simple and modest life where every act becomes part of the Tea practice.
Another interpretation is that the roji is the place where, at last, one should
cleanse one's mind before entering the tea-room, the path from the secula¡ world
to the other world. In the passage of Metsugo rn Nanpôrohte3 it says that the
essence of wabi lies in a crystal clear (immaculate), pure world of the Buddha and
therefore, when one enters the roji path and little tea-room, one should sweep the
earthly dust away. This passage shows thatroji, which leads all the way to the tearoom, is the place to clean one's mind(heart). This suggests the idea that roTi is a
path to the other world consisting of an outer roji that exists in this mundane
world and the an inner roji that exists in the other world, and these two worlds
are sepamted by the middle-gate (this is a typical constmction of the roTi path).
However, this latter explanation seems to better suit the idea of Tea as a V/ay.
This theme is examined more closely below when the idea of the For¡ Noble
Truths is introduced.
Another definition of the ro"¡i is 'barren soil' which can be explained by refening to the plants in the ro7ï path as well as by the rojibeng a place of the 'not a
single thing' (mu ichi motsu).The Zencharolcu describes this

T+o>frtúØÂËl¿ L<l*f+t¡ ð å È.

*4 ¿ åf .

óo4

The pure and immaculate banen soil of the vast land is called the ro7i.

Usually green plants bearing no fruit and no strong-smelling flowers@s are used in
the roji. The green plants calm one's mind and senses rather than stimulating

ó01

3 19. Different variations of the translation of this poem can be found in the
following sources: Surn¡ki 1988, p. 282; Sadler 1962,p. 106; Tsutsui 1980, p. 39; Hisamatsu
1993, p.20.

Nanpôroku, p.

602 Nanpôroku, p.3.

ó03
604

Nanpôroku, p.264.
Zencharoku: Roji no Koto, p. 304.
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them, as flowers and various exciting scents would do, and therefore, the expression 'barren soil' can be explained as a metaphor for the 'barren flora' of the ro7i.
According to Chawashígetsuskû, Rikyû describes the sense of the roji to Kuwayama Sakin (a Tea practitioner) with this poem by Jien (l 155-1225):
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The leaves ofthe oak

with no turning to autumn colou¡s
drift away into high piles.
On this lonely road
to a distmt mountain temple.

The poem well illustrates the feeling in roji, a tea-house existing in a lonely and
distant place, hidden deep at the end of the ro7i, and it is given as an example in
several studies. In this study, the poem is not only used to illustrate the sense of
roji in general, but more specifically, to illustrate the metaphor of 'barren soil'

in the Zencharoht. The feeling of 'barren soil' is emphasised with leaves of
the oak tree that scatter without turning to the autumn colours, i.e., the soil being
so'barren'that it cannot even bea¡ the beautiful colours of the autumn and causes
leaves simply to become withered and drop. A distant mountain temple is a metaused

phor for the tea-house that is usually located in a hidden place, even ifbuilt inside
the city. The word'lonely' (sabishii) refers here to the feelings that grow from the
general atmosphere of the scene as a whole. Earlier in this section, roji is shown
as being another name for the tea-house, which is described in Jien's poem above
with the image of a 'distant mountain temple'. Another definition for the roji was,

605

Sugiki Fusai Densho, p. 163. tn this source, trees suitable to roji arc a pine tree, a maple, a
species ofoak (such as white oak), an oleaster, a Japanese persimmon and chestnut trees, a
gardeni4 a Japanese laurel, a winged spindle tree, a n/ax tree, and a bamboo. One should
avoid using trees that makes fruit or trees that have a strong smell, and rare plants in general.
See also Genrytchawa, p. 476. In this source it says that Rikyû favoured the paulownia tree
the most and had it planted on his roTi path. There is also a poem connected to this statement:
'Leaves ofpaulownia / hard to find a way through them / have already fallen thick. / Even
t)
though I am not/ waiting for anyone to visit me.' ffi
å, þ ll å./¿
Ëì,Iz
l>
(Note:
ìÈ,
poern
written
.
In
this
the
ending
þri
is
with
ù,
'# ¿ lT tL ¿
tkalakana even though it is written with a Chinese character in the source used. Unfortunately, this character was not available to me. See, for example, Kangorin, character no. 9130.
The ending teri is written with katakana also in some other sources, such as Chadô Taikan:
Jôkan t933, p. 87.) Thinking about Tea, not the original meaning of the poem, this poem
suggests in metaphors thât a tea-house is in a lonely place, hidden far from this world and
therefore it is diffrcult to frnd. Yet there is a positive hope that perhaps someday, after all,
someone will find one's way there. A host should always be prepared to welcome guests.
The poem emphasises simplicity, quieùress, and naturalness about the roji itself; even the
fallen leaves are left as they are on the ground.

l¡
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Chawashigetsushû, p. 208. In the note to the book it says that this poem is originally in
Sankashú and was wrinen by Saigyô (lll8-1190). This information is incorrect and this is
also noted by other scholars. The poem above was written by Jien (l 155-1225) and is found
in Shúgtokushrt (1346). For another translation ofthe poem, see Suzuki 1988, p. 322.
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on the other hand, its signiffing the ultimate state, i.e., the other world or the pure

world of the Buddha. Therefore, this poem illustrates the spirit of roji in that it
signifies the other world beyond the secular world with its earthly af;fairs and
worries.
This ultimate stâte can also be explained using the saying, 'not a single thing'
(mu íchi motsu), describing a state where the essential, tn¡e nature of the self
emerges as described in Teikas poem (see Section 2.3.6).
lühen I look around

.ãËÈrf

fãüfr*t)
Ì¡à'D

i¡fØ
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øçØt#607

there are no flowers
and no crimson leaves;

Only a thatched hut at the seashore
in the dusk of autumn evening.

To repeat the explanation for the poem found in Nanpôroht,608 a'thatched hut at
the seashore' (ura no tomrya) points to a solitary dwelling and this evokes the ultimate state where'not a single thing' exists. Even though this poem by Teika has
been cited frequently in previous studies to illustrate the sense of wabi in chadô,
I would like to reconsider its meaning and how it describes the spirit of the ro7i.
Reconsidering Teika's poem above and what its metaphors might reveal

roji; many of the distinctive features connected witlÌ røi can be read in
poem.
the
First of all, the idea of a 'barren soil' can be read in the lines 'there a¡e
no flowers and no crimson leaves'. In the ro7i, too, *rere are no blooming flowe¡s
and no maple trees, at least not in large numbers (a few can be planted in such a
about the

way that they do not disturb the feeling of calmness that roji is supposed to convey). Earlier in Jien's poem the idea of ba¡ren soil was expressed in a similar way,
using the wo¡ds that 'the withered leaves of the oak scatter away without turning
to autumn colours'. In Teika's poem a'thatched hut at the seashore', and a'distant
mountain temple' in Jien's poem, both refer to the ultimate state of 'not a single
thing' which can be understood as a metaphor refening to anoùer world. l.{ot a
single thing' also suggests a solitary, barren place where plants and trees bea¡ no
flowers or berries. In Teika's poem the feeling of this kind of chill (åle) solitude is
expressed with'the dusk of the autumn evening', and similarly in Jien's poem with
the image of a lonely road leading to a distant mountain temple, having hardly any

visitors, only the leaves of oak piling high without turning into the bright autumn
colours. The main structu¡e of both poems is similar and by combining these
ideas, another definition of the roji as 'a barren land', the ultimate state of the 'not
a single thing' can be found.

607 Nanpôroku, p. 16.
608 Nanpôroku, pp. ló-17
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The idea of 'not a single thing' that exists in 'ûre other world' from which the
essential nature of the true self emerges are related to the following description of
roji,the idea of the FourNoble Truths, that is introducedinZencharolar

Ev/r,. *T![EùB^/¿6Ì¡0. Ë*øÈl¿.
=S. ó09
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Furthermore, when this is compared and combined with the idea of the essential nature

of the self, in the commentary of the Lotus Safia it says: the four roads crossing is

a

metaphor for the Four Noble Truths.

ln zencharoku, roji is described as being a path to enlightenment by maintaining
the Four Noble 1*¿r..610 Therefore, passing tbrough the roji one should understand the cause of all suffering and change one's attitude toward these Four Noble
Truths by having the right view of one's daily life, which means living in harmony
with all the circumstances that life might bring, even with the suffering and insuÊ
ficiency of everyday life. Riþô's po€D, "since roji is only..." could also be interpreted to mean that since roji is zpath to the enlightenment, one should not scatter
the dust of the heart (earthly desires) along the path. One should rather cleanse
one's mind, not by extinguishing all the'dust of the heart', but rather by keeping in
one's mind the Eightfold Path of the right way and living in harmony with the
'dust of the heart'. By preserving these precepts in one's daily life it becomes possible to attâin the Buddha-mind, i.e., the absolute state of mind, which in chadô is
also called the waåi mind.

site

As understood from the explanation above, the Four Noble Truths lead to the
enlightenment that is also the last definition of the roji found n Zen-

of

charoku:

609
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Zencharoku: Roji no Koto, p. 304. In the original text this passage follows the passage: õ
ää
ËÌ'Thepureand immaculatebarren
soil of the vast land is called the roji.' I interpret this passage in the sense that something
which is pure and immaculate is an image of rhe true nature of the self, which again can be
explained with the cited pæsage of the lo¡¡¿s .S¿¡¡a. Unfortunately, it was impossible to reproduce the Chinese character tz meaning a "crossroads" in the combination ofsåi*u, 'four
roads crossing'for typographical reasons, as well as the Chinese character tdtoeÌu, meaning
"to use someone's wordVthings for explaining something", "to use a metaphor", "to compare." This character also hæ a reading of tatæ meaning "to understand", "to attain søtori",
or "a metaphor".

tr. *fr¿.

On the Four noble Truths and the Eigbtfold Path, see Miyasak4 Schiffer and Gillman 1971,
pp. 183-194; Matsunaga and Matsunaga 1974,p.42.T\e FourNoble tr¡ths are mentioned in
the Lotus Suta and they are as follows: the Truth of Suffering (futaí), the Truth of Cause
(jittai), the Truth of Extinction (meua), and the Truth of the Patjn (dôtdí). The Eightfold
Path means the right view, right thinking, right speech, right action, rigbt living, right
endeavor, right memory, and right mediøtion.
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The site for enlightenment also becomes a synonym for the word

rfii.

'The site for enlightenment'means a place for spiritual training, a place for cultivating one's self in order to attain the state of enlightenment in Buddhism, or true
mastery in traditional arts like Nô or chadô, or in ma¡tial arts such as lcendô.Tlns
is a natural conclusion for the rationale presented to this point: that roTi means
another world, the state of 'not a single thing', or roji expressing the true nature of
the essential self emerging by maintaining the Four Noble Truths whose aims are
spiritual awakening, i.e., the state of enlightenment. On the other hand, the state of

'not a single thing' or the other world, a state from which the true nature of the
essential self emerges, are all descriptions of the place for spiritual training. The
word dôjô literally means a place where the Buddha attained enlightenment. In a
broad sense, it is used to signiff a place where one practises ascetic (containing
also spiritual) training to attain enlightenment. when combined with the idea of
ro7i, both of these meanings are included: passing through roji means spiritual
training in order to attain satorí (sæ sections 2.3.5-2.3.7\. Spiritually roTf refers to
the idea of leaving this world, just as monks leave their homes in order to enter a
monÍ¡stery. Furthermore, it means throwing away one's old mind, way of thinking
and valuing things, in order to attain the essential true self.
Nanpôrolafl2 illustrates the same idea with the passage in which the essence
of wabi emerges from the crystal clear (immaculate), pure world of the Buddha.
When one enters the roji path leading into a little tea-room (sôan), one should
sweep all the earthly dust away, meaning that

roji and Tea practices as such are
the place for spiritual training, and therefore, in chadô as well as in one's daily
life, one should preserve the teachings of the Buddha and maintain the Eightfold
Path ofthe Right Way of the living.
In the poems of "míwataseba-." and, "lcashinohano.,." introduced ea¡lier in
this section to illustrate the sense of the roji, the site of enlightenment is suggested
in the metaphors, 'distant mor¡ntain temple' and a'a thatched hut at the seashore.'
According to Nanpôroht, 'a thatched hut at the seashore' refers to the state of 'not
a single thing', and therefore, it can be argued that similarly a'distant mountain
temple' can be interpreted in the same way, describing the site of enlightenment,
i.e., the Buddha-mind that in chadô is called the waåi mind. The feeling of solitude that is expressed in Jien's poem (",tøslrinohano"), which is usually given in
most of studies ¿¡s an example of the sense of roji, also conveys the idea of
solitude in this way, which extends to the awareness that the Truth of Suflering

6ll
6t2

Zencharoku: Roji no Koto, p. 304. The word dôjô is interpreted quite freely above, but it
also holds a meaning "the Way of the Buddha'(Bukkyôjiten, s.v. dôjô). Howeve¡ the
original Sanskrit word bodhi-manda means literally the essence of enlightenment, satoû.
Nanpôroku, p.264.
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cannot be ignored, but one should rather try to accept it as such, free oneselffrom
the roots of suffering, and live in harmony with them.

roji (ffii&)show that roji is not only
a kind of garden but that it possesses philosophical values indicated by the selected chinese characters in the word roji.Fromthis philosophical meaning of the
roji, refernng in the end to the place for spiritual training from which the Buddhamind, i.e., the wabi mind or the tn¡e nature of the self emerges, I continue to
examine the sense of wabi in roji on a more concrete level by describing some
characteristics of wabi in the roji path.
As mentioned earlier in this section, roji hers primarily green plants and tees
and the general appearance is calm and natural without any stimulating multicoloured flowers, whose tempting scents demand one's attention. Naturalness
The chinese characters used for writing

emerges from the selected trees, plants and stones which have thei¡ natural form
as they would have in nature, without someone re-forming their shape to please
one's own taste. Actually these two tenns, natu¡alness and calmness, are closely
related to each other - for one to become true the other is also needed. According

to

Sekish,û Sanbyakulcnjó,613

in

the

roji the trees, plants and stones should be ar-

ranged as they would be found in their natural sruroundings. The selected materials do not have to be the best available, but rather one should be concerned that
the general appearance is modest. Artificiality has no place in the rojí path. The

of naturalness gives rise to the feeling of calmness and nanquiltiÇ. Insufficiency is part of serenity, meaning that one is in harmony with the idea of
insufficiency in life. A natu¡al effect without a human effort is not possible in Tea
and artificiality is one side of the idea of beauty in chadô as explained in Sekishû
sense

Sanbyalcukajô (Section 4.2.2) that70-80% out of the total should be natural. These
proportions suggest the fact that the remainder (approximately 20-30o/o) allows for

human effort. ln rojí it is also essential that the construction as well as the plants
and trees used suit one's purposes. A wabi Tea practitioner's roji should be humble
and modest, and though it may seem insufficient to others, one should be satisfied
with it as such and try not to make things look artificially better or finer than they
actually are, because artificiality breaks the feeling of serenity, harmony, and
nafuralness.

In the construction of roji, contrasts are desirable. From the combinations of
old and new, having something fine and something modest, emerges the sense of
wabí in roji. This means that the general appea¡ance should be naturally serene,
i.e., the construction and the feeling in roji should create an image of nature itself
in its calmness and harmony. In roji, there are no blooming flowers, consistent
with the idea of insuffrciency in Tea. The minimalist way of putting flowers into
613

Sekishû Sanbyakukajô, p. 232. See the citation and the translation
study where this it was cited to explain the tea-room,

in Section 4.2.2 ofthis
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lhe tokonoma of the tea-room compels the observer to look and to appreciate the
beauty of a single flower. Having no flowers in roji also promotes the feeling of
calm and tranquillity; having numerous beautiful flowers in different colours and
in different scents stimulates one's senses and in a way that opposes the idea of
wabi in roji. Rather, roTf should give the impression of a lonely road to a distant
mountain temple, not a garden full of beautifü flowers. When one enters the roji
one should not feel that one enters a garden, but that one is entering the Way, as it
exists in all of nature.
The idea of calmness and harmony with regard to using things suitable for
one's own style of Tea is expressed in the following passage of the Genryichawa
which deals with the middle gate of the roji.

frjf{<2.-rfi41ú2.Ël¿ È.0 , XW/_R'tËf z.fäl¿ 6lÍb D ¿ ËE L. *
ä2. L.> È2'0" æÆ,Øå't^È Lr ¿ ^l¿ÉmåE ¿ L. +*wØffi t)
B. L Þ'> b tL&, Ëffi ' jËr+l È f[tß ø E. t {fr ù'fu&"' ¿' ù . Jt l. ¿ :
lJ ( øFÈ/¡lt,lt. Ëffiu.F ( s'Ð . Ërllr.*FI åå'È^ blr,t¿ I .
X. f .t RE t¡lÊtÀitlt . lF&ltEõftäñ<. .R*ô'Ø þ tñ,tl-Ø*.
! 1.,S,ó *,¡.ir,lÊ. Lå¡ó l¿;Fññ2Å¡.. ffiSifir.S ( r D . Ër{
iñu.*Fll. *-Éffiz.fF . ffiFt¡ gv\Lh<. üñl¡,.t þ fr,,r I Ë'{Ëlc,ù.

^ àþ. Ëã^ t . ä-E.ffi ¿ (fäøEjË L. l€^ÈËlilør¡å'i't,å(,
) â¡' L < ð I-È>¡rlt&4. Ë*ñËl:( z. Lå.È å 6ü¿.(tÊ, 614

Rikyû followed wholly Shukô's idea ofTea and understood that the appearance of chanoyuisbased on the spiít ofwabi. The anangements ofthe tea-room and the construc-

tionofthe rojipathearnestlyexpresstheprofoundmeaningoftranquillity

[calmness],
and therefore, he used the sarudo-gate as a middle gate ín the roji. Oribe and 5¡s¡¡615
also respected Rikyt's style, but as they both were daimy&, Oribe chose the nakaguguri-gate and Enshû the chúmon style of gate. Further, Sen Sôtan was a wabi Tea
practitionerand he used aEudogateor sekichiku style offence; each ofthese men used
the gates that naturally fit their own worlds. However, an inexperienced person could
say that in the Oribe style of Tea a naløkuguri gate is used, in the Enshû style of Tea
6t4

Genrytchawa, p. 401.

ór5

Oribe and Enshû: Genshoku Chadô Daijiten, s.v. Furuta Oribe and Kobori Enshú. Oribe and
Enshû are said to be two Great Tea Masters after Rikyt. Furuta Oribe (1544-1615) was a
Tea master, a poet, and daimyô. Oribe was born in the Mino prefecture and one style of
Mino ceranics carries his nane (Oribeyakr). He is said to be one of the seven disciples of
Rikyu. Kobori Enshû (1579-1647) was bom in ttre Omi prefecture (now the Shiga prefecture) and he was a daimyô and well-educated man. Ensht was also a Great Tea Master
knowing poery, Zen and calligraphy. He had a sense ofarchitecture and the art ofdesign.
Enshrì was especially famous for giving poetic names for tea utensils, and was gifted in
ceramics. His kiln is one of the seven famous kilns in Japan. He was fond of painting,
especially the Kanô school of painting (originally wa¡rior-clæs painters from the Momoyama period) and he used pictures in the tokonoma even though Zen scrolls were more
common in tea-rooms. The Enshû style is quite aristocratic and his Tea is called "beautifi¡l
sabi" (kirei saåÐ which is a combination of the idea oî yúgen from the dcå<i-period (refers
to the Na¡a nd Heian periods, but sometimes only to the Heian period) and the idea of waôi
from the Japanese middle ages (Kamakura-Muromachi period). For fi¡fher information, see
Sadler 1962, pp.77-79;, Ikeda 1988, p.21.
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the chûmon and in the sôtan styl€ ofrea the sudo or sarudo6l6 are used. one should
understand that therç are differences in different stytes of Tea; yet a wealthy person
should not practise Tea in the sôtan style by emphasising the spirit of wabi, and a wabi
person should not practise a graceful style of rea in Ensht's style. Both of these show
thal one has no ür¡e understanding ofTea(chado).

First of all, the concrete meaning of the roji path is to deepen one's hea¡t and to
convey profound calm and nanquil feelings. The sense oftranquillity also contains the idea of harmony, meaning that each person should make the best of what
they have and use things that naturally fit into their world. It is not a rule that
different schools of Tea should only prefer the kind of gates used in their style of
Tea. However, a poor wabi Tea practitioner should not try to practise the costly
and beautiful Enshû style of Tea because he cannot afford it, and therefore the
result will look a¡tificial as well as cheap. Also, those having money should not
try to practise the wabi style on purpose because it is not natr¡¡al for them and the
result is shabby and Just poo/ being far away from the original meaning of wabi.
Every style of Tea has its own beauty and one should try to practise Tea so that
this beauty is successfi¡lly conveyed. It is most important to practise Tea in a
manner that fits one's world naturally.
The spirit of wabí concems not only the style of the gate, but also how the old
gates are renewed. The following passage from Chanoyu lchieishtû deals with renewing the bamboo of the szdo style of gate, which in the passage above was
noted as possessing the sense of wabi.
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The bamboo of the szdo style of gate and the fence (around the rea-house and garden)
should be renewed with new green bamboo. In the ryaåi style of Te4 the old bamboo
of the fence can be renewed here and there with new green bamboo, and ñ¡rther,
renewing also the supporting pillars of bamboo becomes an interesting detail to view.
In the brushwood fence, the supporting pillars of bamboo are also renewed.

616

6t7

Gates: see Genshoku Chadô Daljiten, s.v. nakahtguri, chúmon, sarudo, sudo. Nakahtguri
(see picture in the book) is a wall-like middle gate that resembles the eanhen wall of the teahouse wfth a crawl-in entrance (nijiriguchí). This style of gate has a roof. The Ensht style of
chúmon is a simplifted version of Oribe's gate. It is a wooden gate with a roof, yet the entrance is a normal doorway, not a cròwl-in entance. Sarudo is a wooden gate where witbin
two pillars a door is hung. The door is built so that it has a supporting paling or only vertical
supporting pillars of bamboo, to which the door panel is attached. Szdo is tlre simplest kind
of gate that resembles a wicket. It is made of bamboo and it has two quite low and light
pillars within which the bamboo fenceJike door is hung. This gate does not obstruct ttre
view to the other side ofthe garden, as do the three others (for picture, see Genshoku Chadô
Daijiten, pp.416,422). No further information is available on the sekichiku kind of fence
which is supposedly a simple bamboo fence. See pictures of different kinds of gates in Sen,
Murata and Kitamura 1959, pp.32-35.
Chanoyu lchieishu, p.343.
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In general, the author of Chanoyu lchieishtî,Ii Naosuke (1815-1860), seems to
like the style in which only parts of the barnboo of the gate are renewed. Earlier in
this study, a similar passage conceming the bamboo lattice of the window and
tatami mats \¡/as discussed (Section 4.2.2), and, conceming the tea-room, it was
suggested that each occasion should be considered carefully to be appropriate for
the circumstances. Here again, it is diffrcult to say if this combination of old and
new possesses the sense of wabi.If only parts of the bamboo lattice of the tearoom or the bamboo of the sudo gate are renewed" the conüast of old and new
might be too striking. They may lose the feeling of naturalness and become a¡tificial and even firther, they will seem to have been purposely made to look interesting to possess the sense of wabí. Following the same reasoning, all the bamboo
of the sudo gate or the bn¡shwood fence should be renewed at the same time.
The following passage contains Rikyû's criticism of those who create the
sense of waåi in a forced and artificial way. Ever¡hing that looks old and modest
does not automatically possess the spirit of wabi. Wabi is an inbom spirit in an
object, some have it naturally and some will never possess it. Simila¡ to the idea
that a person may possess awabi mnd(heart), an object may also possess the wabi
spirit.

trqJØwt>, RÐr. 3 6ftØù,1¿^. + *ft618Øè*t ¿ ü /¡(¡Ë r,.,
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At the time of lcuchikiri, Rikyt visited o¡e wabi Tea penon with Mozuya no Sôan. In
the roji there was an old sarado style of gate æ a middle gate. Sôan said that the old,
aged gate looked very interesting, to which Rikyt replied: "l do not believe that is an
old, aged gate. I rather belicve thæ it is a very fine gate. And why do I think so? It was
surely ordered somewhere from a distant mountain temple and hæ been brought here.
One should now consider all the trouble and expense this causes; for instance, a person
possessing a waái mind(heart) would go sraight to the door-makers shop and æk for a
very modest sarudo-gate. To which the door-shop keeper would answer: I shall put it
together using the waste pieces ofpine and papanese] cedar and make a gate. This gate
should be hung just as it is and it will truly have the aged, tamished feeling within it.
Doing it this way, illusùates a person's sense of chanoyu."

618

6le

Mozuya: The old Chinese character for mozu, "a shrike", was not available to me, therefore
l,atakana syllables are used instead. See, for example, Kangorin, cha¡acter no. 9172.

Chawæhigesusht, pp. 227-228. The same story explained in slightly different words can
also be found in Genryûchawa, p. 428.
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Objects possessing the sense of wabi possess it naturally as they are. These objects
are not made to look aged and modest skillfully with great effort and cost. A Tea
p€rson who does this is not a tn¡e wabi Tea person and his gate does not possess

the true wabi spint. True wabi objects are made skillfully at low cosq and therefore they possess the spirit of wabi naturally - not a¡tificially. Here the spirit of
wabi is opposite to that which is fine, carefully finished to the last detail, and
made from the best material available rvithout worrying about the cost. lrabi
means using whatever material is available, even waste pieces, and making the
best out ofit at low cost. To be able to do this, a skillñrl eye is needed to recognise
the advantages and disadvantages of the objects and the beauty beyond them.
course,

it is easier to have

of

good taste

if

one has a lot of money and ever¡hing is
possible. However, without money one needs creativity and good taste to create
something interesting and modestly elegant out of nothing.
At the tea gatherings held in the late evenings or even at midnight, lamps are
needed in the roTi for the guests to find their way through the roji into the teahouse. The following passage from the Genryûchawa discusses the sense of wabi
that the lamps used in the roTi possess.
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Question: In the Enshû school of Te4 in the evening and midnight tea-gatherings, the
host shall come out to welcome the guests n lhe roji carrying the portable candlestick
(teshoku\ot. What should we think about this custom?
Answer: until the times of Jô-ô, the portable candlestick was used. The aûnosphere of
the evening and midnight tea-gatherings ofTea should be calm and express profound
feelings, but the portable candlestick gives a frightening feeling and it does not ht into
the sense of waåi. Therefore, Rilq¡t started to use the tedór622 insæad of the ponable
candlestick (teshoku). However, Ensht, who was a weatthy person and had prestige,
thought it was important to have changes in different kinds of tea-gatherings; one

620

621

622

Genryûchawa, pp,433-434;see also p.426.Thepassage explains that in the rqi path paperenclosed oil lamps (andon) can be used in the evening and midnight gatherings. The socalled kakiawasenuri (the colour is blackish or red-ochre rouge lacquer on top ofpuckered
persimmon-coloured lacquer) is said to contain the sense of wabi in this kind of lamp. The
andon-style of lamp can be used inside the tea-room, as well as in the roji path.
Genshoku Chadô Daijiten , s.v. teshoku. A portable candle stand made of metal. It contains a
little metal saucer which has a spike to hold a candle. Below the saucer there are two feet and
the handle also serves as a foot to balance the candle stand if it is placed on the ground.

Tedôrô means a portable lantern where the ca¡rdle is protected against wind and rain. These
can be made from bamboo, wood, or metal. No description of this object hæ been preserved.
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should consider carefully what kind of lamp to use if the wind is strong, or if it is raining or snowing. An inexperienced person should, however, use a portable candlestick.

In the passage above we read that portable candlesticks do not possess the sense of
w¿åi because they cause frightening shadows which disturb the peaceful and calm
feeling of the ro7f. Therefore, Rikyû invented the tedôrô style of covered portable
lantern that softened shadows and was proof against wind and snow. In this
passage of Genryûchawa, as discussed earlier in this study concerning the middle
pillar of the tea-room, it can be claimed that the tedôrô is favoured more for practical reasons. If only the sense of wabi is emphasised, a simple portable candlestick in its simplicity and humbleness would be a natural choice as a waåi item.
There is usually a standing stone lantem giving light to the roii path, and portable
candlesticks are used to give some extra light if needed. During the evening and
midnight gatherings these lamps in the roTi possess an aesthetic value, referring to
the idea of contrasting of dark and light @inlyang) appreciated in chadô.
Again, simila¡ to the tea-rooms, the cleaning of the ro7ï, and especially cleaning of the tollet (setchin) in the waiting atbour, plays an important role in the general feeling. The following passage from Chanoyu lchieish,û emphasises the spiritual meaning behind the cleaning, which is considered to be an indicator of the
host's state of mind. It shows how sincerely the host is devoted to the Way of Tea.

€H2.. trU(#(^ÈEø:¿l:<, tf;=(ü. Flx.t>bÈÐ. Ë
iF=v't¿T9-Ê*+þ,, "'W2, Èã¿ È€HiØÊ¿&øF,6+, E'ñ
ø),ù. # F
- /¡ 0 . lÈ#..ã ¿. Ë F,ù. à {'t. dft e) Ei ¡þ + ¿ Ë Z 5 ; ez:
The toilet should be new and fresh. Even in the waói style of Te4 it should be as new
and as pure as possible; this is an old custom... According to this, a host and the guests
shall, first of all, look inside the toilet, in order to understand the state of the mind of
spiritual training [of the hostJ. An ancient master says: "Wabisaki means putting one's
whole hea¡t 1o cleaning and repeating it several times."

Looking at the toilet reveals the state of mind in which spiritual training has been
carried oul Further, in a wabi style of Tea one should pay special attention to the
careful cleaning of the toilet. Here the word, shugñ, ascetic or spiritual training, is
used to emphasise the spiritual meaning of the cleaning. There is also a passage in
Nanpôroht62a in which the cleaning of the toilet is described as having an endless
623

Chanoyu lchieishû, p. 346. See also Sugiki Fusai Densho, p. 163. There is also a passage that
deals with the importance of cleaning the roji path. The passage says that Rikyt's style of
Tea emphasises the roji path and fl¡rther, especially wabiTea persons should keep the roji
path clean æ everything else. Yet the result ofexcessive cleaning lacks a¡tistic effect and is
no longer interesting. Note that the word åre (chilD is not used here with aesthetic values

similar to those used in poetry or in chadô, but in the meaning of susamashii, meaning
"lacking artistic taste" or "sadness because of insufficiency".
see also pp. 281-282. This passage explains how white sand should be
used in the serchin and how it indicaæs purity.

624 Nanpôroku, p.279
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of rules simila¡ to the many rules concerning to the cleaning in zen
monasteries. The passage continues to explain that even if the sense of wabi is
strongly emphasised with the selected materials in the roTT path, such as old pillars
and old bamboo, ever¡hing conceming the toilet has to be extremely clean.
However, even though the cleaning of the toilet is strongly emphasised in the
classics, the toilet in the ro7i, the setchin, is actually not even used. cleaning
symbolises a host's søte of mind, how the ascetic (spiritual) training is caried out
and the guests should regard tJ¡.e setchin with the same spirit, meaning keeping in
mind the heart of the spiritual training.ó2s There is another toilet in roji caq1ed
s hi t ab ara s e t chin ('aMomen toilet')626 for guests' natural use.
The cleaning of the rojí and how it is done has an important effect on the
number

of the roji. The cleaning is not only spiritual fraining but also an
expression of a¡t. The following story fiom Chawashigetsush,û is about Rikyû,
general feeling

who was invited to a morning tea gathering.

é â fr Ø#xÞt¡_. lpou Ø^*t,¡ 6 tu:P¿ ã È.. #Ë"1.ffi.Øw*b r)
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ØffiSzr. ffiØ*lf ã2.. äl¡tÈå'tù. ELÌ¡t>/.#. ¿ø.&t,Èb*
ø'>l> ã È¿ø)Ë \ffit:7i.øã.&, & tr'^ t1 , 627
One moming, Rikyû anived at the moming gathering with a companion. On that very
moming a storm occurred, and scattered leaves piled up on the roji. rlte scene of the
roji, gave a feeling of a mountain forest. Rikyt looked at the roji once again and said:
"The feeling of the whole roji is very fascinating. However, since tl're host is not a
gifted rea man, he will certainly clean all the leaves away." Just as expected when they
were leaving thcre was not a single leaf left. seeing this, Rilcyû said: "The cleaning of
the roji should be done so that, if the guests arrive in the morning,the roji is cleaned
the evening before. If they arive at noon the cleaning should be hnished the same
morning. The leaves scattering after cleaning should be left as they are. This is an act

ofa gifted Tea person."

The passage shows the importance of naturalness, which 'n chadô mea¡rs letting
things be and accepting them as they are. Too much human effort breaks the feeling of naturalness and the result is a¡tificial. However, natwalness without human
effort is not preferred either. As shown above, a gifted Tea practitioner will clean
the roji path very carefully, but will not overdo it, and this should be done the

62s

Nanpôroku, p.279.

626 Shitabarasetchin: Chanoyu lchieishû, p.
347.
627 Chawashigetsushû, p. 204. ln the original text
used for this study the ye¡!5'çy6¡ing'

and

'noon' wer€ written with the old cha¡acters, which were not available to me. The same passage can be also found n Genryúchawa with a few variations, such as the tee, which is not
identified in tlre passage above, is said to be an oak, and, n Genrlnichawa, the oak leaves
were scattered on the stepping stones. For details, see Genrytchaw4 p.465.
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evening or moming before the gathering. If some leaves scatter after that, they
should be left as they are, thus conveying the idea of creative impulse. The idea of
nanquillity (serenity) is also part of the concept of naturalness. Conceming the
roji, this is emphasised by making it resemble an image of a peaceñrl mountain
path deep in the forest, an image which was disturbed in the passage cited above
when the host cleaned the roji during the gathering.
Okakura calls the knowledge of how to clean, sweep, dust, and wash as "the
art of cleaning". He illustrates his statement with the story about Rilq¡û, in which
Rikyû was watching his son Sôan cleaning the roii, and no matter how carefully
Sôan cleaned, Rikyû was not satisfied. Finally, Sôan got desperate and asked what

was wrong; he had already cleaned every corner of the whole roTi several times
and he himself could not find anything more that could be done. Riþût scolded
Sôan for being such a fool and for not understanding that the true meaning behind
the cleaning lies not in how the roji should be swept, but that it should be done
with the heart so the result is beautiful and natural. Thereupon, Rikyû shook the
trees and tet the golden autumn leaves scatter all around the roji.628
Hisamatsu comments on the idea of naturalness, stating that an intent or a
motif for doing something (sahti)62e exists in every act and cannot be avoided.

This becomes the same as the idea of creativity which he calls being "selfconsciously creative".630 In other words, in naturalness 'artificiality' always exists,
which comes to mean creativity in the realisation of the self. One exanple of the
creative impulse in naturalness is the story in Chanoyu lchieishtfst that illustrates
the beauty of the pine needles and their use in decorating roji. Only the best
needles are selected, and they a¡e washed and scattered on the groundjust as they
would scatter there natrr¡ally. It could be said that one polishes or completes the
beauty of nature that nature could not finish by itself, which is called creativity in
naturalness.

The significance of this discussion about the idea of roji is twofold: first roTi
is approached through its philosophical meaning and then in its concrete apPearance. These examples illusnate the feeling of naturalness in ro7i, and possess the
idea of letting things be just as they rvould be in nature, creating the feeling of
natural calmness. As shown in the examples, the idea of naturalness without
human effort is impossible in Japanese philosophy and this effort is called
creativity, or a creative impulse.

ó28 okakura

1989, p. 84.

629 This sa&ai is written with the two

characters fF Ë , meaning literally "to create a heart or
t¿ste" and its dictionary meaning is "a cenúal theme", "a motif ", "a creative impulse"; in
which is a compound of two characters of "for the sake of
contnrst the other saÉzi of
making something", i.e., artificialþ.

llh,

ó30
631

Hisamatsu 1973,p.356.
Chanoyu lchieishû, p.342.
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43. JÔ.Ô'S SENSE OFWABI IN CHADÔ
TIIROUGH DIARIES OF TEA GATHERINGS

In this section, I shall focus discussion on Jô-ô's and Rikyû's

sense

of wabi re-

flected in the tea-dia¡ies (chalcaiki), such as Matsuyatcoíki and TennôjiyatraiÈ¡. Fo¡
the purposes of this study the emphasis is on the sense of waåi in the outer appearance of the tea gatherings in general: the utensils used, tea-rooms, or in the style

of the roji connected to the tea-rooms. The content of the tea-diaries varies a great
deal. Sometimes only a few items used are mentioned, but sometimes they contain
more information on the meal served, naming even ingredients used for the meal,
or discussion canied out during the gathering in the tea-room. It is also understood

from the sources ütat shoza,the first halfand goza,the second halfexisted then

as

they do today.
Jô-ô's tea gatherings (chakai) that are known today were recorded between
the years 1542-1555. Altogether, 13 gatherings that Jô-ô hosted himself or to

which he was invited

as a guest could be found

in the classics used for this study.

In this section, Jô-ô's sense of wabi is approached through tea gatherings by
comparing his fint and last tea gatherings. This illustrates how Jô-ô's tea changed
from the luxurious (hanakôyô) toward the cold, lean, and withered (karekashikete
samuknre) that was the ultimate goal of Jô-ô's sense of wabí. A detailed list of the
tea utensils known to be owned, used, or appreciated by Jô-ô, according to the
classical sources used, is included as an appendix to this study, supporting the
information and discussion based on Jô-ô's tea gatherings. In this sectior¡ tea
utensils are not discussed from the historicaVarchaeological point of view with
detailed information concerning the origins of the utensils. Rather, this approach
focuses on introducing Jô-ô's sense of wabí n tea gatherings by examining what
type of tea utensils he used, owned, and admired. Based on this information,
conclusions concerning Jô'ô's taste of wabi in chadô are set forth and examined.

4.3.1. The Master's Reflection on His Choice of Tea Utensils

As shown ea¡lier in this study, Jô-ô's philosophical ideas about the wabi style of
Tea were strongly influenced by Eigataígai. From this source he adapted and
revised certain ideas of poetry suitable for chadô (see sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2).
Jô-ô also used Shinkei's expression to illustrate his ultimate goal of Tea: that it
should contain the sense of the cold, lean, and withered (lrarelrashikete samukare)
in style and in the appearance of chadô.62 For Jô-ô, the basis of understanding
632

97:,ù.üËÊü iE ü,/ Ëã E . iiã ffi z. fit ù y, 7 * ù L l. ã .
#Ð / 4'eXln, ËÌ,t * 1.ffiÉH= Ë l-'RengamasterShinkei says,rengapoetry
Yamanoue Sôjiki, p.
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what he calls a proper style (shôfiteí)634.
Jô-ô emphasises that before one is able to create something new and use one's
creativity in selecting new tea utensils, or even making them oneself, one needs to
study the proper style thoroughly to understand their beauty. ln chadô, this means
studying old tea utensils that were mostly Chinese (lcaramono) masterpieces or old
famed utensils. After mastering this, it becomes possible to move towa¡d the wabí
style of Tea and create something new and original. The proper style, shôftîtei,
represented something luxwious for Jô-ô, but in contrast shôfiitei, the creative
wabi style should give an impression of modesty in feeling and appearance63s
beauty seems to be in the 'old style'633

-

(see Section 3.1).

ln Yamanoue Sôjikí it

says that Jô-ô died at the age

of fifty-four when the

practice of the'proper style' (shôfitei) n'as flou¡ishing in his chadô:

fiBÉ2.Í.-F N=1fr.'r7, ñ#z.EEtf6ffi.t) =fr,*+þ,, þt=f
Éw ./ 18ffi7 ì&7. E.ÊiË , il, /.8 . *r*={Dt y , 636

þrr¡.

Jô-ô passed away at the age of hfty-four when the proper style (shôfûteí) was flourishing in his chanoyu. To illustrate his [shôfiteíl in concrete examples; it is like the
time when the full bloom of the cherry blossoms in Yoshino is over, when the summer
has passed; it is like the image of the autumn moon and crimson leaves.

This passage shows that Jôó's proper style did not mean something vigorously
luxurious such as the image of the cherry blossoms in full bloom in the beautifully
glittering spring sunshine, nor the beauty of the summer when nature itself is in
fi¡ll bloom and the energy and vitality of the summer can be sensed everywhere.
Even though the crimson leaves are rich in colours they convey the idea of
should be cold and withered; in the same way Jô-ô has always said that chanoya should
become like this in the end.'

633 Eikataigai,p.ag3:ffilJffi L ë ùD)<9t,¿
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your mind accept the new but use words
old. General appearance, learn from the superior songs ofthe old great masters.'
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Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 93. See also another version of this in Jô-ô lbun: Mata Jittei no Koto,
pp. 28-29:
tv
þ rr $ Ë EI fü 'The correct way of doing this is appropriate
every day and all the time.'
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635 Jô-ôlbun: MataJitteinoKoto, p.27:
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'Connoisseurship / It does not concem only tea utensils. It is an ability to distinguish [to
know] what is good or bad in all kinds of things that might come to our eye, as wçll æ meekly [unassumingly] using things others have presented as favoured utensils and enjoying
them. These qualities are essential. See also Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 93: Ø iz * b ffi ,r I È.
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Ù = 7 )vrt ã-&'One should not display rare

things more than two or three times out of ten. A young host who owns famed utensils can
increase the number of gatherings to th¡ee or four where ra¡e utensils are used. It is most
important to arrange objects so that they look very modest.'
Yamanoue Sôjiki, p.99.
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withering away and scattering, and therefore, they lack the vitality and energy
which the image of spring contains. The feeling in autumn is more stable and
calm. Moreover, in the light of the dim autr¡mn moon, colours of the crimson
leaves lose their power and they look soft and convey calm and even a modest
feeling. This kind of image describing Jô-ô's sense of beauty is simila¡ to the idea
of y'ûgen of his time: the profound beauty of luxury, charm, and elegance containing something mysterious that arises from a calm dimness. It could be catled the
beauty of subtle da¡kness. T\e woú, yúgen is explained in variow waysó3? and its
meaning has changed over the ages, but according to Hisamatsu,in chadô and zen
aesthetics, it means a "subtle profundþ" or "deep reserve", of "calm darkness.uó3t
Jô-ô's proper style comes to mean the luxury and grace steeped in the calm darkness that also conveys the feeling of loneliness such as in Teika's poem " miwata-

seba...", which

is given în

Nanpôroå¿¡

to illusûate

Jô-ô's sense

of wabi in

chadô.63e

Jô-ô emphasised the significance of understanding the beauty of the 'proper
style' in chadô, meaning that understanding the beauty of the old Chinese utensils
is essential, and therefore, he also owned many of these tea utensils.ln yamanoue
Só7ilcr we read:

#Ê,WffiÉñ
Takeno

Jöô

^þ,,

ãþr

/ ÉH^+Ëffi#x.

o¿o

became a great master of Tea He owned more than sixty famed tea

utensils.

Even though Jô-ô was gifted in chadô as being a master of rea with the skilled
eye for distinguishing good items from bad, he was also blessed by a wealthy
family. Both of these qualities made it possible for him to be able to buy rare or
famed tea utensils. Despite this, the old masters, such as Jô-ô and Rikyû, have
emphasised the idea of modesty and sirnplicity in Tea as follows:

637

638

Ramirez-Christensen 1994, pp. 5t, 168, 216,248,266. Ramirez-€hristensen ølls yúgen m
poetic tradition an aura of feelings, aesthetic beauty, ineffabte depth of feeling, thought
beyond the realm of both art and thought. She also finds aspects of a romantic mood and
being steeped in charm and grace. lnyûgen there is something mysterious and it has a connection to the feeling ofsaói (austere loneliness). For the beauty of yûgen, see Izutsu and
Izutsu 1981, p. 28: "The beavty ofyûgen is faint, delicate, suggestive because it is based on
the awareness of insubstantiality and delimitation of the human existential field. It is a
beauty ofspiritual aspiration and yearning motivated by the desire to have sensuous images
of the non-articulated, non-sensuous realþ of etemal silence and enigma in the midst of the
phenomenal world."
Hisamatsu 1971, pp. 33-34.

639 Nanpôroku, p. 16.
640 Yamanoue Sôjiki,

p. 9?. In this paragraph the famed utensils Jöô owned are not identified.
For mor€ details, see the list of Jô-ô's utensils in the Appendix of this study which covers all
the classical sources used.
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ËL./ É. XEã)t=ËÌ,7'&.t . Ë1R-Ë+|27 v,r,,, ¡¿rÂ6z)vù
e- ü. 64¡
An old master says: After one has become a master of Tea (neijin), if one owns even
one utensil, fint and foremost doing wabi style of rea (wabinkí) is the most important.

'An old master' refers to Rikyf¡, whose disciple sôji was, or to Jô-ô who was a
of Riþrfa or even to shr¡kô.ft2 This passage coheres with Jô-ô,s idea of
Tea where famed utensils as a base for understanding wabi beauty is emphasised.
Jô-ô also saw that it was essential to attain freedom from the desire of owning
more and more famous tea utensils. The passage above could also refer to Rikyû,
who admired the austere style of Te4 or to shukô who is known by the saying
that 'it is appropriate to tie a praised horse to a thatched huf. Therefore, in order to
keep things modest, even if one owns one famed utensil one should engage in the
wabi style of Tea As mentioned above, Jô-ô admonished against a lack of care in
judging tea utensils for thei¡ fame or name.
A similar idea of modesty in judging tea utensils is included in the following
passage of Yamanoue Sôjiki:
teacher

Ê,fu +\þr

z

/

ifr-F

ËÃ2.ËffiÉ

= 3 7 ^,',ñ tr =ffi â ffiÊ. H7 ã $r t- É.
ø3

/ EFnT U7&.EHp6,

... E

ft

fË

The old chinese utens¡ls (karamono) should not be judged by their high or low price;
all the utensils that are placed in the tokonoma can be called famed utensils... Most
utensils of the present time are chosen by Jô-ô, who had a skilled eye for art (who was
a connoisseur of art¡.oal

Most of the chinese utensils (karamono) were so-called 'famed utensils' (me!
butsu) or 'the great farned utensils' (ômeibutsu)- However, according to this passage, all utensils that were placed in the tolconoza should be considered to be
'famed utensils' despite their cost or origin. The passage also suggests the idea that
Jô-ô, who had a skilled eye for art pieces, chose a lot ofnew utensils to be used in
Tea. The utensils Jô-ô owned or admi¡ed we¡e of va¡ious kinds: chinese, Nanban
and Japanese, as tle list of Jô-ô's utensils in the Appendix shows.

ó41

*:
æi

Yamanoue

Sôjki, p. 97

sen 1998, p. 152. According ro sen, 'old master'refers in this context speciñcauy to Jô-ô.
Yamanoue Sôjíki, p. 54.

644 Conceming the
læt s€ntence saying that most utensils of the present time are the ones that
Jôô chose with his'skilled eye'as the utensils to be used rn chadô, see the unpublished
manuscripts: Fushina¡ Yama¡loue sôjiki, p. 2, and sonkeikaku yamanoue sôjiki, p. 2. Io
both of these sources this passage is given in a different part of the texL It is almost the
same: 'most of the uænsils of the present day, even the tiniest utensils, a¡c the ones that JGô
chose with his skilled eye and they became favoured utensils.'
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4.3.2. Comparison of Two Tea Gatherings Hosted by Jô-ô

In the records of the tea gatherings, six gatherings that Jô-ô hosted himself can be
found, and within these the first and the last recorded gatherings will be examined
here. According to the records of tea gatherings used for this study, Jô-ô held his
first tea gathering at the age of forty-one (we can presume that he had had tea
gatherings before that, too, but they were either not recorded or not found) and the
last at the age of fifty-four, just twenty-seven days before his death. In this sec-

tion, these two tea gatherings of Jô-ô are discussed in order to explain the change
in his Tea and utensils used. In the comments at the end of this section, I will
discuss in more detail the general atmosphere and the nature of Jô-ô's wabi chadô
based on the inforrnation in the list of Jô-ô's tea utensils found in the Appendix of
this study. The first recorded tea gathering (chakai) of Jô-ô is found in Hisamasa
Chalçaiki which is included n Møsuyakniki.

(xt+-4F)
*H.WÃ=

a

- JflffiÉ^ ¡'f|'XÍ-Èß /.rf- ,Þñ=L
w./@
fte åørkË frù/++ ÊXE
HÆlg-ffi. frh.=.

'MXt&7, tAåó45

(On Tenbun eleventh year, I 542)
Fourth month third day
lHosted by] Jô-ô from Sakai [Guests] Hachiya Gorô, Hisamasa, and Shôsei
Nømi no e [hanging scotl: "Picture of Waves" by Gyokukan (iEãÊl)ø6 who
lived during the Southern Song dynastyl.
Shinna¡i kefrle, Shineki¡i fresh-water containe¡, Bônosaki [waste-water container]
Tenmokuteabowl with a standffT
Enza l¡atatsuki [tea-caddy for ttrick tea (cåaire): 'shouldered' style of ceramic called
Enza, Round Sear]tr8 Placed on the square Fay.

After tea was served: Mats¡¡s hima tsubo [a large tea jar was set out.]98

645

Hisamasa Chakaiki in Matsuyakaiki, p. 4. The record of the gathering contains detailed
information about the size ofthe utensils, the clay, the glaze, brocade bags ofthe chaire and
tsubo, as well as food and sweets served on that day. This information has been left out of
the citation because it is not considered relevant to the result illustrated with this ciation.

646 :Eãfd

(Gyokukan). The latter Chinese character has ßhi
was not available to me.

647 Shinnari style of kettle:

(ã\

as a radical, but this character

see picture in Gcnshoku Chadô Daijiten, p.219. The shimekiri style
a bag shape with a tightened mouth. Usually this style of con-

of fresh-water container has

tainer is Nanban ware used for either cold water or waste-water containers. Bó¿osa,ti: usually meø¡, waste-water container; see picture in Chanoyu no Utsuwa, p.33. Tenmoku tea bowl
and a stand: originally Chinese tea bowls with a stand used in the most formal styles of
serving tea. See pictvre " lnaba Tenmoku" in Genshoku Chadô Daijiten' p. 74^
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At the end of the record there is a note that on the previous evening, Jô-ô's
servant visited the guest's houses. The guests wished to see either the Picture of
Waves or the famous large jar for tea leaves, called matsushi¡na. Since the guests
could not agree which one they would prefer to see most, they asked would it be
possible to see them both. Jô-ô was delighted and highly pleased to set both out to
see.649

This gathering has a formal feeling and is representative of Jô-ô's proper
style, shôfûtei. The hanging scroll is a famous chinese piece, the kettle is also a
formal style of kettle, as is the tenmoht tea bowl with a stand. The Enza |catatsuki

tea-caddy for thick tea is placed on the üay, not straight on the tatami, emphasising the formal feeling of the gathering. After the tea was served, Jô-ô displayed
the famous large jar called Matsusåima. Usually, large jars are displayed in formal
gatherings and above all, in the luchikiri chakai, 'opening of the mouth' of the tea
jar, the first gathering in the nerv yeax when the fresh tea leaves are used for the

first time. This gathering is, without a doubq very formal in feeling and in style.
six out of seven utensils were of chinese origin or famed utensils. only the
shimekirí fresh-water container, which is a Nanban ware from south-east Asia is
a wabi style of utensil adapted to be used in Tea outside of its original use.
However, the waste-water container, bônosaki, could be chinese, Korean or even
South-east Asian and because of its calm and modest spirit it could be included
among the wabi utensils. In the formal style of Tea, the fresh-water container,
waste-water container and a stand for shashalu (water scoop) and hîbashi (metal
chopsticks for handling charcoal) were originally chinese bronze,650 and therefore, utensils of metal or old bronze, are considered to be more formal in nature
than ceramic ones, even if they are not of chinese origin. Though, the bônosakí

might be chinese and old bronze, which is usually considered to be formal, it is
also quite simple in form and is quiet and modest in feeling, all of which is
consistent with descriptions of the sense of waái in utensils (see chapter 6).
The last recorded tea gathering, chakaí, of Jô-ô is found in Imai sôlEû chanoyu Nikki Nukigaki.'st It is dated just few weeks before Jô-ô's death.

648

64e
ó50
651

Enza kannukitea-caddy forthick tea; see yamanoue sôjiki, p. 82. Accordingto yamanoue
Sóiiki, one Enza kataßuki style of chaire was owned by Jôô. Unforn¡natety, it does not exist
anymore, but for an illushation of the shape of the chaire, see Rikyû's E¡aa katatsuki chaire

from the Sen no Rikyt

-

The 400th Memorial, p. 105.

Hisamas¿ Chakaiki, p. 4.

picture in Sen no Rikyt

- The 400th Memorial, p. 124.
lmai Sôkyû Chanoyu Nikki Nukigaki in CKZ 10.

See
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month

Hosted by aged Jô-ô and
Same year [5551, the second day of ûte tenth
th€ guests were Sôlq¡Íi llmai Sôkytl and Sôji [Yamanoue Sôji].

- irorfii [a sunken hearth], thin chains, koarare kettle ['little hail'type ofthe kettle]

contains about two z¡¿sz [containers] ofwater, [the kettle is] hung over the hearth
[with thin chains].
in the tokonoma Teika's såifisåi called Amanohara, the picture below is a moon. The
scroll is taken away during the middle interlude.
TsuchFS6
style offlower vase otd bmnze, no dcoorations on a squâre tray, holds narcissus.
- Ema lcatatsuki chaire [ceramic tea-caddy for thick tea explained in the previous tea
gathering; there is a drawing in the diaryl, Inogash¡i¿És1 ûesh-water container
Bizen mentsú [waste-wator container].658
-.9å¡zo tea

-

bowl

In this last recorded tea gathering of Jô-ô, the general atnosphere is more infonnal
than in the first recorded gath€ring, and it is exemplary of Jô-ô's prefer€nce for the

652 Onaji refers to

the Tenbun twenty-fourth year mentioned earlier, that is the year 1555. This
can also be called the beginning of the Kôji era that changed in the same year and in the
tenth month, too.

653 The Chinese character for the word arare,

which means "hail", was not available to me.
Koarare ketle: See Genshoku Chadô Daijiten, p. 35, which has a picture of a regular size of
rhe a¡are style of the kettle. The one mentioned in the diary text is a similar kind but smaller.

6s4 Imai Sôkyû Chanoyu Nikki Nukigaki, p. 6.
6s5 lrori: A sunken hearttr used in old farm houses was

a model for the ro style of hearth. In

JGô's tea gatherings the name ro was not yet us€d.

656 Imai
6s7

ó58

Sôkyû Chanoyu Nikki Nukigaki, p. 6. See drawing of the flower vase and the chaire.
The record contains information on the size of the chaire which has been omitted because it
is considered irrelevant.
lmogashira: See picture in Chanoyu no Utsuw4 p. 65. See also Genshoku Chadô Daljiten,
s.v. imogashira. A'potato head'shape of container, whicb can be either a ftesh-water container as in this case, or is also used for a chaire (tea-caddy for thick tea). Nanban imogashira is one of the famed utensils (neibußu) and the most famous one. Yet the shape is
also used for a blue-and-whiæ China porcelain (sanretsulre) fresh-water container, often having landscape drawing as decoration (sarsll), and for a Sero ceranic chaire.
Så¡no tea bowl: Genshoku Chadô Daijiten , s.v. Shino chowan and Shino yaki. Shino chat+'an:
originatly a Chinese tea bowl that appears in the tea diaries during the years 1532-1592' It is

named according for a penon called Såi¿o and the bowl was presumably whiæ or blue
celadon. The shape of the bowl is not known for sure but it is supposed to have been a
tenmoku style of bowl. Nowadays, if a Shino bowl is mentioned, it rcfers to the JaPanese
Såi¡¡o, the rough and simple style of ceramics that had been influencedby Oribe ceramics.
The origins of the Japanese Shino a¡e in the Mizo prefecture and it has been made since
Rikyt,s times. The glaze is basically whitish but it has shades of pink, grey, black, or brown.
Glaze is quite thick and this type of ircm may be with or without decorations (drawings). is
uncertain which.Såino is mentioned here in the text.
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style of chill, lean, and withered in his Tea. First of all, the fireplace is the socalled írori hearth which has a rustic feeling. The kettle is small, conveying more
the spirit of wabi than large and massive kettles used in the large tea-room
containing enough water for many guests, and it is hung over the fireplace on
chains as the kettles in the old Japanese farmhouses, strengfhening the sense of
rural austerity. In the tokonoma there is a Japanese scroll instead of a famed Chinese one, having a poem by Abe no Nakama¡o known by the name Amanohara,
Fields of Heaven (the real name of the poem is'looking at the moon in China and
composing a poem...'), and it was inscribed on the shikishi by the poet Fujiwara

Teika with a drawing of the moon. The fresh-water container is potato-shaped,
imogashira (Plate 20c), and supposedly a Nanban ware which is the most famous
of this type of fresh-water container. The waste-water container is lapanese Bízen
mentsû, which transmits the spirit of wabi in every sense by being a rough
Japanese style of ceramics. The shape of the utensil is adapted from a pilgrim's
eating bowl. As this shows, objects possessing the austere sense of wabi have
notably increased in his later years compared with the fi¡st tea gathering cited
above.

Utensils belonging to the group of Chinese pieces or famed utensils include a
tsuchi flower vase of old bronze,Erza katatsuki tea-caddy for thick te4 which was
used in the previously cited gathering, too, and a shino tea bowl, which is most
probably a Chinese celadon type of bowl simila¡ to Shukô's celadon. However,
each of these utensils do not represent the Chinese or famed utensils in the traditional sense. The tsuchi flower vase, even though it is old bronze and placed on
the tray, did not have any decorations (according to the drawing65e of he flower
vase included in the record of this gathering), and therefore, it has a calm and
modest feeling (see Section 6.2-3\. An interesting notion is that the Enza lcatatsuki
tea-caddy for thick tea, even though it is a Chinese piece, is used this time without
a tray, placing it straight on the tatami, making its use more informal compared to
Jô-ô's first cited gathering. The tea bowl called shino, whose origins are uncertain,
is assumed to be a white or blue celadon type of bowl with the shape of a tenmoku
bowl. Perhaps it looked quite similar to Shukô's celadon bowls. This study considers this explanation to be closer to the truth than other claims, such as those
made by Narukawa, Kazue (see Appendix: shino tea bowl utensil no. 52), and
Kuwat4óóo that the shino tea bowl would be a Japanese Mino type of bowl, but
I do not deny the possibility of this explanation either. If this såino bowl is a
Chinese item simila¡ to a tenmolu bowl, it is used in Jô-ô's gathering cited above
in a very informal way - without a stand. This leads to the conclusion that two out
of the three Chinese pieces used in this gathering were used in an informal way
659

Imai Sôkyt Chanoyu Nikti Nukigaki, p. 6.

660

Kuwata 1987,p.77.
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and one of them, the tsuchi flower vase,

rr¡r'as

used in the formal style with a tray,

even though the piece itself possessed a calm and modest spirit of waåi.

A shino tea bowl is also mentioned in

Sôtatsu Talcaiki

n

Tennôjiyatcaikf6l

where descriptions of Jô-ô's tea gathering in 1553, twelfth month ninth day, can be

found. Jô-ô used daítenmolø (tenmolu tea bowl with a stand) and at the end of the
diary text it says that the tea bowl was shino and the chasen (tea whisk) and the
chashaht (tea scoop) were placed inside the bowl. It can be understood from the
record that during the first half of the gathering (so-called shoza when the kniseki
meal is served) the thick-tea container called nasubifs¿åo was displayed on the
tray in the tokonoma. This suggests that the chaire is a very precious and ra¡e
piece. During the second half, two separate bowls were used: a shino type of bowl
and a daitenmoht, mearnng that both thick tea and thin tea were served. In the
notes for the diary, it is explained that the s/¡¡no bowl was a bowl that belonged to
the Shino family, and more precisely to Shino Sôshin who was the founder of the
school of incense appreciation (kôdô: literally 'The Vy'ay of Incense'). It is
^Såino
said that Sôshin was an acquaintance of Shukô and that he owned many famed
utensils. Therefore, thts shino tea bowl can be whatever: it may be either Japanese
or a Chinese tenmoht type of celadon shino, or another kind of Japanese or Chinese bowl owned by Sôshin. It seems, however, that the såizo bowl was considered more informal than the one used in daitenmokz, which suggests 'that shino
may possess the same sense of informality as Shukô's celadon or Jô-ô's white
tenmoku (Plate 24a) do in having, for example, cracks in the glaze just as is
characteristic of some .Ralcu bowls. Or, it could be a type of Japanese bowl made
in rural kilns, and therefore ranked lowe¡ than Chinese tea bowls during Jô-ô's
times.

The most interesting item used in this gathering is Teika s shikíshi (a square
type of Japanese paper attached to the scroll, which is also called ôgura shikishi in
the records) containing the following poem:
dl-Ê. ota.
å' D å tlâtu\f

#E/¡ó

å-å'å ø ü
ì/

\

When one n¡ms to
the distant fields ofthe sky;
Is this the moon

l:

T L,E f: {, 662

that has risen beyond
the Mikasa mountains in Kasuga?

The use of the Amanohara scroll holds great importance. In this tea gathering, for
the first time, Jô-ô used a scroll other than Chinese. Toda has studied Sanetaka's
diaries and found that in 1530 in the n¡velfth month eighth day, Jô-ô visited Sane-

ó61
662

Sôtatsu Takaiki, p. 37. See also Kuwata 1958, pp. 122-123. Kuwata has probably mistaken
the source and refers to Tsuda Sôþrû Chanow Ni[:ki, not to,Sótarr¿ Takaiki.

Kokinwakashri 1981, p. I l0 @oem no.406 in scroll no.9).
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taka's house and was shown Teika's shikishi with a skillfully painted picnue.63
remains uncertain when Jô-ô received this såi,t¡iåi from Sanetaka and whether

It
it

wris the same scroll, Amanohara, used in the gathering cited above. By hanging
Teika's shikishi inthe tokonoma of the tea-room, Jô-ô started a new trend arnong
the Tea practitioners:ffi during the thirty years from 1557-1587 different kinds of
Teika's shíkishis were used numerous times in tea gatherings.6ós Most of them
contain only a poem without a picture, but the one Jô-ô used is different because it
also had a skillful drawing of the moon at the bottom.
Scholars have tried to solve the puzzle: What was the reason for this extraordinary choice of a poem for a scroll used in what was Jô-ô's last recorded tea
gathering? (See Section 4.2.2: usually only a Zen monk's calligraphy is used, with

the exception of poets' writings on the Way.) Toda suggests that the shidshi
Sanetaka showed to Jô-ô in 1530 and the one Jôó used in his gathering in 1555
are the same. He argues fi¡rther that even though Jô-ô's Tea looked so elegant, he
had overcome a lot of adversities in his life, and therefore, the period in his youth

when Jô-ô studied poetry under Sanetaka came perhaps to symbolise the fulfilment of his dreams and his ideals. Jô-ô never abandoned what he learnt under
Sanetaka, whose influence over him seemed to be strong. Toda indicates that Jô-ô
not only greatly admired Teika, but also respected him, and his use of Teika's
shikishi was a starting point for valuing Teika and his ideas on Tea.666
Rante667 considers the use of Teika's shikishi signiffing Jô-ô's sense of wabi

Tea. For Narukawa,ó68 this act proves that Jô-ô's idea of beauty is based on
classical poetry, and by using Teika in the tea-room he combined this idea of
beauty with Tea. This combination þoeûry and Tea) signifies the start of the
"Japanization" in Tea after the long use of famous Chinese utensils.
However, if Jô-ô used Teika's såilciåi just to show the "Japanization" of Tea
and also the movement toward the wabi style of Tea" he could also show this by
using Japanese tea utensils such as Bizen, Shígaraki, Iga, and,9elo, among others.
Shukô had already used Zen-related proverbs in the tolcanoma instead of Chinese
663 Toda

1969, pp.4o, 81.

664 Sekisht

Sanbyakykajô, p. 157. Here it says that affer Jô-ô used Teika's shikßhi the other
devotees ofTea started to use them to a great extent.

665 For morç detailed

studies, see, for example, records of Tennôjiya Kaiki: Sötasu Chanoyu
Nikki Tal<aiki in 1559, 1560, l5ó3; sôþû chanayu Nikki Takaiki in 1566, 1569, 1572, t5't4,
1578, 1579,1580, 1581, 1582, 1583; SôtatsuChanoyuNikkiJi¡øiki in 1557; SôþtiChanoyu
Nikki Jiløiki in 1572, 1578, 1582, 1587; Matsuya Kaiki: Hisamasa Kaiki in 1586; Hisayoshi
Chaløiki in l6l8; HßashigeChakaiki on 1632; InaiSôþúChonoyuNik:kiNukigaki in 1579
and in 1555. See also Tsutsui 1992, p. 193.

666 Toda

667

1969, pp.

81,87.

Kazue 1985, pp.121-122.

668 Narukawa

1983, pp. 6l-62. See Kuwata 1987, pp. 76-77. Kuwarasees this also as a sign
Japanization of Tea. For more deøils, see Kuwata 1958, pp. 14l-143.
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picture scrolls. The Zen related proverbs emphasise the philosophical values
behind Tea. Jô-ô could have followed these tracts further, but he chose a poem by
Teika. This kind of scroll had not been used in Tea earlier, because Tea was
sûongly influenced by Zen, and therefore, poems presented worldly affairs that
one

r¡/as¡

supposed to leave behind in order to attain absolute freedom of the mind.

This study agrees with Toda in his opinion that Jô-ô admired and respected
Teika (see Section 3.1.1), and the period he studied po€try under Sanetaka came to
signify, in his later yeats, a kind of golden youth when everything was simple and
he had drearns to look forward to. Even though this is all speculation, using
Teika's shikishi could also sigmt a new sta¡t. ln this sense, it could symbolise the
end of preparatory studies, i.e., the end of practising the proper style, using mainly
the famed Chinese utensils in Tea, and a new start for the

col{

lean and withered,

the style of Tea he wished to achieve.

Since it is known that Jô-ô had studied 7-en6e the use of Teika's shikishí
might suggest the idea of the ci¡cle used in Zen teachings. The circle is used to
show that beginning and end a¡e the s¿ìme, or that things before sørori (enlightenment) and after satorí are the same.670 [n Jô-ô's Tea this comes to mean an end of
the old style and a beginning of the new: in everyday practice everything remains
the same even though the content is not the same any more. One's heart (lcokoro)
has changed.6Tl And, moreover, in the end it becomes essential to reflect on one's
teacher's teachings to understand that 'the water of the container is reflecting
in that containe/, which is, according to Yamanoue Sôjiki, a secret teaching of
¡6-6.ezz lnZen, this is explained similarly by saying "returning to the root, we get
the essence".673 Perhaps Jô-ô retumed to his sources by using Teika's shikishí, and

minored what he had leamt during these years through Teika's teachings again.
This act was not just from respect for Teika but also was a vital step in order to
move toward the true mastery of Tea and the lyle of chill, lean, and withered. The
content of the poem also signifies changing, in a way that the moon is the same
but one's life and the circumstances are not the same any more. It also suggests
that because of passing of time, even the moon is not the same any more (the idea
of impermanence); just as the picture of the moon signifies reflecting, so Jô-ô
reflected his teache/s teachings in his Tea.
Jô-ô's use of Teika's shikishi might also bave shown respect for his teacher
and for highly valuing things of Japanese origins on par with the famed Chinese

669

Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 95.

670 Zengojiten,p.122.

67t

8,
Ë+EËe
"
Sôjiki, p. 95: -ff ) 7ù<-#=# 7.

Legge 1960, p. 318 (17.2):
tÈtEiE.U.
are nearly alike; by practice, they get to be wide apart."'

672 Yamanoue
673 Br¡h 1960, p. 69.
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utensils (which were praised earlier), not only in respect for Teika as Toda suggests. This statement is supported by the sentence inChaji Sh,ûran, Chapter 3:
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Teika s ógzra shikishis can be used in sukichadô. There exists only one scroll (såi,trsål)
called Amanohara and this piece is the most gracious under the heaven. It could be
called "a Japanese karamono" [masterpiece or famed utensil], says Jô-ô. Riþú prefened Teika's [sårÊisåi calledl YaemuguroÞ1s being the one and gracious under heaven.

The word sukichadô is used here as a synonym for wabichadô, meaning that in the
wabi style of Tea ôgura shikish¡s can be used. Saying that Teika's Amanohara

shikishi is tenka iclri, 'best under the heaven', shows that Jô-ô truly respected this
piece and valued it highly. For him it was the only one that could be used in the
wabi style of the little tea-room and still provoke no contradiction with the atmosphere of the room. There could also be an attempt to create a ne\À' group of famed
Japanese utensils that did not exist before Jô-ô. Before this, ûe famed utensils
were only Chinese masterpieces, while the other foreign and Japanese utensils
were included in the group of srh utensils, one's favou¡ed utensils, containing a
special kind of aesthetic value such as wabi beauty. Like the old Chinese famed
utensils made by the Great Old Masters, Jô-ô praised Teikas shikishí as being one
of the Japanese famed utensils made by the Great Old Master - Teika.676 Respecting the old and learning from the Great Masters is one of the main themes in
Jô-ô's philosophy behind chadô. In Jôó's estimation, Teika was considered to
be the Great Old Master. Jô-ô was originally a renga teacher, had studied under
Sanetaka, and finally understood the deep meaning of Tea because of Eigatøigai.
Therefore, Teika's works could be considered as masterpieces or so-called
"Japanese lcaramono".

This study holds that the use of Teika's shikishi has a more profound meaning
than showing the new movement toward the use of Japanese utensils in Tea. It
signifies the conclusion of Jô-ô's extensive studies in Tea and poety, coming to
one end of the studies in order to move to a higher state of learning, and finally
becoming the true Master of Tea, and through this, attaining the desired ultimate
state of cold, lean, and withered (see Section 3.1.2). More importantly, he created
674 Chaji

675

Shûran 1996, p. ?4. This is also noted by Tsutsui 1992,p.192.

Rikyt Koji Densho, p. 6. Teikas shikßhi Yæmugura is mentioned here.
within Teika's different shikishis, this is the one that could be used in (waåi

Yaemugura: See

Rikyt

says that

style of) Tea.

676 Eikataigai, p.

493; Yamanoue Sôjiki p. 94. Th¡s stat€ment is based on the infomration in
Eigataigai and Yamanoue Sój*i (see Section 3.1.1) which advise the 'use the words of old'

and'leam the general appear¿mçe from the Old Great Masters'.
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of "Japanese lcaramono" that was like a conclusion and reflection
the one who inspired his poetry and Tea: Fujiwara Teika.

of

4.3.2.1. Comments

A

clear tendency from luxurious Tea (shôfûtei) toward the rustic chill, lean and
withered style of Tea is seen in Jô-ô's Tea, even though the general aünosphere is
rather formal. The list of Jôó's tea utensils (see Appendix) that he owned or admired and the information based on those tea gatherings he hostedó77 shows that
more than half of the utensils Jô-ô used or admired were of Chinese origin or used
in the formal style of the Tea while the other half were still Japanese o¡ the socalled wabi style of utensils used in the informal style of Tea. One reason for the
sense of luxury in Jô-ô's Tea might be that the greater numbe¡ of the most visible
objects, such as those utensils placed into the tolønoma, that he used in his Tea
were Chinese or famed utensils. The tolønoma is like the heart of the tea-room,
and objects placed there, such as hanging sc¡olls and flower vases, are set out to
be examined carefully and to be admired for their beauty. According to tea dia¡ies
where scrolls are mentioned, Jô-ô used th¡ee times out of four a Chinese scroll and
only once used a Japanese shikishí. Tke shikishi was inscribed v/ith a poem by
Fujiwara Teika.
Flower vases are also placed in the tolamona. Those Jô-ô used in his tea
gatherings were all Chinese, as were a majority of the flower vases he owned.

According to the list of Jô-ô's tea utensils in the Appendix, he seems to prefer
Chinese old bronze or celadon vases. This is also shown in the records of the tea
gatherings he hosted: in four gatherings out of six he used an old bronze flower
vase and in one gathering a celadon vase. Besides these formal flower vases, he
677 According to information remaining today, there were six gatherings hosted by Jô-ô, five
where he was the first guest and one where he was invited as an accompanied guest. The
information on those tea gatherings Jô-ô himself hosted are more relevant for this study
than the others even though nowadays utensils used in Tea are selected and arranged hrst of
all to please the first guest and then the other guests. However, the tue meaning of Tea was
not to pleas€ on purpose but to attain the st¡te of mind where host and guests have a mutual
undersunding naturally without any force such that'a hean is not awÍ¡rìs of its being a heart'
(Jô-ô Wabi no Fumi, p. l7). See also Nanpôroku, p. 5. On the other hand, there is no detailed
information remaining about the whole course of tea events at that time. The tea gatherings
used for this study are as follows: l) Hisamasa Chakaiki in Maßuyaka¡ki, p. 4. Tenbun
eleventh year (1542) fourth month third da¡r. 2) Sôtatsu Chanoyu Nikki: Takaiki in Tennôjiyakaiki, p. 6. Tenbun eighteenth year (1550) second month thirteenth day. 3) In Imai
Sôkyû Chanoyu Nikki Nukigaki, p.3. Tenbun twenty-third year (1554) ftrst month twentyeighth day. 4) In Imai Sôkyû Chanoyu Nikki Nukigaki, p. 6. Tenbun twenty-fourth year
(1555) tenth month second day. 5) Sôtatsu Chanoyu Nikki: Jikaiki in Tennôjiyakaiki,
p.29. Tenbun twenty-second year (1553) twelfth month seventeenth day. 6) Sôtatsu Chanoyu Nikki: Takaiki in Tennôjiyakaiki, p. 37. Tenbun twenty-second year (1553) twelfth
month ninth day.
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owned informal flower holders, such as baskets, Bízen, Iga, and shigaragi, btrt it
is not known how and when he used them. one exception is the flower vase called
katekífune, a hanging boat shape of flower vase, which was made of bronze but
was originally an object of kitchen wa¡e from South-east Asia, which illustrates
the fact that Jô-ô was very skillful in adopting new utensils to be used in chadô
(Section 4.3.1).

Another important utensil used during the tea gathering is the tea-caddy for
thick tea, chaire. In all tea gatherings Jô-ô hosted, he used Chinese tea-caddies
even though he owned Japanese items, too. He used a little round-shaped container at four out of six tea gatherings he hosted (bunrin chaire [apple shape] once,
and nasu chaire [eggplant shape] three times). Enza chaire, which is noticeably
bigger than the nasu type of chaire, was used twice in his gatherings. TJrte Enza
chaire also has also a round shape similar to the nasu type, but it differs from the
nasu ín having strong shoulders (katatsuki) and being more masculine in appearance. The list shows that Jô-ô prefened Chinese waste-water containers (kensui),
even though he used Japanese Bizen and mentsû in two of his six tea gatherings.
He used a bônosaki waste-\¡/ater container twice, which was supposedly made of a

famous metal alloy (sahari). Bônosaki is classified as a famed utensil (meibutsu).
But, according to Yamanoue sôjiki,678 there also exists the so-called Mikitaya
hônosaki that is included in the sukidôgn (favoured utensils), which has been
shown to be synonymous with the utensils possessing the spirit of wabi (wabi
dôSr). Concerning tea bowls, Jô-ô seemed to favour the tenmoku type of tea
bowls: in four gatherings out of six he chose tenmoht and in two the Shino type of

tea bowl (whose origin is uncertain). Based on the other information about
Jô-ô's tea bowls, it is also possible that the shino teabowl he used might have been
a white chinese celadon type of bowl. According to the list of bowls, Jô-ô mainly
used two types of bowls: tenmolu or Korean bowls. shino is the only exception,
and the possibility of its being Japanese shíno (Mino ceramics) cannot be ignored.
There is not much information remaining on what kind of shelves Jô-ô used.
In the tea diaries, only one mention of the use of a shelf can be found and at that
time Jô-ô used a formal style of daísu shelf. The other records show that Jô-ô
invented a type of shelf called fukurotana (closed shelf¡67e that is more informal
than daisu and one step closer to the wabi style of Tea. Another important utensil
is the tea scoop, chashaku. In three out of six gatherings, Jô-ô chose shutora4
a famous ivory tea scoop. He had tea scoops of banrboo which were formal in
style, without a knot, resembling the ivory the scoops. The fresh-water containers,
mizushashi, were clea¡ exceptions in Jô-ô's choice of utensils; all of the pieces
618 Yamanoue
Sôjiki, p. 67
679 Nanpôroku, p.438. It says there
that originally¡?*wotanawere not lacquered. Nowadays
lacqueredfukurotaruß are also used.
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Jô-ô owned or used in his tea gatherings (five out of six that were recorded) were
Japanese, such as Shígaraki and teoke, or Nanban ware, such as imogashira and
shimekiri and were so-called sukidôgu (in this context read as a synonym to wabi
dôsu).
The records contain no information on the size of the tea-rooms used in the
tea gatherings. The choice of some utensils, such as the daisu shelf, suggests a
large, formal type of tea-room (four-and-a-half mats or larger). It is recorded that
Jô-ô used a daisu type of shelf once in a quite fomral style of gathering. On the
other hand, the records show that in four out ofsix gatherings Jô-ô used the irorí
type of hearth that is cut into lhe tatami conveying a rustic feeling which conforms
to the idea of a rough wabi style of Tea better than either an old bronze combination of kettle and fireplace used with the daísu shelt or using a wooden and
lacquered boa¡d. The diaries of the tea gatherings show that in five out of six
gatherings, Jô-ô used a kettle hung over the fireplace. At four gatherings this fireplace was irori and at one there is no mention of the fireplace, but it can be argued
that the fireplace was on this occasion irori, too, because the hanging kettle is
mentioned. This leads to the conclusion that, except in one formal gathering with
a daisu shelf, Jô-ô might have been using a four-and-a-half-mat tea-room, or even
smaller rooms such as three or two-and-a-half+atami matsó8o in these recorded tea
gatherings.

To conclude, even though the tea utensils Jô-ô used or admired were mostly
famed Chinese pieces, still they were not luxurious in the sense of being rich in
decoration and colours. They seem to be ofone colour and without decorations.
Obvious examples can be noted in many utensils of celadon and old bronze that
Jô-ô favoured which conveyed a strong sense of chill calmness (Section 6.2.3\,
typical cha¡acteristics of Jô-ô's Tea in general. The hanging scrolls were also
supposedly simple and caln in design and they were not very large in size. Jô-ô
prefened a small round apple or eggplant shape of chaire for thick tea, which is
more modest in feeling compared to the larger thick tea-caddies (nøsn is usually
5-6 cm high whereas the most often used løtatsuki type of chaire is about 8-10 cm
high). However, Jô-ô's Enza katatsuki tea-caddy for thick tea is only about 6.6
cm,68r which is notably smaller thaft, for example,
cm.6E2

Riþô's e¡ua which is about

8.5

Jô-ô used a squa¡e tray under the chaire in two out of six gatherings which

680 For further inforrration, see Section 4.2.2.
681 lmai Sôkyû Chanoyu Nikki Nukigaki, p. ó. The original book

has not been found and the
author of the copy which exists today is uncærtain. The last gathering in the diary is dated on
the Tenshó sixteenth year (1589) on the morning of the seventh day of the fifth month. Yet
the copy has three different dates with three different authors and is dated between the years
1820-1847. We know that Sôþt's Tea was influenced by Jô-ös Tea. For further informaNagæhima 1956a. It is noted that this work is not entirely reliable as a historical
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made the atmosphere more formal than gatherings without a tray. A significant
change toward the informal style of Tea was Jô-ô's invention of an unlacquered
enclosed shelf,fufurotana,that he used instead of a fonnal daisu shelf. Another
cha¡acteristic of Jô-ô's sense of waåi was his ability to adapt new items to be used
in Tea outside of their original use. This ability, in addition to his use of rough
Japanese ceramics (Bizen, Iga, shigaraki) proves that he had a skilled eye to
distinguish good utensils from bad. This group of adapted utensils includes fresh-

water containers such as tsurube (well-bucket), teoke (water-bucket), rustic
Nanban ware with a straw lid, rough Japanese Shigaraki, or the waste-water container called mentsú, which was originally a pilgrim's eating bowl, and Korean tea
bowlsó83 with a sense of roughness that is appropriate for everyday utensils originally made for rice but used as tea bowls in Tea.
Two main types of utensils a¡e found: first, calm and hxurious utensils zuch
as old bronze, celadon flower vases or white tenmohttea bowls, then rough and
austere utensils such as those of daily use adapted to Te4 or Japanese-style ceramics. The same conclusion can be made about the tea-rooms: Jô-ô used large tearooms for formal serving of Tea with a daisu shelf, and in contrast to that style he
used small tea-rooms with an irori hea¡tl¡. and a suspended kettle promoting a
rustic feeling. However, Jô-ô seems not to have concentrated only on one style of
Tea at a time, but he combined them, always having something rough and humble
and something luxurious in his tea gatherings.

4.4. RIKYÛ'S SENSE OFIYABI TN CHADÔ

THROUGH DIARIES OF TEA GATTIERINGS
4.4.1. On

Riþû's

Tea Gatherings and the Sources Used

In this section Rikyû's tea gatherings (chalcai) found in Chadô Koten zenshû arc
studied in a way similar to that used to examine Jô-ô's Tea in order to explain the
sense of waåi in Rikyfi's Tea. Only the sources that indicate the exact years of the
gatherings are studied, and therefore I have restricted myself to the use of tea
diaries included in Matsuyalcaiki, Tennôjtyakaikí, Sôtatsu Nik*i, Kitano Ðaichayu
no Ki, and, Imai Sôþû Chanoyu Nilcki Nukigaki. Rilc),1ti Hyafukaik¡ and Nanpôó82
683

Sen no Rikyû

-The400th Memorial, p.

105.

See Yanagi 19E9, pp. 190-196. Yanagi praises the beauty and superiority ofKorean bowls in
general and especially the bowl called Kizaemon with extravagant phrases and adjectives,
such as "No Tea-bowl exceeds the ldo bowl in beauty" or "The Tea masters assert that
Korean bowls are the best". However, it should be kept in mind that Yanagi examines beauty
from the crafumanship point of view, which is diferent from the concept of beauty in Tea

studied here.
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roku's chapter Kai have been omitted.ó8a Tea utensils used in the gatherings
having an exact date a¡e examined in order to give a general understanding of
what kind of utensils Rikyû seemed to use most frequently in his gatherings, as
well as to show the change in Riþú's Tea towa¡d thewabi style of Tea. The other
sources, such as Riþû Hyaløtløiki and. Nanpôroht's chapter Kai are used in order
to clariff the information and emphasise results of these gatherings.
other important sources used in this section are Kuwata's book
no Ritcyû
^9en
(1943) and Horikuchi's book Rilq¡û no cha (1951). Kuwata examines Rikyû from
a historical perspective and uses tea gatherings to illustrate the course ofthe Tea
master's life. He makes general comments on the content of the gatherings, concentrating more on the historical events surrounding them. The idea of introducing
one gathering from every decade in Rikyû's life occurred to me while examining
Kuwata's study, in spite of the fact that Kuwata's approach is different and the
material is more extensive. Kuwata introduces Rikyû's tea gatherings in chronological order from the very first until the last to explain some of the historical
events behind them. He seems to be unconcerned with the aesthetic values these
gatherings represent, which are the concems of this study.
Horikuchi's emphasis is not on the tea gatherings. He cites only three gatherings Rikyû held and one of the sources he uses is an unpublished document that

was not available for this study. This gives me valuable new information on
Rikyû's tea gatherings, but it also confirms my point of view on the nature of
Rikyû's tea gatherings. Another of these three tea gatherings which Horikuchi
cites in his study is from Riþû Hyalaricaih, though it is not cited here as a primary
source because the year of the gathering is uncertain. Horikuchi concentrates on
discussing Rikyû's choice of utensils such as Rikyu's tea scoops (chashaku) lns
way of preparing charcoal and the utensils needed for it rather than illustrating the
general sense of Rikyû's tea gatherings, his taste and the sense of wabi in the tea
utensils chosen.

The total number of all the gatherings, found in Chadô Koten Zenshû a¡d
studied here, which Rikyu hosted or participated as a guest is 193: in sixty of them
he acted as host and in 133 he participated as a guest. These sixty tea gatherings
that Rikyu hosted are arranged in cbronological order to illustrate how his sense of
Tea changed in every decade of his life. The majority of the tea gatherings, altogether twenty-thrce gatherings, found in these sources Rikyu hosted in his forties.

684

For more details, see Sue and Nagashima I 956, p. 47 l. R¡kyú Hyakukaiki is not included in

the list ofthe tea gatherings to be used as a primary sourçe, because the year when those
gatherings occurred is uncertain. In the copy used for this study, Tenshô lSth year (1590) is
given in parenthesis as a possible year, but this is speculation. In some other copies of the
book, such as Riþúryi Chanoya Furimai, no mention of the year can be found. Nanpórohls
chapter Kai is also not studied as a primary source because the exact year when these gatherings occuned is not recorded in this source.
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In his sixties, he hosted fifteen gatherings, in his fifties thirteen, in his thirties
seven, in his twenties one. Rilqrû was sixteen when he hosted his first gathering.
utensils Rikyû owned or admired are not listed as Jô-ô's utensils a¡e in the
Appendix, because there exists sufficient material on tea-gatherings in order to
explain Rikyû's sense of waåi in his Tea.

4.4.2. Selected Tea Gatherings of

Riþû

The first record of Rikyû's tea gatherings can be found in Hisamasa Chatcaíki in
Matsuyalraiki, in Tenbun sixth year (1537) ninth month thirteenth day when he
was at the age of sixteen, and the last record is dated in Tenshô eighteenth year

(1590) tenth month twentieth day in sôtan Nikki at the age of sixty-nine only
four months before he committed traditional suicide upon orders from Hideyoshi.
Next, altogether sixty gatherings hosted by Rikyu during these frfty-four years are
inüoduced and discussed in order to show how Rikyû's Tea moved towa¡d the
wabi style of rea. From every decade of his life one gathering is cited, based on
my judgement as to which would be the most representative gathering during this
decade. All the information not concerning utensils is omitted from the citations
because it was not considered essential to an explanation of the subject. Then,

information on the tea gatherings is compared to the list of utensils Rikyu used in
the gathering recorded in Rilvû Hyafulcnikí and Nanpôrolcu's chapter i(ai, which
I compiled during this study.
The record of Rikyû's first gathering is as follows:
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fTenbun sixth year (1537) ninth monthl thirteenth day, morning.
- [Gathering hosted by] Yoshirô from Kyôto (meaning sôeki who is later known as
Sen no Rikyû). The guest was Hisamasa.
Large kettle, renmoku [tea bowl], flowers in a long and slender necked vase (cailed
tsunohashí)

(Text continues with the description of the meal served)

Rikyû was only sixteen when he hosted his fint tea gathering, which is the only
gathering recorded in his teens. Rikyû is mentioned here by his birthname,
Yoshirô (later on he is known by the names sôeki and Rikyû, see Introduction). In
it is said that Rilqrû started serious studies in Tea at the age of
seventeen. According to this citation, young Rikyû used a large kettle even though

Nanpôroku686

685

Hisamasa Chakaiki, p. 2.

ó86 Nanpôroku, p.4.
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he had only one guest, Matsuya Hisamæa (d. 1598), a famous Tea practitioner
from Nara whose family specialised in lacquer work. The sense of his Tea was
formal and almost festive: a large kettle, a tenmoht tea bowl and old bronze
tsurukubi flower vase were used.

using a large kettle for a one guest gives the impression of a formal gathering
and also shows Rikyû's respect for Hisamasa. The feeling of formality is expressed by using a tenmolu tea bowl nith the flower vase of old bronze called
tsunohashi, which is an earlier name for a famous flower vase called tsurulatbi
(crane's Neck).687 Tlte tsuruluåí flower vase is not found n RiW Hyakulcaiki,
but in Nanpôroku's chapter Kaf88 it is mentioned once by name (the flower vase,
hosohtchi is mentioned five times and usually refers to the tsuruhtbi or sororí
type of flower vase).68e The use of tenmoht bowls is seen in both of these two
other sources (in RH sixteen times and in NK seven times).
The next gathering inhoduced here Rikyû held at the age of tweng-rwo and it
is found in Hisamasa ChalØiki. These two gatherings, the one he held at the age
of sixteen and the gathering described below, are the only ones from the time
when Rikyû was under age thirty to be found in the sor¡rces used.
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lTenbun thirteenth year (l 544) second monthl nrenty-seventh day
- [Gathering hosted by] Sen Sôeki from Sakai. Guests were priest Ejun and Hisamasa.
Hanging kettle During the middle interlude the incense bumer called Zen,tó is placed
lnthe tol¡onoma in its bag. lüooden ¡ard Tsurube [fresh-water container]
Shukô's tea bowl.

t

(Text in the diary continues with the description of the meal served)

The text continues to explain in detail distinctive features of the incense bumer
called Zenkô, describing the clay as quite thick, that it is a shade ofpurple, and the
glaze is blue and has cracks. This incense burner is classified as a'faned utensil'
(meibutsu).6er Being a'famed utensil'also suggess that it is a Chinese piece. The
6E7 KadokawaChadô Daijiten, s.v. tsa¡unohashi.

688

ót9
690

691

Henceforth in this section, Riþû Hyalaúaiki is marked as RH and Nanpôronlschapter r(ai
as

NK.

Kadokawa Chadô Daijiten, s.v. hosokuchi.
Hisamasa Chakaiki, pp. 9-10. The priest Ejun lived during the late Muromachi period and he
was a priest of Jódó school of Zen from Shônyôji æmple from Nara" the s¡me temple where
Shukô studied Zen.

Genshoku Chadô Daijiten, s.v. Ôtomi funkô. T\ß incense burner is known to have been
owned by Ôtomi Zenkô who was Shukô's disciple. He owned a tea bowl and incense burner
that are classified as famed utensils.
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board probably refers to the formal 'long board', nagaita (used similar to a daisu
shelf), but in this gathering Rikyu uses it with a plain wooden tsurube type of
fresh-water container, which gives a more informal feeling (in NK tsurube is recorded five times). The tea bowl is Shukô's celadon, Shulcô seiii, that is also more
informal in feeling than items of celadon in general or the Chinese tenmoht type
of tea bowl used in his first gathering.
Shukô's tea bowl is made in a southem country, perhaps in southem China
(ín Chakimeibutsushtfe2 it is said be þaramono, a Chinese item) or in Thailand,
and it is not as perfect in its beauty as the other celadon utensils usually used at
that time. [t is ¡ather rough and modest in feeling, which comes from the colour
that is more greyish-grcen and duller than other pieces of green celadon. The layglaze are uneven, and it has dark dots both outside and in. Perhaps Rikyu
chose this piece for the priest Ejun, who was from the same temple where Shukô
had studied Zen.Tlte Zenlú incense burner is used in a fonnal way: it is displayed
inthe tokonoma on the tray with its brocade bag. The hanging kettle suggests the
use of a ro hearth (sometimes also called irori) that is used during the winter time.
The gathering cited above shows that Riþû's tea gatherings held when he
was twenty-two already had the first half (nowadays the meal is served here) and

ers

of

the second half (tea is served), and between them there was an intedude (the
hanging scroll in tokonoma is replaced by flowers). It is impossible to infer from
the cited record of the tea gathering in which order this gathering was performed.
Rikyû's style of combining contrasting elements can already be seen in this early
tea gathering. He combined a formal nagaita boa¡d with the hanging kettle and
tsurube fresh-water container, but uses a famed incense burner in the correct way.
Shukô's seiji teabowl comes between Ûtese two: even though it is a Chinese piece
it is also very modest and in a way it lacks the idea of perfection, compared to
other celadon items of the era.

In his twenties, Rikyû took a step toward the sense of wabi by using the
hanging kettle, which he continued to use his tea gatherings until he was in his
sixties, a wooden well bucket called tsurube as a fresh-water container, and
Shukô's tea bowl, an imperfect and modest-looking Chinese celadon tea bowl
(Shukô's bowl was also used frequently until Rikyûr's sixties). According to the
soruces used, tsurube becomes the first sukidôgu (meaning here those utensils
Rikyû favoured and used in Tea outside of their original use as everyday utensils).
The third tea gathering examined here can also be found in Hisamasa
Chaløiki.It is dated 1559, when Rikyû was thirty-eight years old. He invited two
guests.

692 chakimeibutsushfi, p. 486. Shukös

celadon tea bowl (shukô sefli), see
yama no Suki: Chanoyu no Meiwan, p. 10.
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Eiroku secondyear [1559] second month twenty-third day, morning

gathering

sôeki's
lguests were] (Hachiya) Jôsa and Hisamasa together.
Gyakugarte style of four-and-a-half-mat tea-room facing to the south, roði¿ kettle

gotokafsturdl

Zenltó incense burner at the tokonoma,incense is burnt.
Shukó tea bowl is handed out from thç kitchen shutter (hatch).

(Text continues with the description of the meal served)

For the first time, the size and even the type of tea-room is mentioned. Riþû used
the orthodox size of the tea-room that is facing south, meaning probably that the
windows are facing south (another explanation is that the tokonoma faces south).
Gyalatgatte means that when the host sits on the tatami where tea is prepared
(temae tatami) the guests are on his left side (the opposite of this is hongatte,
guests on the host's right side, which is the usual way of preparing tea). In
Yamanoue sôjikfe4 it is also mentioned rhat Rikyû favoured the gnkugatte style
of tea-room facing south, contrary to Jô-ô who liked the gøløtgatte tea-room
facing north, and therefore, being darker. Yamanoue sôji explains further that in
those days hongatte was not used and that according to Rikyû, a Tea practitioner
owning even one karamono, a Chinese item, should use a four-and-a-half-mat tearoom. In RH the four-and-a-half-mat tea-room is mentioned sixty-eight times and
it seems to be one of Rikyû's favourite sizes for a tea-room. This is confirmed by
the information in NK where a four-and-a-half-mat room is mentioned fourteen
times.

A Tobin kettle refers to a round ceramic pitcher. This is a typical kitchen
utensil having rings for detachable handles on the shoulders and through which,
for example, a wooden handle can be set. If this item is used in chadô instead of
the iron kettle, the impression given is very humble and rustic. The use of a Zenkô
incense burner is recorded here, too, and Shukô's tea bowl that was one of Riþû's
favourites during his thirties (used in four out of a total of seven gatherings). one
special quality of this gathering is that the tea bowl is handed through the kitchen
hatch into the tea-room, which also makes the annosphere in the tea-room less
formal.
In general, Rikyû used an irori quite ofren (recorded four times out of a total
of six [or seven])6es in gatherings found and dated in Rilqrû's thirties, and over it a
ó93
6e4
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Hisamasa Chakaiki, p. 37. Hachiya Jôsa was a Tea practitioner from Nara.
Yamanoue Sôjiki, pp. 100-101.
The notation "six [seven]" refers to the fact that a gathering held on E¡ioÈz third year (1560)
nrrelfth month sixth day can be found in Inai Sôlcyl Chanøyu Nikki Nukigaki and in
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hanging kettle (four out of seven). Innovations include the use of Korean tea
bowls, as well as a lid-rest made of fresh-cut bamboo which later became one of
the symbols of wabi style of Tea. The tenmolu tea bowl called Kensan can be
found in the records during this period. According to Imai SôW Chanoyu Níldci
Nukigaki, in Tenbun twenty-fourth year (1555) fourth month first day, in the
morning, for the first time a famed utensil, the Chinese scroll by Mokkei (ttffi)
was used. In the same record,in Eiroku in the third year (1560) twelfth month
sixth dayóeó a scroll called Engo by Engo Kokugon (1063-1135), a Rinzai Zen
monk, was also used for the first time in his gatherings. Shukô was the first one to
rse Engo, which he had received from lkkyû, in the tea-room. Rikyû used these
more often in tea gatherings during later years.

This gathering and another gathering. dated Eíroht third year (1560) twelfrh
month sixth day, in the morning (also found in Imai SôlEtî Chanoyu Nilikí Nukiga&r), introduces utensils not found in other dia¡ies during Rikyû's thirties. The
following were used: a kettle called unryû (Clouds and Dragon), the HotefeT
incense burner, kinrinji tea-caddyóe8 or the chaire (tea-caddy for thick tea) called
motsusô'e, a Shígaraki fresh-water container, and a mentsû or gôsu waste-water
container. The hosolarchi type of flower vase (tsurulatåÐ Rihú used in his first
gathering is mentioned twice. A limited number of recorded gatherings suggests
that the total number of different kinds of utensils used is rather low: twenty
items.

In summary, until his thirties, Rikyû's Tea is qtxæ lcaramoreo-centred, i.e.,
focused on Chinese pieces. However, here and there some utensils of Japanese
origin, such as tJ:re tsurube fresh-water container alird tobin kettle are introduced.
Significant in Rikyûr's thirties is his use of the irori hearth and a hanging kettle
lending an austere and informal general feeling, as well as the use of Shukô's tea
bowl, which differs from the other Chinese celadon pieces in being quite humble,
even rough in feeling and appearance. According to the records of the tea gatherings, it seems obvious that, besides using the same utensils he used from the
beginning, Rikyû seems to introduce some new items every decade of his life,
Takaiki. Inai Sôkyi Chanoyu Niklci Nukigaki contains more information about the utensils
used.

696 Imai Sôkyt

Chanoyu Nikki Nukigaki,

p.

10. See picture in Yamanoue Sôjiki exhibition

catalogue, pp. 58-59.

6e7 Chakimeibutsusht, p. 477;

Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 65. Some of the Hotei incense bumers are
classified as famed utensils. However, it is uncertain whether the item mentioned in Imai
SôlEú Chanoyu Nikki Nakigaki is one of the famed Hotei incense burners.

óe8

See picture in Sen no Rikyt - The 400th Memorial, p. I 13. Unlike the other tea-caddies for
thick tea, kirinji is a wooden natsame type of container, not ceramic, and therefore it is

considered more informal by nature.

699

See picture in Sen no
molsusô chaire.

Rikyt

-

The 400th Memorial, p. 106. The picture there is Rikyt's
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which were called sukidôgu.In this context sukidôgumeans utensils that were not
made to be used as tea utensils, such as t}re tobin kettle that was originally
kitchenware, or mentsti, a waste-water container that was origina[y a pilgrim's
eating bowl, or Korean tea bowls that were originally for rice or soup. Four-and-ahalf-tatami tea-rooms were mentioned for the first time, as well as the first famed

utensils and the bamboo lid-rest. Rikyû has not relinquished all the elements of
formal gatherings, such as using old bronze flower vases like tsuruhtbí, or chinese tea bowls like kensan tenmoku.

The majority of Rikyû's tea gatherings (twenty-three gatherings) in the
sources used fo¡ this study were held during his forties. The following gathering
Rikyû took place at his home in Sakai City when he was forty-six:
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fùiroku tenth year (15ó7)l ¡¡'elfth month twenty-sixth day, moming at tmaichi.

cþ. Three guests: Hachiya Jôs4 yamatoya Shôtsû
and Hisamasa.
After the meal, the tsurunohashi [flower vase is set] in the tokønoma on the lacquered
board but without any flowers, only containing water.
Irorí, hirakama [(wide kettle) hanging fron], thin chaíns, teokc [fresh-water container],
Kensan lenmoku [tea bowl] with a stand, yaró tea-caddy.
Gotoku [stand], Bizen bônosaki [waste-warer container].
Thin tea fusutcha is served from thel Korean tea bowl.
Sen Sôeki's gathering from Sakai

(The record continues describing the meal and sweets served)

Rikyu invited three guests to his house in Imaichi that moming. The passage cited
shows that the meal was served first, as it is nowadays, and during the middle
interlude flowers were set in the tokonoma- Il'te distinctive feature of this gathering is that the flower vase, tsurulntåi, is set out without flowers. This may mean
that Rikyû appreciated the beauty of the tsurulatåi flower vase, holding it in such
high esteem that he did not want flolvers to diminish its beauty. This idea is
emphasised by another tea gathering Rilqrû held dwing his forties found in Sôlcylî
TalcaikiTot where the only record of one gathering is the mention of tsuruhtbi
and a description of its beauty. The use of the tsurulatåi flower vase without any
flowers is found only in the diaries conceming Riþú's gatherings during his
forties.
700

Hisamasa Chakaiki, p. 63.
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Sôkyt Takaiki, pp.232-233. Rikyû's tea gathering 'n Eirolø thirteenth year (1570) eleventh
month third day.
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Two new items are introduced during this period: a teolce fresh-water container and Bizen warc. The fresh-water container called teoke (hand bucket for
water) is the most frequently used fresh-water container dwing this period
(recorded altogether thirteen times out of the total of twenty-three gatherings).
This is one of those everyday utensils already adapted to Tea by Jô-ô. Rikyfi
preferred the lacquered teolæ fresh-water containers.T02 Ttre lænsan tenmolat tea
bowl that Rikyu used in his teens became popular during his forties (mentioned
six times and other tenmoku bowls five times, altogether eleven times out of
twenty-three). For thin tea (usucha) he often used a Korean tea bowl during this
period (six out of twenty-three gatherings). Rilqfû used Korean tea bowls regularly
during his later years as the RH (seven times) and NK (fourteen times) confirm.
Japanese Bizen warc was introduced for the first time (five out of twenty-thrce)
and Rikyû used it for waste-water and fresh-water containers as well as for a

flower

But compared to RH, Bizen is mentioned twenty-eight times and in
NK eleven times, evidence that Rikyû's affection for the Bizen ware gradually
increased during his later years. According to the citation above, during the first
vase.703

half of the gathering, the meal was served and there was a scroll inthe tokonoma.
During the middle interlude the scroll was taken away and replaced by flowers
and after that, during the second halt thick tea and thin tea were served as they are
today. He also made a clear distinction between the type of tea bowls used: For
koicha, thick te4 which is more fonnal than usucha, high-ranked tenmolat werc
mostly used. For serving usucha, thin tea, less formal tea bowls, such as Korean
bowls, were used instead.
Representative of Rikyû's forties was the mixed use of formal Chinese items,
such as a kensan tenmoht and a tsuruhtbi flower vase. Also during this period, he
preferred the irori hearth (recorded eleven times out of twenty-three) with a wide
kettle called hiralcama (seven times). The fresh-water containers were still mostly
teoke ('hand bucket'), and Rikyu continued to use tsuruhtbi as a flower vase
(seven times). The use of Zen proverbs in the scrolls had already been introduced
during his thirties, but during his forties their use increased markedly (recorded
seven times). In RH they are even mentioned twenty-eight times and in NK as
many as forty tirnes, showing indisputably that Riþrir used them more as he grew
older. This is in accordance with the information in Nanpôro&a, where it states
that the most important item in Tea is a hanging scroll and the most suitable ones
for Tea a¡e made by Zen monks (see below the discussion of Riþrû's sixties).

702 SennoRikyû-The400thMemorial,p. 136containsapictureof Rikyt's
703

lac1ueredreoke

and some explanation of its origins.

Rikyû's use ofa bônosaki wast€-water container is mostly recorded æ Bizen bônosaki,but
once there is just a mention of bônosaki. Since the others were Bizen it could be supposed
that this was also B¡zelr.
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During his forties, significant new tea items included the use of takatsukí, a
little lacquered boxes piled up one on the top of the other with lid in the top
of the upper box. These boxes are used for serving sweets before the koícha is
served. One box with the sweet is prepared for each guest. An interesting notion is
also that during this period, for the first time, the bamboo chashala4the tea scoop,
is mentioned in the records. In RH, the æa scoop called oritame,meaning bamboo
tea scoop, is mentioned thirty-eight times whereas ivory tea scoops are mentioned
only five times, showing how keen Rikyû was to use the bamboo tea scoop
instead of the formal and rare ivory ones.
Another interesting detail is the mention of the use of the tenmolat bowl
without a stand, perhaps in order to emphasise an inforrnal feeling in the style of
serving tea. Typical of Rikyû's gatherings until now, fewer famed utensils
(meibutsu) or the great famed utensils (ômeibutsu) seem to be used. From the
beginning, Rikyû had favor¡red tenmolu tea bowls and the tsurulaùi flower vase
which he is still used in his forties. However, during this period no mention of the
use of Shukô's tea bowl is foun4 even though Rikyû used it quite often in his
thirties. Rikyû introduced some new sukídôgu, such the yarö tea-caddy that was
supposedly a little medicine container or a sutra container placed inthe tolønoma
(the records used contain no mention of its use).
During Rilgd's forties there seems to occw a kind of tuming point in Riþû's
Tea, a time when it seemed Rikyû was searching for his own way in Tea. He
introduced many new utensils (thirty-one items) and many of these are used only
once or twice. Some of them are used in an unusual way, such as a tenmoku tea
bowl without a stand or a flower vase without flowers. lvith these acts Rikyû
seems to set himself at a distance from earlier masters in order to create something
original of his own. This was his way of 'claiming east to be west' (section 2.3.6)
in Tea.
To illustrate the nature and the development of Rikyû's tea gatherings during
his fifties, the following gathering is described in Sô\ryû Talcaiki;
set of
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lTenshó fourth year (1576)l twelfth month fifth day, moming. Gathering hosed by
Sôeki. Guests were (Sumiyosiya¡7os 5U.u and [Tsuda] Sôkyt.
- Ro hearth, arare ketlle, teoke lfresh-water container].
In the tokonoma a large jar [for tea leaves] in a ne! /se tenmoku with black stand.
Thin tea (usacha) Korean tea
Bizen waste-ì,ater container.

704
705

bowl

Sôkyû Takaiki,p.25r.
Sumiyoshiya Sômu died in 1595 and he was one of the eighth Sakai Tea masters appointed
by Hidoyoshi. He studied Tea under Rikyû's guidance.
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At the time of the gathering, Rikyû was fifty-four years old and he hosted two
well-known Tea practitioners. This is considered to represent Rikyû's sense of Tea
in his fifties: He uses a ro hearth (recorded six times out of the total of thirteen
gatherings) and an arareTú type ofkettle that he favoured during this period (four
times; according to RH the arare ketlle can be considered one of the favoured
utensils, recorded ¡welve times, and in NK also nine times). In the tolconoma,
a large jar for one ¡iear's supply of tea leaves is displayed in a net707 (five times,
compared with RH where he used large jars as often as a total of fifty-eight,
confirming quite extensive use of them, however, in NK the large tea jars are
mentioned only once).
The first record of Rikyû's use of a large tea jar in his tea gatherings is dated
1563 (first day of twelfth month) when he was aged forty-two, and recorded in
Sôtatsu Talraikí.In his fifties, a large tea jar is mentioned five times in the yearending gatherings. tn his gatherings in general, his use of a large tea jar is
obviously connected to the year ending and the celebration of new tea leaves,
whereas Jô-ô just displayed a ra¡e utensil in his gathering. In this gathering, the
Japanese Ise tenmoku was used instead of the Chinese tenmola4 emphasising the
sense

of informality, along with the Korean bowl for thin tea Ise tenmoht is

recorded three times during his fifties, but no other mention of the use of this item
is found in the sources used nor in RH or NK lù/ithout exception, Rikyû still uses
tenmoku tea bowls (recorded eight times) for lcoicha, thick te4 and Korean tea

bowls for usucha, thin tea (four times). The records also show that the use of
Bizen warc during his fifties was limited to only waste-water containers. The
fresh-water container was the same as that which he used during his forties, feo&e,
but its use is not as frequent as before. The use of the old bronze flower vase,
tsurukubi, what Riþû much favoured much earlier, has decreased.
Rilc¡rir's choice of utensils during this period is modest and plain as his sense
of wabi in Tea tries to find its form. On Tenshô sixth year (1578) sixth month
seventh day, kozashíki, the little tea-room, is found in the recordsTos referring here

to a tea-room

smaller than for¡r-and-a-half-mats, which is one of the major
characteristics of the wabi sfyle of Tea (in RH, kozashiki is mentioned twenty-six
times and in NK thirty-seven times confirming the information that Rilqyû
70ó

See picture

in Genshoku Chadô Daijiten,s.v. ararekama. or in Sen no Rikyû
Memorial, p. 219. These sources describe two different kinds of a¡¿re kettles.

707 It can be argued that the jar RiþÍi

708

-

The 400th

used here was of Chinese origin and called, hashidate a¡d
wâs one of Rikyt's favourite utensils. This is supported by Sôtan Nikki, p. 175. ln the tea
gatherings in Rikyû's ftfties, hashidate is mentioned by name only once, in Imai Sôkyt
Chanoyu Nikki Nikigaki,p.29. Funher, this information is supported by Riþú Hyalcukaiki,
in which hashidate is mentioned twenty-three times. See picture of åasåidate in the Yamanoue Sôjiki exhibition catalogue, pp.4243.

sôkyû Takaiki, p.283.
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of the room besides the fow-and-a-half-mat room). Rikyfi
continued using the irori hearlh, but this time with arare or jôbari kettles. One of
favoured this size

his favourite tea-caddies for thick tea, shírifuhra chaire @road Bottom)?oe is
mentioned here for the frst time, as is the use of a wooden natsume for thin tea. In
his fifties, Rikyû introduced another new sukidôgu, a waste-\ ¡ater container from
south-east Asia (Nanban) called kamenofutdlo that was adapted for use in Tea
from outside its original use.
The use of famed utensils is infrequent, but the number of utensils that were
used only once or twice is even higher than in his forties: the total number of the
entries is thirty-six. In his forties, Rikyû used Zen proverbs in scrolls many times,
but in his fifties only once. Mention of Teika's shikishî is found in the gatherings
during his fifties suggesting that as Rilqrû aged, he enjoyed a little lighter feeling
in the tea-room instead of the Zen proverbs with their often deep and heavy message. The sudden use of large jars is notable, especially in small tea-rooms, as can
be understood from the gatherings recorded in RH. During this period, for the first
time shelves are mentioned, such as the use of the daisu shelf oryoslzitana.Ttt T1rre
line between his favoured utensils and other utensils seemed to be fading away
gradually and the number of different utensils he used increased step by step.
After an active and creative period in his forties, tea gatherings during Riþrûr's
fifties seemed to be like a breathing space before his sixties that can be said to be
another tuming point in his Tea.
The last recorded tea gathering in the sources used for this study is found in
Sôtan Níkki:
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fTerchô eighteenth year tenth month] twentieth day, noon.
Rrkyùin Jurakutei. Kamiyal Sôtan alone.
lwo-tatami tea-room riori
unryû
naløtsugi tea-caddy.

- Gathering hosted by the aged
709
710
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See picture in Sen no Rikyû

favoured utensils of Rikyt.

[hearth]

- The 400th tvlemorial,

keti;le

p. 107. This is said to be one of the most

Kamenofura: See picture in Genshoku Chadô Daditen, s.v. kømenofuta. Ca¡ be used as an
ash-container as well.
The form of the shelf was taken fiom the Ködaiji tempte tea-room in Kyôto that is the size of
two tatamis and has a beautiful round window. The shape of the window is fitted into the
base of the shelf. For more details, see, for exarnple, Kadokawa Chadô Daijiten , s.v. Yoshitamt.

Sôtan Nikki, pp. 258-259. Sötan Ni|¡ki is a diary by Kamiya Sôtan (1551-1635), a Tea
practitioner from Kyûsht, Hakata. He was closely related to Hideyoshi, Sôlq¡û and Rikyû.
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Black tea bowl, inside the tea bowl the necessary utensils, ceramic fresh-water container, Seto waste-water container, fresh cut of bamboo lid-rest during the
middle interlude, a large jar called hashidate [a storage-jar for one yeafs tea
leaves] is placed in the tolconoma.

This gathering took place four months before Rikyû was ordered to commit sui
cide by Hideyoshi. Therefore, it is an interesting detail that it occurred in Hideyoshi's elegant mansion in Kyôto called Jurahtf¿i, built in 1587, where he entertained the emperor and had elaborate tea parties.Tl3 This gathering was held for
only one guest. The general atnosphere of this gathering represented Riþô's
sense of waå i in chadô very well: the size of the room was small, only two tatami
mats and it had the ¡rori hearth cut into the tatami, which rePresented Rilq¡fi's
minimalist idea of the austere sense of waåi. In a small tea-room, a small kettle'7la
suitable for one guest (unlike the kettle used in his frst gathering), also suggests
Rikyu's minimalist choice of utensils. The tea bowl is black and probably a Ralcu
type of bowl. Schola¡s do not know for srue whether the tea bowls recorded as a
'black bowl' were ¡\aå¿ or Selo type of bowls, but the fact ttrat the waste-water
container is mentioned to have been a Sefo zuggests that the bowl would have
been something different.Trs Inside the bowl was supposedly a piece of linen or
cotton (chakin\, a tea whisk (chasen) and a tea scoop (cåaså alat'¡. The fresh-water
container is said to have been ceramic and the text continues, explaining that it is a
Chinese item with a blue glaze and some decorations. It seems to have been a kind
of piece that would usually need a shelf, but here Riþú apparently placed it
straight on the tatami,emphasising the informal feeling of the gathering.
The text explains ftrther that the nakatsugí tea-caddy for thin tea" which is
usually lacquered \ryood, of a round shape, with straight sides, and flat on the top,
was used here like a chaire, tea-caddy for thick tea: it was placed inside a bronze
container which was again inside a brocade bag and placed into a tea bowl (as a
chaire usually is). This is an informal way of serving thick tea" usually for those
who do not own a chaire (the ceramic thick tea container) but for Rilqrû this was a
stylistic matter. However, placing a wooden tea container inside a bronze container shows a sense of formality as well as respect. One exception to this da¡kcoloured combination

713

7t4
715

l.

of utensils,

besides the fresh-water containel,

is a bright

Introducion to this study.
Unryú kettle. See picture in Genshoku Chadô Daijiten, s.v. wtryûl<ama. [t has a cylindrial
shape with decorations ofclouds and a dragon.

Mason 1993, p. 2l

See also

Genshoku Chadô Daijiten, s.v. jurakuyaki æd rala¡yaki. For technical reasons, the modern
version of the characterja is used in the present text. It is claimed that Ra&u ceramics got its
name from thename jurak¿ and, therefore, in its early days Ralcz was calledJuraht ceramics
Çuraktryakl.It is also supposed rhat Chôjirô used the red clay f¡om Júraku for his tea bowls.
Nowadays Raku is also used as a family name for Chôjirô's descendants making Raltz
ceramics. The present generation is the fourteenth and called Raku Kichizaemon. For fi¡rther
information, see Introduction and Section 4.2.1.2.
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green fresh piece

of bamboo as a lid-rest. At the end of the gathering, a famous
utensil, a large jar for tea leaves called hashidate is shown. Even though these
jars are not usually displayed in such a small room, Rikyû seems to like the
contrast of the large utensils for one year's supply of Tea in a small room. For
example, in RH large tea jars are displayed, usually in four-and-a-half-mat rooms
(thirty-nine times) but quite often also in small tea-rooms such as two-mat rooms
(fifteen times). In NK, there is only one mention of the use of a large tea-room
(six-mat room) but in this gathering no large jar was used.?r6 However, n Rikyrû
Hyakukaiki there is no mention of the use of a large tea-room. In his later years, in
his fifties and sixties, Rilqrir quite often displayed large tea jars in his tea gatherings. These are connected to the year-ending gatherings and to the formal style
of rea. But in this gathering, the use of the large tea jar may also have been used
as a stylistic element in order to emphasise the contrast between the austere and

minimalist wabi style of the small tea-room and graceful and ostentatious såo¡n
style of Tea,
In this tea gathering Rikyû seems ro 'break the rures' of chadô (section 3.2.4)

by using a chinese fresh-water container directly on the tatami, by using a
to prepare thick tea (before this Chinese tenmolat tea
bowls were usually used for this), by using nakatsugi as a tea-caddy (usually a
chaire is used), and finally by his choice of a large tea jar in a small tea-room. The
emphasis of this gathering was on the small space and the use of rough Japanese
utensils. colours were quite dark, black and green, like green tea in a black tea
bowl or a green bamboo lid-rest used with other, mostly black, utensils. one exception allowed here was a Chinese blue-coloured fresh water container that was
Japanese Ralat tea bowl

supposedly quite refined in appearance.
Rikyû's tea gatherings in his sixties were very different from those of ea¡lier
decades. First of all, the total number of entries for different items mentioned in

the diaries used are as high as seventy-three which shows that Rikyû had gained
the status of a Great Tea Master. It was more than twice as many as he had during
his fifties, which was also rich in the variety of items used in the gatherings. The
older Rikyû grew, the less he seemed to have simila¡ities in his gatherings. It also
shows that all these utensils were obtainable for him; he had the money and the

eye for utensils. According to the sources used, he seems to have had some
favourite items he used quite frequently, such as kettles called unryútrama and
ararekama. He also preferred S¿ro ceramics that were mentioned for first time
during his sixties, such as seto fea bowls, Seto tenmoht instead of chinese r¿nmola4 Seto fresh-water containers, and
waste-water containers. Tea-rooms
^9efo
were small two-and-thLree-tatami rooms. In addition, the shoin style of room is

7t6

Nanpôroku, Kai, pp. 42-43. Rikyt's gathering dated in the sixth month thirteenth day, in the
momrng.
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also mentioned once in sôtan Níliki, in Tenshô eighteenth year (1590) ninth
month, tenth day, about one month before his last recorded tea gathering.
The scrolls Rikyu used during this period were either Rinzaí school Zen
priests' writings (five times out of a total fifteen recorded gatherings) or famous
chinese pieces such as Kidô (ÉËËfJS) or Gyokukan (]EaFñ).Most often (three
times), he used the scrolls of Kokei (1532-1597), who was a Rinzai Zen priest in
Daitokuji temple and Riþrfi's Zen teacher. The priest Kokei is also mentioned as
being the same person who gave the Buddhist name "sen Rikyû" to sôeki so that
he could participate a tea gathering at the emperor's palace (only a Buddhist priest
or a noble person could enter the emperor's palace and young Sôeki was neither)

in 1585.717

The two other times when Zen proverbs were used, they were also
written by Riwai school priests from china ot the Daitohtji temple. An interesting detail is that the teolæ fresh-water containers that Rikyû used so much during his forties and fifties were not found in the diaries of this later period. During
his sixties, he used .Seto or Shígaraki ware for fiesh-water containers. The diaries
also show that he used a ro hearth and,furo brazier (fire stand) almost half and half
which suggests, perhaps, that he followed the established custom of using a ro
during the winter and afuro in summer.
Tea bowls that Rikyû favoured during this period were 'black tea bowls',
which could suggest Sefo or Ralu (together these are mentioned five times). .Ralru
is certainly mentioned once in the diaries used in this study. It was noted in Imai
sôlryîi chanoyu Nikki Nukìga&i that in Tenshô fourteenth year twelffh month
twenty-sixth day the tea bowl called Kimamori,Tts a famous red Raht tea bowl by
chôjirô was used. The use of Korean tea bowls remained almost the same, but the
use of tenmo,tu tea bowls decreased. For example, no mention of kBnsan tenmolnt
can be found in Riþrû's sixties, even though he used them frequently earlier.
However, tenmoht is recorded five times: once it was a Japanese .sefo lenmoht,
twice the nurítenmoku (a tenmoht without the golden/silver rim) was used, and
twice just an ordinary tenmoku. The use of a Japanese tenmolat and tenmoht
without a silver/golden rim shows a grcat step toward the more informal waåi
style of te4 where all utensils a¡e treated with equal respect. However, it is important to note that through his life Rikyir used the tenmolø bowls in a way similar to
the use of a tsurulaúi flower vase.

7t7

Kokei Sôchin (1532-1597) was the

lllth

abbot

of

the Daitokü7i temple, where Rikyt

studied Zen. He had close tieswith chadô already tbrough Nobunaga and Hideyoshi. He alio
was the one who persuaded Rikyt to fund the construction work on the Daitohtji temple

gate. This may have had fatal consequençes later on. see Tanihata l9gg, pp. l4z-143.
Rikyti's close ties with Kokei might have influenced the fact that he used his scrolls quite
often in his Tea.

718

Kimamori: For further information, see Genshoku chadô Daijiten ,s.v. kimamori.
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One of the significant cha¡acteristics of this decade is Riþrû's use of a
bamboo lid-rest (ten times) and bamboo tea scoop (five times). The bamboo tea
scoop is mentioned only once in his forties, and the bamboo lid-rest is noted twice
in his thirties. Rikyu seemed to prefer shirifuhtra, etaa (Plate 7), and hatsuhana1te thick tea-caddies. The new sukidôgu Rikyû intoduced during his sixties
\ryere, rrmong others, a calabash containe¡ for charcoal (þôtan sumitori; see Plate
l4)720 and Japanese baskets used as flower vases.zl
Tea in Rikyû's sixties was not only following a wabi style, using small tearooms and mostly Japanese, Korean or Nanban utensils, but it was also luxurious
in a sense of using the shoin tea-rooms, famed scrolls (Gyokukan _E aËl), displaying large tea jars and using daisu lvvtth old bronze tea utensils as waste - and
fresh-water containers, as well as using celadon items (chidori kôrô). According to
the sources, Rikyû seemed to like the idea of having contrasting elements in Tea.
For example, tn Tenshô eighteenth year (1590) ninth month tenth day,722 Rilqrû
used a sftoirz style room with daisu and old bronze utensils.723 Besides this the
flower vase \ryrìs also old bronze and the incense bumer was celadon; but Riþrû
used a green bamboo lid-rest, a black tea bowl and a,9elo tea bowl, which a¡e very
modest and rough looking compared to the old Chinese tenmoht tea bowls. The
diary continues that even though Hideyoshi disliked the black tea bowl Rikyû
prepared tea in, that proves what a strong minded person he was. This gathering
was very different from those arranged in the small tea-rooms where mostly
simple and modest utensils were used.
Besides the above-mentioned daisu style of gathering, another forrral gathering dated during Rikyû's sixties is given by Hofüuchi. Although this gathering

is not recorded in Chadô Koten Zenshf, but a transcription of this tea diary is
found both in the storehouse of Tôkyô Bijutsu Gakkô and in Tokugawa Sôkei's
private collections. The gathering was dated Tenshô sixteenth year (1588) ninth
month and founh day, in the morning, and it was an old style of formal d¿¡s¿
gathering. The brazier was of old bronze, ¿¡s w¿¡s the waste-water container (shape
of the gósu), fresh-water container, lid-rest (shape of the gotoht), the stand for the
metal chopsticks for handling cha¡coal and the hishalu water scoop. The tea bowl
was tenmoht placed on the square tray and used in a very formal way. The teacaddy for thick tea is Rikyû's favourite shirifulura (Broad Bottom). The hanging

7t9
720

72t
722
723

Sôjiki exhibition catalogue, p.79. (haßuhana), p.80. (eraa), and
in Sen no Rikyû -The 400th Memorial, p. 107 (shirifulara).
Hyôtan sumitor¡: made of a calabash which was originally used as a water or s¿&¿ container,
butin chadô is mostly used as a charcoal basket or flower vase. See picture in Sen no Rikyû
- The 400th Memorial, p. 16l.
See pictures in Yamanoue

See

pictures in Sen no Rikyû

Sôtan
See

- The 400th

Memorial, pp. 98-100.

Nikki, pp.256-257 .

picture of Rikyû's daisu in Sen no Rikyû

-

The 400th Memorial, p. 124.
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scroll has a poem by Kidô (ËË€Jã), whose works are classifred as famed utensils. This gathering is even more formal in feeling than the one found tn Sôtatsu
Nikki.lt apparently was meant to be so, because the record says at the beginning
that this gathering is in the old daisu style, which is not favoured by present day
Tea practitioners doing a wabi style of Teq and Rikyû did not like this attitude.
The tea-room was, however, a four-and-a-half-mat room facing east. The lo&onoma was fow shaku (feet) wide, and there was a tôko type of shelf in the host
place. The room also had a window facing nofh. The doorway faced east, and
above it there were two windows giving light to the room.72a This gathering was
seemingly a farewell party for the priest Kokei from Daitokuii temple, who was
expelled by Hideyoshi to Shikoku.

4.4.2.1. Comments

Rikyu had clear periods of development in his Tea. The tea diary records show
that many of the utensils Rikyû used were introduced to chadô by earlier Tea
masters, Shukô and Jô-ô. Zen proverbs in scrolls were used already by Shukô,725
and the tsurube and. teolce type of fresh-r¡/ater containers, mentsû waste-water container, a bamboo lid-rest and ba¡nboo tea scoops we¡e all used already by Jô-ô.
Jô-ô is also said to have introduced Japanese ceramics such as Bizen,Iga, Shiga'
raki anð S¿to, but Ralu was purely Rikyu's innovation. Rikyû also introduced
bamboo and basket flower vases, black-lacquered natEume (a wooden tea-caddy
for thin tea) among other items. Even though many of the utensils Rikyû used in
his Tea had already been inüoduced ea¡lier by someone else, the items that were
chosen by Rikyû were excellent pieces that only he could have chosen.
Not all of those utensils which are known to have been owned by Rilcyûu such
as the bamboo flower vase called shahthachi,T26 could be found vvithin the diaries
used in this study, but it is recorded nine times tí RiW Hyalalcaiki. Doubtless
even more dia¡ies and other records existed than those known today, and it is also
possible that all the utensils used *ere not recorded in these that we do have.
Sometimes the tea dia¡ies contain only a few notes about the utensils used" such as

în Sôþû Takniki Eiroht thirteenth year (1570) eleventh month eighteenth day
gathering, where only a kettle, a fresh-water container, and a tea bowl were mentioned. It is certain that some other utensils not mentioned here were needed for
serving tea, even though they are not recorded.

724
725
726

For ft¡rther information, see Horikuchi 1951, pp. l?0-181. See also ibid., pp. 187-188, note
2, where the origins ofthe record are briefly discussed.
Cenrytchawa, p.409.
See picture in Sen no Rikyt - The 400th Memorial, p. 95, and Hamamoto 1988, pp. 52-53.
Shakuhachi is atso mentioned in Genr¡ûchawa. See Section 4 -2.1.2 m this sudy'
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Another important irurovation by Rikyû is the construction of a small tearoom with two, three, or even one mat plus daime tatami, with a small crawl-in
entrance called nijirilarcåi. The most famous of these is Taían (Waiting Hut; see
Plate 4) at Myôkian, which is a two-mat room with a tokonoma. Taian is only
about ten squ¿re meters in area and the height of the room is only l.8l meters. In
architecture Rikyû's innovations are (besides the nijirilarchi): a special technique
of making wall corners, the shitajimada window, and the size of the doors and
windows in general in a small room, as well as the use of ea¡th colours such as in
Taian.727

A distinctive feature in Rikyû's sixties was his use of many different styles of
utensils, using elements of contrast to emphasise the beauty of each piece. He
combined tea utensils of a rough and simple wabi style alongside such luxurious
items as famed Chinese pictures on scrolls, or utensils for formal use such as
items made of old bronze. ln Nanpôrolat, Rikyû teaches about combining things
in the following way:

zJ.fþfiø2fr$,,r, t ôð4f¿ bàÈl ¡. t-. ,þoFybfi,È,^ &>D , -t-)' r
râJ õ fEl,ù. 0> + &,, â + å /¡ ¿' Ø b IL
å l¿ ó ¡rÆ ().å¡ /¿ L. É ØX L
/¡ å"f i Ø V å.ã
Ë,$2.. ) âV->€l-< t -RÆû*D&þ,, +17
^å
X)ÉF/ Aê¡.F 7.n.âF.çffi1.. É,/X^. fuË,ù.G}-rv. *Jt,,¡É¡.
4?trryLr h#Ë=7 t y F=, flñ,l*lcñdË. fi=À7XEtEÈfr =7y
. +ffiit: /#^7ütvV ¡--i- y , ?28
7,,'./v:, =/\, rtT7

^Ty,

In the little tea-room it is even better if one does not have enough utensils (all the
possible utensils available). Those who dislike utensils with little cracks or damage do

not actually have any understanding whatsoever. However, one should avoid using
contemporary ware with çracks or damage, but utensils such as an excellent Chinese
tea-caddy for thick æa (chaire) even if it may have been mended with lacquer, can be
used. Concerning combining utensils, one should combine a contempot'aq/ tea bowl
with an old Chinese tea-caddy. During Shuk6's times all the utensils used were excellent pieces, but it is said that Shukô put the Korean ldo tea bowl, his treasure, into a
brocade bag and handled it the same way as the Chinese tenmokataa bowl would have
been handled, and at the same time he used a wooden natsume type oftea-caddy, or
just an ordinary contemporÍry ceramic tea-caddy for thickæa(chaire).

Even though Rikyû himself owned many utensils, he did not display them in a
way that showed pride in owning them. The general aûnosphere tluoughout
Rikyû's tea gatherings was modest and he had clear periods when the basic utensils he used were mostly the same.

127

For further information, see Hayakawa 1995, pp. |-3T.ltcontains an excellent selection

of

pictures ofTaian.

728 Nanpôroku, p. 10. See also Hirota's tanslation (Hirota 1995, p.226). The translation given
in this study differs in the interpretation of the word gatashi which Hirota translates as
"...difficult to r.¡se..." following the dic-tionary meaning. This expression could also be understood as being a polite way of saying that something should not be done.
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of information this citation contains is that
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one

should not desire new things to replace the older ones that had been broken or
damaged. However, things repaired have to be somehow very special, such as an
old piece with a long history, or in some other way an extraordinary and valuable
utensil for its owner. Rikyû emphasised that all utensils used should be handled
equally and gives an example of Shukô, who treated the Korean ldobowl with the
same respect as the famed Chinese pieces, combining this with an ordinary
natsume or tea-caddy for thick tea (chaire). This shows that even an ordinary item
such as a Korean tea bowl, which was originally made for food and as an everyday kitchen utensil, can be special or a treasure if it is skillfully made.
In his later years, Rikyû seems to reach the point when he could 'break' the
old rules of chadô and practises the kind of Tea he liked most without thinking of
whether itis wabi style or formal style. Finally, in his sixties Rikyû found his own
sryle of chadô - he practised both the rough and austere wabí style as well as the
luxurious shoin style, both of which can be manifestations of wabi if one possesses the right state of mind, the wabi mind (see Chapter 6). Rikyû's becoming
Hideyoshi's Tea advisor at the age of sixty-two might also have influenced this
development of his Tea,72e ¡ust as Rik]'u had influenced Hideyoshi's taste in Tea.
Hideyoshi liked luxurious things such as the Golden tea-room or famed utensils
and, being his Tea advisor, Rikyu could not avoid them. Howeve¡ it cannot be
claimed that all the luxurious items Rikyû owned or used were due to Hideyoshi's
influence. As the tea diaries show, Riþó also liked a luxurious or refined style of
Tea himself, but not to such a extent, perhaps, as Hideyoshi. He used one or trÃ¡o
pieces here and there during the different segments of the tea gathering. On the
contrary, Rikyû's personality and style of Tea had a definite influence on Hideyoshi and his taste in Tea
The idea of contrasting elements is visible in the following passage of

Nanpôroku, in which Rikyû emphasises the idea
balanced with one's outer appearance:

of using utensils that

tÉE-,tlD)

ÈF¡vfre+l-. tF. H=)Í.'t), tf.t,*.8'fllz3a. ,¡¡=+?7 7 V
2 tJ'ft,ltvú:rfV)ã, !J. t*ËÈ=,tËRu.. 7v \ ù =7*ã./'L'= 7,
X, ãLìl:,t:. ùtvt¡yrùv, v+ËEsy, veÃ7 r,+lp!)1=f
4a¡¿, t3o
Rikyû always said that to use utensils that suit oneself is appropriate. For Rikyt who
was a big man, the small utensils suited well. A big man handling big utensils looks
only unrehned and silly and it surely does not express the suti heart. An old person
should choose utensils that are elegant and beautiful. Ifthe sense ofwabi is emphasised
too strongly, one will loose the sense of freshness.

72e

sôkyû Takaiki, p. 390.

730 Nanpôroku, p.2E4.

a¡e
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Again, the idea of polarity, i.e., big and small or rough and refined is stressed.
This citation contains an unwritten zuggestion that for a young man, utensils being
rough or even austere is appropriate. One should avoid overdoing the waåi style in
choosing utensils because it causes a lack of freshness and the impression will
be poor and shabby. This again can be compared with the information based on
Rikyû's tea diaries: while young, Rikyû used quite rough and simple utensils, but
in his later years he chose beautiful pieces such as celadon flower v¿lses or celadon
incense burners, chidori kôro and Kôchi ware7st of hotei, as well as a Gyokukan
(:EaFfi) picture scroll. The use of large tea jars in his later years may also have a
connection to this subject. However, in general it can be said that Rikyû did not
favour celadon and in the classics only a few examples of their use is found.732
The use of elegant and refined old bronze utensils occurred quite often in the tea
diaries during Rikyû sixties. In RH and in NÇ which were both supposedly
recorded in Rikyû's later years, a simila¡ tendency is seen: becoming aged himself,

Rikyû sta¡ted to use beautiful utensils such as Mokkei's (tkl*) picture scroll,
Teika's scroll, or the Picture of a Sparrow, all of which are more soft and sensitive
in feeling than the Zen words he also preferred.
The selection of Ri\rfi's incense containers included many especially beautiftrl items, such as a container having a shape of sparrow or wild duck (the latter is
Kôchi ware), Chinese carved incense containers (gurílcôgo), old bronze incense
container called, hoya, or an incense container made of mother-of pearl.733 In addition to these, the use of an ivory tea scoop or a tea bowl with a picture is found.
It can be imagined that all of these were beautiful objects, some of which were
decorated and colourful. The use of beautiful objects, which for the most part were
also famed tea utensils, supports the claim that one should practise Tea that natu-

rally fits one's form of life a¡rd social circumstarices. The aged Rikyû had gained a
high social status and had become wealthy enough to purchase these utensils, and
moreover, he had connections that made this possible. This might be one reason
for the luxurious style of Tea Hideyoshi practised.

73t Kfuhi ware: K,ôchi is a type of ceramics having

732

733

bright green, yellow and dark brownish
colours. The name of the ceramics refen to the part of the former empire that was later part
of Indochina. Today it is part of Vieham. After Vieûram became independent in the lOth
cenn¡ry, this part was called Annam or Kôchi by the Chinese.
See, for example, Imai Sôkyû Chanoyu no Nikki Nukigaki, p. 38: at Rilq¡û's gathering in
Tenshó fowteenth year (1586) twelfth month sixteenth day, Chitori lcórô was used. Or,
Kitano Daichayu no Ki, p. 6: at Rikyû's gathering in Tenshô fifreenth year (1587) tenth
month first day, a celadon flower vase was used. Or, Sôtan Nikki, p. 256:. at Rilcyû's
gathering in Tenshô eighteenth year (1590) ninth month tenth day, the square type ofthe
celadon incense bumer was used. RilqÁ's rare use of celadon ware is also noted by StanleyBaker 1990, p. 149.
For Rikyû's incense bumers, see Sen no

Rikyt

-

The 400th Memorial, pp. 69, 23

l.
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Rikyû warned of overdoing the wabi style of tea because of the danger that
Tea would become only an expression of poverty and shabbiness. That is why he
prefened beautiñrl tea utensils for contast as he became aged himself. Even as his
Tea became lighter in outer appearance during his later yeats, 'the heart of the
Tea', the spirit of the gathering, which is usually suggested in the choice of the
hanging scroll, became deeply philosophical in content. This is understood, for
example, with the extensive use of Rinzai Zen words on scrolls, as well as Kokei's
writings. Rilqrû emphasised the philosophical aspects of Tea by saying that a
hanging scroll is the most important item in Tea. ln Nanpôroht, Rilqrû describes
the meaning of scrolls as follows:

E A ffi -ØìäEz. tr v. *' 4lJ* =* øÐ = HØ-,ù. æÉØ þJ &'.
æwäffi- ¿T. *ÍãJø,ù.å it:lû. *ä.Ë^ . &ffiØffiùHffiló
&. {è#o)üt¡'l¿'( óS/¡È{b. ålt g{rffi^øËffit¡ g* l¿ð ätRHð+
734
þ, v), wã+lc {¡¡[ar' ;¿- Ér ø)HË ! 2r,f,. {¡ ù2Så,. ÊË âE[î-r L.

Hryz

ÊE

No utensil is more important than a hanging scroll. It is placed there for both th€ guests
and the host, to reach the state of samidhi,73s through concentrating on chanoyu, and
leading them to the realisation of awakening. The most important scrolls are calligraphy by Zen monks: one should venerate the tn¡e hea¡t ofthe words wrinen there and
admire the virtue of the writer, the practitioners of the Way, a¡d of the earlier Masters'
One should not hang the works of an ordinary layman in the tokonoma, but sometimes
poets' works on the Way are used. If the tea-room is four-and-a-half+atami mats,
which differs very much in feeling (or spirit) from an ordinary linle thatched-hut tearoom, one needs to be even more carefi¡l in choosing a suitable scroll.

According to this p¿¡ssage, the hanging scroll, and especially tlrose containing Zen
related words, should be like guidelines ot act as a stimulus on the Way to attain
the enlightenment, satori. Further, this salori is reached by concentrating wholeheartedly on what is written on the scroll. Concentration not only concems the
scrolls but also all the actions carried out in Tea. However, no other utensil used
in the tea-room possesses this kind of philosophical value as a means to attain the
state of safori.

734 Nanpôroku, p. 10.

73s Warder t970, pp.
one's thought from

89-90. In Buddhism concenfating on sometbing
distaction is called sanâdhi.

firlþ by withdrawing
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4.5. ANECDOTES EXPLAINING RIIilÛ'S IDEA OFWABICN¿NÔ

In the following, some

anecdotes not previously mentioned in this study are
introduced in order to clarify Rikyû's persona as a Great Master of Tea as well as
his idea of wabichadô. Some of the stories are quite amusing, some of them
sarcastic but they show that Ril$'û was quite an eccentric personality, being quicktempered but very resolute in his ideas of wabi in chadô, as well as being a üue
Master of Tea with an extraordinary sense for beauty.?36
The first citation is from Nanpôrolw and it deals with the'art'of walking u/ith
gela shoes:

ÉÆØü7t'.. ãù+Èt lF7¡'ì = l-. ffiEå,/ Ê.t&, H*/ *7 r1 +
ú'¡È*z,tvl.\, flnfr,. E=ìy /Ê, ÐJÃ4üJä7* ¡?tvlZþ, ù,
fr<vrT+ I ù=. Xly7v*tvlù=+T27. tFtÈ=4R,È'/¡ã
lrrthä l.v/u-ry. 19,6 )LtrîWAlyflry, RÐ=l ì=i, ::,¿!L
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Entering the roji, both the guest and the host shall wear special wooden sandals called

geta.This is Jô-ô's rule. Because roTi is a place where trees and plants are covered with
dew and one needs to pass it when entering and leaving the gathering, it is said that
wearing gela sandals helps to distinguish from the sound of thc footwear the skillñ¡l
and less-skillful Tea person. The sound of the skillful person is not noisy or stealthy
steps, but rather calm and quiet like the steps of one who has reached the heart of
detachment (mushin). One who lacks the true understanding of Tea is not capable of
making this judgment. In these days, Rikyû favoured straw-footwear with bottoms
made of leather. They were called sekita. When Sôkei inquires about this new footwear
that Rikyû had made at thç c¡ty of tmaichi in Sakai, and used in the roji path, Rilcyt
answers, "to wear geta footwear [instead of sekital is definitely not wrong. However,
Jô-ô has already said that there are no more than three persons including Rikyt and
Jô-ô himself who are capable of wearing geta skillfirlly. Today, in Kyôto, Sakai, and
Nara there are about ten devotees of Tea and no more than five of them, including you,
Sôkei, who can wear gefa footwear skiltfully..."

This citation shows the importance of reaching the state of wabi mind, the
absolute freedom of the heart and the true understanding of Tea. Whether a person

has attained this desirable state can be heard from one's footsteps: an unskillful
person will walk like a thief but a skillful person will walk so that the sound he
makes is calm, sure and tranquil. The sound of the footfall does not limit one to
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The book called Stories from a Tea-room l|/indow (1982) contains some of the s¿¡me anecdotes used in this study, and several others not used here, and it, along with Dennis Hi¡ota's
book llind in the Pines (1995), has been an aid in the translations.

737 Nanpôroku, pp.6-7.
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wear geta only in the rojí, but this is also appreciated if one can make proper
sounds while walking inside the tea-room wearing ¡aåi socks. In this sense,

walking and how it is emphasised is similar to .À[ó theatre, where a simple way of
walking is an expression of concentration and mastery: the center of gravity is
rather low, one keeps the feet in contact with the tatami, and steps must be firm
and the mind calm. It sounds easy but is quite difficult to put into practise.
originally wearing geta,wooden footwear, prevented feet getting dirty or wet
in the roTi path. Later, straw footwear called sedta was designed by Rikyû (used
in Tea even today) and the citation above suggests indirectly that sekita footwear
were mostly for beginners and geta for those who could walk properly with them,
i.e., for the Masters. of course, geta were used by everyone but wearing them also
reveals whether the person is skillful in Tea or not, because the sound of the gera
is noisier than the sound of the sekita and if an unskillful person walks wearing

geta,the sound may be disturbing and even unbea¡able.
l/ith this story Rikyû shows that a real Master of rea has to be able to walk
in a proper way, too. It means being skillfi,rl in every single matter conceming Tea
and mastering even natural skills such as walking and sining and making them a
part of the Art of Tea. For mastering Tea as an art, one also has to master one's
body and self. Furthermore, to become a Master of Te4 one must become ,a mas-

ter of the heart' as noted in shukô's Kolcoro no Fumi (see section 3.1.2). Becoming 'a master of the heart' leads to mastering other things naturally. However, this
is the most diffrcult step towards the status of a master.

The next citation is also from Nanpôrofu and shows the need for delicate
sensitivity and for aesthetic values to become a Great Tea Master.

äÁ, EØ*t,FIL,tE&>L*(t¡àà+i

ll,f,'fi$-r¿. ftã ø )azr f: !
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{.) lr 7kàù*ì <tlî-rL. E. ÐkfiØã, X¡.Ë¡Eú)^åt t..*frfc t)
t-41W'> ì/¡ð l¡u.. H* !Ë(. *7kltEäl¿/itrt:(HÌùÀ L. 738
Rikyû says, on the gathering ofa snowy day one should try ro be carefr¡l not to leave
too many fooçrins [on the ground]. on the top of the stepping stones, water shall be
poured carefully to melt the snow only from the stones. on every occasion, the water
basin, tsukubai must be filled with water and to make it easier to seç, snow should be
melted away around the water basin by using the water. Bu! when the snow hæ fallen
deep into the water basin and on the fees nearby making a fascinating scene, it is
better to leave the snow .rs it is. Then it is better to place the katafuchi pitcher in the
wailing arbour (koshikalø nachiai) for washing water.

The story teaches that Tea is not only preparing tea in the right way and correct
manner, but possessing an overwhelming artistic sensibility that overlooks
nothing - not even the beauty of the snow. on a snowy day roji should be left as
738 Nanpôroku, p.9
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untouched as possible to prctect the sense of purity, and therefore, one needs to be

carefirl to avoid making footprints. On any occasion one should try to maintain the
feeling of purity and natu¡alness in the roji path. As understood ñom the citatior¡
rules and teachings in chadô show the general direction but everyone has to
consider carefully different possibilities based on the fact that every occasion is
unique and no absolute rule can be given.
The following citation continues the discussion of the tea gathering on a
snowy evening.
É
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ln the evening gatherings when the snow has fallen, as a general rule one should avoid
using stone lanterns in the roli path. Because of the white snow the light is not seen
clearly and light becomes wan. However, depending on the arrangement of nees and
the appearance of the roTi path, it is difficult to speak unconditionally.

Rikyû really enjoyed the beauty of the snow, and according to this cited passage,
he thinks that the light that snow reflects is enough during the evening gatherings
held in the winter. In general, Riþû prefened natural light. In the evening
gatherings, moonlight is the best and if there is no high and thick foliage, the natu-

ral light from the snow should also be enough. These citations demonstrate that
Rikyu preferred fust of all naturalness and the feeling of pwity. He seemed to
prefer darkness more than the overwhelming light of the glittering snow and stone
lamps. Wamings to be careful not to leave too many footprints in the snow and to
avoid the use of stone lanterns whenever possible, also show that he gently guided
his guests to total concentration and control over their bodies and movements, and
also toward the enlightenment. Darkness is another way of promoting these senses
and the goal of reaching enlightenment; in the dark roii, where the only light is
given by the snow, all one's senses will be vigilant and one will sense things that
would otherwise be almost impossible to see or hear. The use of darkness as an
effective way to strengthen one's senses, being'tuly awake', could be understood
as a form of Rikyû's sense of minimalism in beauty. He wanted to keep everything
simple and to avoid embellishments. Whenever something could be reduced he
did it, such as the size of his tea-rooms, the number of famed utensils used in Tea
or the intensity of the light.
The next citation shows that

Riþû

the beautiful view to the sea from his

frütr, #.ØW&lÈË ì

also wanted partly to cover (to obstruct)

roii tn Sakai City:
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ñlr<âÆbã *lb. H&*61¿:.
739 Nanpôroku, p.9.
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There was beautiñ¡l scen€ry all the way to the sea from Riþdi's tea-house at Sakai city.
Rikyi¡ did not like it so much, and therefore he planæd ùees to obstuct the view of the
sea and to hide the scenery. However, while using the stone water basin (rsz&zóar) one
could catch a glimpse of it behind the trees. This is also how the constr¡ction of the
roTi should be understood. In a poem by Sôgi (1421-1 502), it says:
sea / floating gently into the garden / behind the trees
Rikyû loved this poem and he kept it is as a guideline for making the roTi path.

Only a touch of

One can imagine how charming the view from Riþrû's

roji

path all the way to the

Riþrir seems to consider it to be too perfect, perhaps in catching the guests' interest and disturbing the
calmness of their mind, causing excitement, which is against the essential meaning of wabichadô. The essential meaning of wabichadô does not lie in perfect
things nor in great moving feelings but rather in insufficiency and the absolute
freedom of the mind. In practice this means that one does not have to see the se4
it is enough if one knows it is there, conveying the idea of being satisfied with
insuffrciency. Absolute freedom of the mind is attained when one no longer has
any desire to see the sea or to experience pleasures ofthis world, but is satisfied
with things as they are. One does not have to see the sea with one's own eyes: it is
enough to see it through the eyes ofone's hea¡t. This is also one form ofhaving
sea must have been in his tea-house ar Sakai city. Hoïvever,

reached the absolute freedom ofthe heart.

This story of Rikyû is simila¡ to Kenkô's Tsurezuregusa, in which he writes
about people admiring only the full moon and cherry blossoms in full bloom.Tar
Kenkô criticises people who only wait to see the cherry blossoms in full bloom or
the full moon in autumn. He raises a question: would not the moon be more
beautifi.¡l beneath the clouds and the cherry blossoms lovelier when scattering
away in the mild spring breeze. Similar to the ñilI moon in Kenkô's story, Rilcyû
wants to show that rather than wishing for an unhampered view of the sea, one
should be able to appreciate the beauty and charm of the scenery where the sea is
seen through the branches ofthe trees.
The following story continues the theme of evening gatherings and introduces
the role of flowers:

&*tctrë,èßfrå:¿. Ë¡køãr¡9vt, rßw.3.ãÈv*.øiz.-, ä â l:
trEl.t q (ì/\ltF=ffiu) V&. fu&Øf,z¿,,¡,ttf. Éå tr¿õ.#, t l,', llrF?å
F"a. *i\Ë7Ë ¿ì,.å+tr8tffiØ&*.fi,. þtr8èffit-6s/.Gffi,ffit: 6 ,¿.
&>69.4.
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Tsurezuregus4 pp. 231-235 (Chapter 137).
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From the times of old, there has been a custom of avoiding the use of flowers in the
evening gatherings. Jô-ô and Rþû, having had close discussion on this, decided that
in the evening gatherings, too, flowers can be used. Howeve¡ one should not use
colourful flowers, but rather white flowers. Several kinds of flowers are accepted.
Besides this, there exists an oral transmission of praiseworthy old m¡mners concerning
the 'flowers of the flames'. Especially in celebrative gatherings, one should consider
very carefully whether these 'flame flowers' suit the occasion.

The suggestion of using white flowers instead of colourful flowers is understandable because in times of old, the tea-rooms were quite dark and in the dim
room one could not see different colours clearly. White flowers possess a kind of
natural glow that colourñ¡l flowers do not possess. Nanpôroht says that several
kinds flowers are accepted, but r¡s a general rule flowers with a strong smell,
plants with fruit, or flowers with a name of unpleasant connotation, such as bones
(kôbone) that gives an image of death, a negative cha¡acter of personality as
cockscomb (keitô),or even prostitute Qorô),should be avoided.Ta3
Conceming unpleasant connotations, one should be carefl¡l in using the
'flame flowers' even though they are used on celebrative occasions because they
arc also used as an omen to gain some material (economic) profit in old beliefs
and money is one of the unfavou¡able themes in the tea-room. This example
transmits the deep sensibility for another person's feelings found in Japanese culture and manners of Tea. Then, too, it strengthens the impression that Rikyir was
ca¡eful never to give even a hint of unpleasant connotations inside the tea-room,
confirming that Tea masters must consider carefully every single act and object in
the tea-room.
The next story deals with the theme of light and da¡kness. The meaning of the
change of light during the tea gathering plays a very essential role: the fnst half of

the gathering is dark and the second half of the gathering is light. Nanpôroht
explains this as follows:

AÆ-'ÉÆ/Æfa]/ a 1.. ftã. älz.H. :ftt:l$, = tz t iå
&,- fiÆ.=ftnfiîtfu, &+k74#+. f; =ffi7 ù U, 7 ) 4 -Æ.Ê
/ Wl, . Èã F"e= ;q,¡7 ! .'&.Æ.t,787 4 l. æ+9 +, I . ffi. n I
v T F , .. TW/ff'ry, {tll,*.#-lv ¡s=e. xfi,,/Ër+,, * Ëåe
=ìzì rt 4 7*t87 ztv= 1.. X^,/f+fü =7 ! , ?4

&ã6=7,

In the tea-room there is a special flavour for the first haÃf (shoza) and the latter half
(goza) of the gathering. Rikyû says that the fint half of the gathering is called in (yin)
and the latter yô þtang) and this is the general rule. During tbe first half, the hanging
scroll is put up in the tokonoma, the kettle is boiling gently and the windows are cov-

742
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Nanpôroku, p. 7. 'Flame flowers' (ËlË) contains two Chinese characters fre or light (ó)
and flower (,ta) and it means the leftover (cinder) of the burnt heart of the candle that recalls
the shape of an imaginative flower.
For the forbidden flowers, see Nanpôroku, p. 7, or Hirota 1995, pp. 222-223.

744 Nanpôroku, p.212.
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ered with the reed screens þudar), All these things are done to promotc the feeling
of
in (yin) in the gathering, and both the host and the guest should reach this spirit (heart).
During the latter half of the gathering (goza) the flowen a¡e set, the kenie is boiling
nicely, the sudarescreens are taken away and so forth, All of tl¡ese acts are done for
the feeling of yô @ang). These are general rules but one has to think of different ways
of carrying out the gathering depending on whether the weathçr is hne or cloudy, cold
or warm, or very humid. This is something that all devotees of rea must consider for
themselves.

This citation indicates Riþû's fascination with the da¡kness. Even though there is
a change from da¡k to light, chadô could., in fact, be called a beauty of darkness.
Small tea-rooms are built in a way that direct sr¡rshine never shines into the tearoom. Therefore, even in bright sunshine, inside the tea-room it is quite dark, and
the first

halfofthe gathering that is said to be da¡k is actually even da¡ker than the

halfofthe

gathering. one can hardly see. That makes the occasion very
different from those in western countries, where it would be considered rude to
make one's guests sit in a da¡k room. Concerning this, Sei Shônagon writes about
the beauty of darkness in Mahtra no Sôshi as follows:
second

bt6li&."
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Music is best in the evenings. And people's faces when you cannot see them clearly

one reason for the fascination with darkness is, of course, that there

\ryere no

modem effective lamps available at that time. Moreover, the tea-room architecture
does not even try to make the room as light as possible (compared to the sz&þa
style of architecture, such as in Katsura Riþ,û or Shûgatain where the windows
can be a kind of panorama view of the garden) because the light disturbs the
feeling of tranquillity. small tea-rooms are built to be dark: windows can be many

but they are small (and they may even face north) and have a bamboo lattice in
front of them. The doorway is a small nijiriguchi style of crawl-in entrance, and
the colours of the materials are dark earth-colours (brownish). Dark has a quieting
effect; it calms the mind and hea¡t and helps concentration, and makes it easie¡ to
attain the enlightenment, which in Tea means attaining the ultimate state of mind
which both the host and the guests should be able to reach. In this state, the host
and the guest reach mutual understanding and there exists no force to please or
entertain. One becomes honest and frank and attains absolute freedom from earthly affairs, and naturalness in all acts. One attains the state where one is free to accept oneself and everything else as such. The dark sensitizes all the senses and one
will experience things and feelings in a deep ¿¡d unique way.
Another reason for keeping the tea-room quite dark is to achieve contrasting

elements, darkJight which we have shown to be one principal element in Tea.
Also, luxurious tea utensils look more beautifi¡l in a dim tea-room where the
745

Makura no Sôshi, p. 249 (Chapter 2 t4).
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of darkness sofren the colours and tone down the lines of decoration.Ta6
Further, dark supports the formal feeling or even the sacred feeling that comes
from the mysterious darkness and quiet in the first half of the gathering when

shades

thick tea is served. In contrast, during the second half, when thin tea is served, the
tea-room is made light by taking the sudare screen away giving way to a feeling
inside the tea-room tbat is more informal, energetic and lively. During the second
half more discussion is ca¡ried on; conüasting with the quiet and calm atmosphere
during the serving of the thick te4 the atmosphere becomes more relaxed and
strengthens the feeling of togethemess. During the first half, everyone tries to find
freedom from secular matters, they tum to question their hearts, but during the
second half after this state of mind is attained, the host and the guest share this
ultimate state of mind. They will be able to give something to the others because
all the effort is no longer needed to gain something for themselves, and this makes
it possible to enjoy the gathering even more deeply and uniquely.
Dividing the tea gathering into fi¡st and second halves also shows that the
rules conceming how tea is served were established to some e)ftent during Rikyû's

times; sometimes it is even claimed that Rikyu alone was responsible for this.
According to the classical sources used for this snrdy, it can be shown that this is
not the whole tn¡th: Jô-ô, among othe¡ Tea masters, has also influenced how the
rules and regulations were formed.TaT Concerning mles and regulations, in the
following citation the differences between formal thick tea and informal thin tea
are explained in more detail:
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746 Simifarly, in

Tsuranregttsa, Kenkô says that ornâmeûts and rich colou¡s in things and in
materials, such as kimonos, are their best in the night. Tsurezuregusa" pp. 326-327 (Chapter
l9l). See also Tanizaki 1975, p.22, and pp. 3l-31. ln these chapters, Tanizaki describes
the beauty of gold in statues of the Buddh4 in brocade, or in lacquer w ork (makie) with gold
and silver decorations. Tanizaki mentions that the shadows somehow wrap around these
items, sofrening tlre lines and colours of the decorations. See also Sei Shônagon: Makura no
Sôshi, pp. 312-313 (Chapter 302). Similarly, Sei Shônagon praised the beauty of a Japanese
kimono in the winter moonlight.
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Tanaka and Tanaka 1998, p.48.

Nanpôroku, pp. 368-369.

A similar

idea is also found in Nanpôrokq p. 264:.
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Thin tea Qtsucha) should be prepared with a humble mind [informal mind] but the style
of preparing tea should be carried out with the most respectful manners [formal way]
and practicing tea like this causes that the result is not coarse. Thick tea (koicha)
should be prepared with the most respectfi¡l mind [with a formal mind] but the style of
preparing tea should be humble [informal]. The style of preparing thick tea hæ been
originally formal and thin tea informal, and therefore, if one thinks of thick tea being
informal [by nature] one will succeed in preparing tea with a good style. Both the style
of preparing thick tea and thin t€a must be understood in this manner. Important famed
utensils especially should not be handled too lightly. By practising ha¡d, one will
naturally attain understanding of the meaning of this. If one handles a very rare and
valuable famed utensil, it is good to maintain the feeling of a formal heart [full of respect] but yet to prepare tea with a decisive mânner and handle utensils with ease. ff
one handles utensils with uncertainty [nervously and cautiously], one's way ofpreparing tea becomes small and timid [unpleasant to look ât], too. This is also against the
true heart [essential nature] of the small tea-room. Riþt also said that these things
should be learnt from the ùue mind(heart).

In this citation, contrasts arc found behveen the mind and the act. Thick tea should
be performed with a humble mind and thin tea with lofty mind because the style
of serving thick tea is sublime and the style of serving thin tea is more casual. If a
formal style of thick tea is served u,ith a lofty mind, the result becomes too
sublime and too noble. On the other hand, if more informal thin tea is served with
a humble mind, the result is too casual and ordinary. To maintain the balance,
these contrasting styles and states of mind have to be reconciled. The citation
shows that for Rikyû, Tea was not a ritual nor a ceremony that should be ca¡ried
out with a holy spirit and stiffbehaviour. Nor was it for him just an entertainment
party in order to amuse the guest. For Rilq¡û, Tea seems to be something between

it is an aesthetic occasion giving an opporhmity to eqioy art pieces and
the artistic creativity of a skillñ¡l m¡¡ster having deep philosophical values at its
base. The citation also illustrates how important the nuances were for RilcJrû.
Rikyû claimed that it was not enough if one could serve tea in a proper style, but
that this act must also be ca¡ried out with the right state of mind. All acts are
considered means to attain this ultimate state of mind and the tea-room itself is
these two:

considered to express the pure world of the Buddh4 where the 'Tea enlightenment'
becomes possible. A skillful host will easily find a proper \À/ay of serving tea for
each occasion, and this emphasises the idea that every gathering is unique and

cannot be ca¡ried out twice in the same way. Riþú's idea of naturalness is also
emphasised in this citation by saying that besides maintaining the proper state of

^.i,. F=z t) ú=a/v = I.J- ,. rtE +Iù=7. ffi+&l,sk

'Riþû

says,

thick tea (koicha) should be prepared in an informal way (or feeling) and preparing thin tea
(uvcha) should be done in a most formal way. One needs to consider careñrlly and truly to
understand the difference between these two things. There are changes iD style [ofpreparing
Tea] depending on the time and place. This may seem eâsy to carry out but it contains essen-

tial secret information [ofthe procedure of chanøyuJ;
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mind, one should be able to act naturally. True naturalness becomes possible in
the ultimate state of mind (see in more detail sections 2.3.7 and3.2).
The following story also concems the importance of possessing the special
kind of mind for chadô, being always prepared at heaxt to welcome guests which
is vital for a wabi Tea practitioner.
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In the spring when the cherry blossoms were blooming, RiþrÍi left for the

Eastem

Mountains with one wabiTea person. On ttre way, they started to Alk and Rikyû asked
his companion whether he left the kettle ready before leaving the house, where to the
wabiTea practitioner answered, No I did not because I leñ the house so early in the
morning to accompany you.' Rikyû said,'O how dare you think of practicing the wabi
style of Tea with that attitude! Go straight back to your house and set tl¡e kettle on ûre
fire. You never know if someone will pay you a visit in the evening.'

Rikyû was very definite in his ideas of wabichadô and he did not hesitare to
correct his disciples. One of the principles is that awabi Tea person should always
be ready to welcome guests. Being prepared not only concerns the practical preparations needed for serving tea, such as having a kettle on the fire, the tea-room
cleaned, and flowers inthe tokonoma,but also being ready in one's heart. Being
ready in one's heart means that Tea is no longer just rules to follow or a play to act
but it has become a part of one's everyday life (Section 3.2.2) in a state where one
has reached the absolute freedom of the mind.

Earlier in this study (Section 2.3.1) a simila¡ idea was inhoduced citing Zencharoht, in which it says that one needs to aim for the 'absolute preparedness of
the heart' or towa¡d'self-discipline' in doing things. This is reached when the lack
of freedom becomes absolute freedom, insufficiency becomes fully satisfactory in
every respect, and finally unpreparedness tums into being fully prepared both in
body and in mind. To give an example, it is not the same if one has cleaned the
house against one's will or full of anger because one is ordered to do so, as it is
if one had cleaned the house with pleasure and satisfaction. The result in both
cases might be a clean house, but in the latter case one has not only ca¡ried out the
orders in the course of everyday life but also completed them with the right spiritual attitude. It is not the same if one just follows orders and acts as taught; one
must fulfill all the rules with one's hea¡t and every act must come from one's
sincerest spirit (Section2.3.4).?s0Ttte wabi person in this story seems to follow
749
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the idea of wabi like a role in a play and it has not yet become a part of his everyday life. Rikyû wanted to correct him and show that he still tacks in spiritual training and he must pmctice ha¡der.
The next citation shows that Rikyû disliked people who were not honest and
frank, those who pretended to be something they were not:

/'L#JT . t>64Ø:å. tmÌ?fi.,-Ølf.âl:-. à'ø1Êà!- \å3L, æ
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å./¡å. ç \ b 9 < ÆØ rr ¿ ¿¿^øËrl¡{.}. L tt õ ä ì Ìr2., +*tr *f l. It +
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In the place called Morikuchi there lived a poor Tea practitioner. This person was an
acquaintance of Rikyû and he had invited Rikyt to come over to have a cup of tea
someday. On one winter day, when Riþú was on his way from Ôsaka to the capital
[Kyôto], he remembered these kind words of the poor devotee of Tea (person devoted
to the waåi style ofTea) and since the evening had already darkened he decided to pay
him a visit. The host welcomed Rikyû delightedly and guided him into the tea-room.
Rikyû was satisfied in seeing the truly vaói sÇle of the humble dwelling. After a
while, they heard sounds at tt¡e window like someone who would like to come for a
visit. The host took the lamp with handle and bamboo pole (the end is cleaved into a
fork) and went outside. He set the portablc lamp under the lemon tree, picked up two
ChÍnese lemons using the bamboo pole, and refumed into the tea-house. Rilg¡t followed these happenings and wondered what kind of food the host might prepare from
the lemon and found this wabi Tea practitioner's way of hospitality very interesting.
Just as Rikyt had thought [it would happen], rhe ¿riso soup (bean paste soup) with
lemon was served, and añer the first round of sale, a beautifully round boiled fish
paste, de¡ivered all the way from Ôsaka, was canied in. Rikyt understood that someone had informed the host of his coming already the evening before, and therefore, the
host prepared fish and other delicacies to be served for Rilqfû. Ever¡hing that had
looked so honest and unpretentious showed to be false. Rilqd was disappointed and
even though he had had no more than a halfofthe served sake, he said,'cause I have
things to do in Kyôto I shall stay no longer', and lefr- No matter how hard the others
tried to make him stay Rilgnl took no notic€. Even though raåi means to use ìvhatcver
one has on hand, one shoutd not use things not suitable for the waåi style ofTea.
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the Book of Tea there is a story about Rilcyû and Sôan (see 4.2.3) in whicb Rikyû had
asked Sôan to clean the rojí path and no matter how carefully Sôan cleaned it was not clean
enough for Rikyû. With this story, Rikyt teaches that too much cleaning disturbs the natural

feeling, but also that
important.

it is not

the ac! but the spirit in which the act is carried out that is

Chawashigetsusht, pp. 205-206.
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This story shows that Rikyû was quite a short-tempered man and once he got
change his mind. when Rikyû thought that he was mislead
by the host, he did not bother even to be polite and to stay until the gathering was
over, but he Ieft causing quite a stir. Rikyu got angry because the host was not
sincere. The wabí Tea practitioneds behaviour did not reflect the idea of being
always prepared to ïvelcome a sudden guest because he intentionally prepared
welcoming Rikyû with delicacies. He wanted to please the famous Master of Tea,

anw, nothing could

even though, according to the principles of wabichadô, he ought to üy to show
hospitality in a way that 'a hea¡t is not awa¡e its being a heart', i.e., in a ruly
natwal way (see Section 2.3.7).For a wabi Tea man it means accepting things as
they are, finding even'the insufficiency sufficient', and not desiring more.
In this story Rikyûr teaches that one should practise Tea in a way that fits
one's life,7s2 even though one may have by chance some delicacies in the house,
one should never serve something that stands against the sense of wabi. Rilgrû's
criticism was that the wabí practitione/s actions were not honest and sincere to the
idea of wabi in Tea because he wanted to be bener than he was, and therefore,
showed dissatisfaction for the insufficiency of the modest wabi style of Tea and
life. This indicates that this waåi person had not realised 'the freedom in lack of
freedom', but rather he was still attached to the things of this world.
Rikyû not only admired things of perfection, but he could also find beauty in
broken utensils, as is shown in the story about a leaking bamboo flower vase
called Onjôjí (Plate l8a):

(rFl.å.ül:ãä. trâ L, ffiØþh,ùi.D zt<ø
L/:r D <Ëú)tãþ!tâtzt<, ¡rfr\ !Fðtr,/:futÈ. ã, È,^Øìr V &

äÐffiiû*øfãlctrEþ\v
ù,ñlì.9årr.å,.

?s3

One Tea person looked at Rikyt, who had set flowers into the bamboo flower vase
called Onjôji and hung it to the tokonoma pillar. The water was dripping from the
crack onto the tatami making it wet and the Tea practitioner asked Rikyt about this.
Rikyû answered thaq 'in these water drops exists the soul of the flower vase'.

Rikyû's companion seems to be concerned about the leaking flower vase, that the
dripping water would dampen the tatami and darnage it. However, for Rilcyû the
dripping water gave a special sense of beauty to the vase, representing for him the
soul of the vase. According to Riþû, items of little damage were not necessarily
unsuitable for use, and in some cases the crack might even create or deepen the
true spirit and sense of beauty in the utensil. Usually cracked tea utensils, such as
tea bowls, were repaired with goldTsaor lacquer, if they were somehow remarkable

7s2
7s3

See Section 4.2.2: comments, and Section 4.2.3: story about middle gate in

diflerent schools

ofTea.
Chawashigetsusht, p.206. See also Mori and Mori 1982, pp.40-41. This book has a longer
version of the story. See picture of Onjôji n Sen no Rik¡nl - The 400th Memorial, p. 96.
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pieces for the owner, or in the case of faned utensils. Fine bamboo flower vases

might also be repaired with rivets but this did not make them waterproof.
The next story is about úe ceramic tea-caddy, chaire, that was nothing special before it was broken, but repairing it gave it an interesting look. Some
examples where the tea utensils were intentionally broken can also be found in the
classics. However, these exarnples need careful examination

to

see whether they

really express a kind of aesthetic value or whether they convey something else, for
example about the personality of the Tea person.

€ü å u.^ ã Hffi , W.Ø Lffi# VI¿ â ù', ftjfF/¡ å fg È (. ll L Ð ( rË Ë lr
H L l: lr ¡Ë. tt. -tåJfil:ì,\ 6àfF&. ë*ãllfrv (&. EËtñfrfir¡r ! þ
#^*ô *¡ Lðå.61¿(. ãffi lEfFËfiÊtt 6 Þ, Ètcã.ì 6 tuÉo)^È
b ) < l¡'*-D . +4 å'à#<Xâ tæV. å/¿ r ûtFl. ì Èl¿ir,¡..
Ë<: ?*JvÊ,*t¡tt¿ (. t ¿ ø¡\-ffi*T. ¡(ÊftB+È ¿ û)ffiÈ
ã--t,r(.1.S v), X^f[H,È àþÀ ¿ <F ¡-6. zss
One Tea man from Sakai ov¿ned the katatsuki (shouldered) type ofthe tea-caddy for
thick tea called Cloudy Mountain. He invited Rilq¡t and some other people to the tea
gathering, where for the flirst time he used this tea-caddy for thick tea, but Rikyû paid
hardly any attention to it Afrer the guests had left, the host was very disappointed and
murmured tl¡at if Rikyû does not like this piece it is worth nothing, and broke the
chaire on the iron stand of the hearth. An acquaintance of the host saw this and gathered all the broken pieces of the chairc,tookthem home and repaired it himself. After
awhile, Rikyû was again invited to a tea gathering by this Tea practitioner, where he
showed Rilq¡û the repaired chaire.'rühat a marvelous chairet'Rikyt said and praised
the beauty of the piece. This Tea person told the original owner what Rikyt had said
about the chaire and returned it, expressing the hope that he would take very good care
ofthe tea-caddy.

According to Saito Yuriko, the aesthetics of imperfection and insuffrciency comprises rwo rypes of utensils: accidentally and intentionally broken objects.756 At
first glance, this story seems to belong to Saito's second $oup of intentionally
broken things, conveying the idea of the beauty of imperfection, but actually the
chaire was neither accidentally broken, because the host broke it in anger, nor
734

Ôido chawan, Tsutsuizutsu;see picture in Kumakura 1991, p. 28.

?s5 Chawashigetsushû, p. 219.
7s6 Saito 1997, pp. 377-385. According to Saito, this

special kind of aesthetic value can be
explained with the aesthetic value of contr¿sl and by emphasising the imagination. The main
emphasis in Saito's article seems to be on damaged or broken tea utensils, referring to the
aesthetics of imperfection. Bu¡ is it really the crack, the act of breaking tea utensils, that
makes them interesting, or rather ttre skillful repair giving a special spirit to the utensil which
makes it look interesting? The word rpaói is not mentioned in Saito's article even though the
content is very close to the idea of wabi studied here. Examples in the classics where tea
utensils were intentionally broken are not so many and anecdotes, especially conceming
Rikyû, do not always have to mean that they express the sense oîwabi n chadô, but rather
express his personal preference for imperfection or his philosophical ideas behind w¿å¡chadô.
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intentionally broken, because the host did not break

it in order to make it

more

interesting.

In this story, the host broke the ceramic chaire because Rikyû showed no
interest in it, but after being skillfirlly repaired the tea-caddy became interesting
looking and even Rikyû praised its beauty. This does not mean that all damaged,
broken, or repaired pieces contain a special kind ofaesthetic value, but rather that
tea utensils should not be praised because of their fame or name. All the famed
utensils or Chinese pieces do not have to please the aesthetic taste of everyone;
some of them might even look quite ordinary. Therefore, in some cases, famed
utensils without any special feanres might look even more fascinating when repaired. The repair may give them aesthetic interest or create some interesting pattems on the surface of the object. However, it should be kept in mind that the re-

paired item has to be somehow special to the owner, or to be an old, famed
Chinese item to be worth repairing (see Section 4.4.2).

Rather than showing that in Tea damaged items possess aesthetic value, this
story illustrates that Rikyû disliked those devotees of Tea who wanted to please
him just because he was a famous master of Tea. They purchased rare tea utensils

to display before Rikyû, thereby gaining merit for themselves as being someone
with such good taste that Rikyû himself would praise it. ldlqrû's silent criticism of
such Tea practitioners' behaviour can be read between the lines - tea utensils
should not be praised because oftheir name. Because ofthese practitioners, Tea
was moving too much toward the utensil-centered Tea that Rikyû disliked very
much.

Not connected to this particular story, but based on a similar example, Saito
considers that intentionally and accidentally damaged items used and praised in
chadô are both forms of "imperfect beautyu.TsT She cites a story ftom Nanpô-

7s7 Saito 1997, p. 378. See also Nakano-Holnes 1995, pp.62-63,210.

Nakano-Holmes writes

that, while Rikyû prefened simplicity, rusticity and n-anquillity inhis clunoyu, Oribe preferred bold and colourful. Oribe exaggerated and nansformed,the wabi aesthetic features such

as irregularity and imperfection in order to seek 'a perfect imperfection'. According to
Nakano-Holmes, Oribe's unrestrained expressions and even comical interpretations of wabi
aesthetics may, at times, appear as if they were meant to make fun of Rikyû's chanoyu. As
Nakano-Holmes also points out, the basic difference between these two tea masters were that
Rikyt sought naturalness and Oribe sought a kind of free form made artificially. In this
study it has been welþestablished that one feature of wabi as a philosophical concept, in
addition to beauty, is naturalness (on naturalness, see sections 2.3.7,3.1.3.3,3.2.3, and
6.2.4), and therefore, it may be asked whether "Oribe's wabi style" exists as Nakano-Holmes
claims. Or, are Oribe's work only one expression of imperfection similar to Saito's intentionally damaged items? However, as shown in this study all imperfect and damaged items
do not possess the spirit of wabi; they have to be bom through the wabi mind(hean), the
absolut€ freedom ofthe heart, the Buddha nature (Section 2.3). These two types ofutensils
introduced by Nakano-Holmes (oribe yaki) and Saito (intentionally damaged items) do not
fulfill these requirements. They are just expressions of artiñcial (fFä) ¡mperfection, and
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in which Jô-ô, on the way to the tea gathering, finds a perfectly-shaped
flower vase with handles (suggesting the Chinese style of flower vase). Meanwhile, Rikyû had also noticed the same t'lower vase and purchased it. The following day he invited Jô-ô for Tea and Jô-ô discovers that the flower vase lacks its
other handle. Jô-ô is very surprised to notice that Rikyû had thought the same
thing as he had, that the vase would look even more fascinating if it had only one
handle. Saito seems to consider that damaged or broken utensils would, as such,
contain higher aesthetic values, and therefore,in chadô tea utensils that were also
intentionally darnaged should be included in the group of "imperfect beauty".
I wholly agree with Saito's idea that accidentally broken items convey the
spirit of imperfect beauty, such as a Yaburebulatro fresh-water (Broken Sack)
container which was broken during the firing. But I have come to a little different
conclusion concerning the use of intentionally broken utensils in Tea. This story
could also be understood to mean that breaking the utensil does not, as such,
increase its aesthetic value, but if the breaking is done skillfrrlly, the result might
be even more fascinating than the original unbroken item. By this, I mean the
difference between the concepts of art artifcial imperfection (ffþ), as Saito
seems to understand it, and a creative imperfection (fFË).tt' These can also be
described in terms of plain imperfection vs. subtle imperfection (see also 3.1.1
roku758

about plain withered vs. subtle withered).

This story, as well Írs many of the intentionally broken items in Te4 belong
to this latter group of 'creative imperfection'. The perfect flower vase was for
Rikyû like a beautiful piece of art having no life because it was made for looking
at and praising its beauty, like a¡t pieces in museums, not for actual use.
Therefore, Rikyu caused a little damage to the vase þerfectly under his control) in
order to avoid the overprotection of the perfect piece of art and the result was even

more fascinating. In this case, the story illustrates Riþrûr's practical ideas in the
wabi style of Tea as well as his extraordinary sensitivity to beauty. Breaking
things intentionally is against Rikyû's philosophical ideas concerning Tea, such as
the examples of the thick tea-caddy called Cloudy Mountain (see above) or the
aged sarudo style of gate in the roji path (4.2.3) shows. These demonstrate that
Rikyû truly disliked things that were made on pwpose to possess the spirit of
wabi, buf if the cracked or sligbtly damaged piece became more suitable to be
used in Tea, this was acceptable. Even though most of the tea utensils were art
pieces, they were to be used. Moreover, tea utensils should not be praised because
of their origin and name but just far wha¡ they are (see Section 3.L.3.2).
therefore, it is not suggested in this study drat they be considered expressions ofthe spirit
wabi in tea utensils.

758 Nanpôroku. pp.283-284.
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Even though Rikyû was against the idea of pleasing guests on purpose, he
also seemed to choose the utensils according to the interests his guests might
have, which can be understood from the following citation from chawashi
getsushti:

.þr ÈffrtÈ. +BØãtxÃ*L+. Êffia.xè¿fi,.
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Rikyû had often said that for today's guests who are from Kyôto, I shall choose ¡t¿¡atsuki chaire. But for tomorrow's guests from saka¡, I shall choose a wooden natsume
¡nstead.

There is no special re¿¡son why Rikyû would choose the ceramic tea-caddy for
thick tea (chaire) for the guests from Kyôto and wooden natsume for the guests

from Sakai. The tea-caddy for thick tea is more highly respected than thin teacaddies, just as is thick tea compared to thin tea. Therefore, it can be argued tha!
because the center of power and cultural activities, including chadô, were at that
time in Kyôto (Kyôto was the capital), guests from Kyôto were served tea from
the rare chaire. sakai, on the other hand, was originally the city of merchants and
even though merchants were wealthy, they were not socially as highly respected
as, for example, warriors or nobles. This is in accord with Rikyu's idea that everyone should practise Tea that suits one's own social class and form of life (see
Chapter 4.2.3, a story about different kinds of middle gates in roji path, or 4.4.2,
on the utensils that suit one best). However, more likely, the choice of tea containers might not have had any connection with the cities the guests were from,

but wase perhaps only related to the guests' personal taste. Nevertheless, this
passage gives interesting information that utensils used in Tea were chosen according to the guests invited.
Earlier in this study it is stated thaq in chadô, artificial is inappropriate and a
host should not try to please one's guests on purpose, but rather to practise Tea in
a way that'a heart does not know it is being a hea¡t' (for more details about Jô-ô's
idea of naturalness, see sections 2.3.7, 3.1.3.3, and 3.1.3.5). Rikyu also taught
concerning naturalness (Section 3.2.3) that it is good to attain the match of hearts

unintentionally and in this sense both Tea masters, Jô-ô and Rikyû teach a simila¡
idea of naturalness, using different words. At fint glance, the citation above seems
to be in contrast to the principles of these teachings, but it may be read also that,
Rikyû has already attained the desired state of mind where all acts have become
natural in an unintentional way, and therefore, he is able to choose suitable utensils to be used in different kinds of gatherings with different kinds of guests.
Meaning that he chose the valuable chaire for the guests from Kyôto who were
able to appreciate, by their cultural heritage, its beauty as such, withoutjust seeing
760

Chawashigetsushû, p. 206.
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an expensive and valuable item as perhaps the more money-oriented merchants
would. By choosing an ordinary wooden container, natsume, for guests from
Sakai, Rikyf¡ also had a lesson for them that inexpensive tea utensils can also be
beautiful and valuable as such.
The following passage from chawashigetsushû illustrates Rikyû's apprecia-

tion ofusing contrasts in chadô:

tF, fãlËHTËF2.. Fl¿ll*t¡'ètc.â+il.*Eâl6tJ.4,#L&v'
Lr.L,
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Rikyû says that a skilled Tea person's selection of utensils in Tea is tike combining
chestnut with mustard.
Comment: This means that with valuable significant utensils, the modest and ordinary
utensils should be chosen, as well as big utensils should be used with small pieces'
From long ago, witb the 'shouldered' (leatatsakí¡ type of tea-caddy for thick tea (chaire), a naßume [rounded body] is chosen for thin tea, simila¡ly with the round-bodied
tea-caddy (marutsubo) for thick tea a cylindrical style of tca-caddy for thin tea (nakatszgi) is used. Again with the unrytû type of kettle [long and slender body], a tarui tyPe
of fresh-water container is choæn [low and shallow body], or with a large fire brazier a
smatl board beneath, of coune. Koshoku lFuruta Oribe] combined the hosokuchikettle
[narrow and slender] with a hishalcu like a small sword [small and shortl, which is also
in accordance with this teaching.

The skillful use of contrast in the objects and the place is important to emphasise
the beauty of the objects used.762 This rule concen$ everything in chadô: the
colours, the shapes, the size and the materials. However, the ability to combine
things with taste is attained through ha¡d work to train one's eye to distinguish
good from bad. This is something that beginners cannot do and it needs extensive
practice and ca¡eñrl study of the works of the old gteat masters (see Section 3.1.1).
Rikyû, however, taught otherwise: afrer a careful study of the rouú'wabi style of
chadô, one is able to understand the beauty of the h¡<urious or the famed utensils
(see Section 3.2.2).No matter which way one chooses, one must master them both
to be able to combine things in Tea skillfully with tasteFlowers are impofarit in chadô and there fue many stories about them. The
following story shows that Rikyû was not only a skilled Tea master but also that

761 Chawashigetsusht, p. 212. Note that sabi and karani Qian, simple, somber) are both
aesthetic terms even though thcy are used here in a different context. For details, see
yarna 1992, pp. 19G208 (on saåt and pp. 255-268, (on Laruni).

762

Kuri-

See also Section 4.4.2.1, where Rilq¡ä says that one should always choose utensils that fit
oneself. A big man should have small utensils or an elderly man should use beautiful utensils. In this citation also the idea of using conüasts is emphasised.
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he had an extraordinary eye for beauty and an innate ability to master difücult
situations elegantly with taste:
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One spring, Hideyoshi had filled a large metal container with water and placed it in the
tokonoma with a branch of a plum tree next to it. He asked Rikyt io arrange the
flowers. Hideyoshi's attendants whispered among themselves about iis being a difficutt
task, but Rikyû took the branch ofthe plum tree in a back-hand grip and drJw carefully
the branch through his han4 knocking off the flowers. The sighr òf the plum floweri,
some of them being already opened and some of them being still buds, mixing together
and floating on the surface ofthe water looked so elegant that it wæ beyonã deicrip
tion. Hideyoshi, seeing this, says: 'no matter how much I tried to put ttrairettow Ritcyo
into a difficult situation, I did not succeed'. Hideyoshi said this without any bad feelings (being displeased).

Rikyu

w¿¡s a very gifted rea master with elegant taste, who also had a sense of the
occasion' He was resourceful and had an ability to achieve an aesthetically refined
result. The water basin in the story was most probably silver, because if it had

been bronze the combination of red plum blossoms and quite dark bronze
container would not be the best. The charm of the red flowers would be best enhanced in a silver container in which water also reflects beautifully. Ananging
only one branch of the plum flowers tastefulty in the shallow vase is diffrcult
because in 'flower arrangement' for chadô, called, chabana, no stands whatsoever
are used, and the flowers should be arranged in a way so that they look as they do
naturally in the frelds. Rikyu solved this problem by scattering the plum buds and

flowers, making them float on the surface of the water similar to the scenery in
late spring, which is called in Japanese hanafubuki, 'a flower drift', flowers falling
in the wind. This must have been a beautifi¡l sight, especially if the container had
been silve¡. It gives an image of a lake (water in the container) and the moon
(silver container) and along the lake the plum tree scattering is buds and flowers
on the lake in the gentle spring breezc,.

Rikyû's morning glory tea gathering is well known and it illustrates his
in wabichadô and that Rikyû did not have any need to please

aesthetic values

others on purpose:

763

Chawashigetsushû, p. 207. See also Hirota 1995, p. 253. In Hirota's translation the metal
flower væe is said to be bronze. This would be the natural expectation because most of the
metal items during that time were old bronze. However, in this context it does not seem to be
the best choice.
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told Hideyoshi that in Rilgô's garden the moming glories were blooming
beautifully. Hideyoshi wanted to see the flowers and he left to go to Rilq¡Cr's house for
Someone

the morning gattrering. After arriving ttrere, Hideyoshi was displeased to fird out that
teathere was not even a single morning glory lefr in Rikyû's garden. He entered the
glory
tokothe
in
moming
jusi
bright-coloured
beautifully
one
was
room and there
noma. Hideyoshi was the first to enter the tea-room, followed by his anendants. He
looked at the flower and for the frst time his eyes were opened to the real beauty of a
moming glory and he praised the way the flower was put in the container. Ever since
this gathering is known as Rikyû's moming glory tea gathering'

This story gives an impression that Rikyû was initated by the fact that people
always wanted to see something exfiaordinarily and marvelous in order to be able
to experience the deep touch of beauty in their everyday life. This time their
interest was in Rikyû's garden, which was said to be full of moming glories, and
Hideyoshi also became interested and wanted to see this rare scene.?65
Rikyû's act of cutting all the flowers is simila¡ to the story in Ker¡kô's Essays
path in
of ldleness,introduced ea¡lier in this section with the story of Rikyû's roTi
the city of Sakai. The story of Rikyû's morning glory tea gathering teaches tbat

things do not have to be perfect or at their best to be admirable or beautiful, like
thousands of fiowers in full bloom or the perfectly round moon in a cloudless sþ'
Perhaps Rikyu wanted to show how one moming glory can be even more beautiful than a whole gardenful of flowers. If there is only one flower' one will look at
the beauty of this particular flower, but if there æe many of them one will look at
the beauty of the whole scene and not see the single flower. Another reason might
be that Rikyû wanted to show how easily people admi¡ed things others admire,
without bothering to look at the object as it is. Rilqrû seems to teach that one does
not need a number of items (a lot of tea utensils, flowers, or several tea-rooms),
but only one skillfully selected piece is enough.

ThestorymayalsoillustrateRik¡'ûr'sfascinationwithminimalistbeauty'the
idea of creating the maximum effect with the simplest and fewest elements possible. As shown earlier in this chapter, the utensils Rikyû favoured had hardly any
764 Chawashigetsusht, p. 2l I 765 Seidensticker 1978, pp. 348-359. Morning glories came from China to Japan during the
Nara period and it w;s originally known as a medicinal herb (laxative and diuretic). The

period.
morning glory became a wiãely popular flower grown in gardens during the late Edo
Asagao,
a
called
book
containing
Genii
rhe morning glory appears already in The Tale ol
The Morning Glory. A-sagao was the name of the highest priestess of Kamo who causes disname
appointment-to Cénji bi turning him away. It says in the note to the text that the
asagao, morning glory, derives from this chapter'
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decoration; they were rough looking, and his tea-rooms were small, humble,
and
in the tolconoma can be said to express the
minimalist idea of beauty by forcing a guest to look at a single flower, thereby
maximising the effect this flower could have on the guest. The story illustrates
the
idea of contrasting ideas sfrengthening the beauty of one particular item,
such as
austere. Putting one moming glory

using one chinese masterpiece together with ordinary Japanese pieces, which
were not considered to be so valuable at the time. Rikyu emphasised the idea of
contrasting elements in combining small pieces with the big ones, square with
round, and beautifully decorated beside the rough and auste¡e. In this story, the
idea of contrasting elements is also canied out simply by putting one small flower
into the large tokonoma. This act contains a spiritual message; one flower expresses the sense

of modesty and tranquillity emphasised in chadô, against the
energetic liveliness of a mass of flowers or the luxurious style of Tea. with this
simple act, Rikyû pointed out that humbleness and contasting elements exist in
the spirit of wabi.
The last anecdote about Rikyû concerns the very essential principle or wabichadô that, after all, wabí means not owning any famed utensils (see Section

4.2.t.t).
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A poor wabi style of Tea practitioner from the counfyside sent one ryri in gold to
Riþd and asked whether Rikyt could purchase any kind of tea utEnsils for him with
this money. Riþû spent the whole amount of money on white cloth and sent it back

saying,'in wabi style ofTea, even though one owns nothing, ifone has only a clean
white cloth for wiping the bowl, one is able to drink tea.'

A wabi Tea practitioner wanted Rikyû to choose fine utensils for him because
Rikyû had a skilled eye for tasteful tea utensils. He sent a large amount of money
to Rikyû to purchase good tea utensils, which alone is against the idea of wabi tn
Tea. First of all, a wabi Teaperson should not possess so much money and should
not have worldly desires to own more and more tea utensils, or to show
dissatisfaction with life as it is. He wanted to have the advantage of knowing the
famous Tea Master Rikyû, and therefore Rikyu did not buy him any utensils,
except for white cloth used to wipe tea bowls. with this act, Riþú probabty
wanted to remind this rryaåi Tea practitioner that the essential hea¡t of wabichadô
is to keep all the basic things clean and neq such as white cloth for wiping the
bowl, wooden chopsticks for serving tlre sweets. This is already conside¡ed to be
enough luxury tnwabichadô. conceming the utensils used in Tea, one should use

766 chawashigetsusht,

p. 208. The same story can be found arso in Genryt chawa,p.42'r.
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whatever is available. T\e wahì Tea practitioner in this story seems to have
nnderstood the meaning of wabi to be in outer featu€s, but not the tn¡e paåi
mind, and therefore, his acts did not come from the tue hea¡t. One is not satisfied
in all respects with the hr¡mble uaåí style of Tea and life, but rather has desires to
gain worldly pleasures, precious tea utensils, and by them also to gain the respect
of other devotees of Tea. All of these are against the ideal wabi mind in Tea.
These stories about the great Tea master, Rikyû, reveal that he was extemely
strict and meticulous conceming the rules and principles of wabichadô, so that the

starting and ending point of his Tea n'as in the proper state of mind(heart). The
citations also show that even though mastering this might not sound difficult, it is
actually the most challenging task in studying Tea

